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VOORWOORDD & SAMENVATTING
Inn de titel van dit proefschrift

("Massive stars & X-ray

pulsars")) speelt het verbindende "&" teken een dubbele rol die om
naderee

uitleg

vraagt.

In het kort bespreek

ik eerst

"Massive

stars"" en "X-ray pulsars" en besluit met "Massive stars & X-ray
pulsars".. Deze bespreking doe ik aan de hand van de serie (deels
reedss

gepubliceerde)

artikelen

die

gebundeld

zijn

in

dit

proefschrift. .
"Massivee stars" zijn sterren die zwaarder zijn dan ongeveer
155

keer

de

massa

verschijnsell
ditt

onze

Zon.

Van

deze

"massaverlies" de belangrijkste

proefschrift

artikelenn

van

aan

wordt

massaverliess

de

een

orde

komt.

recentelijk

bestudeerd,

In

het

is

het

eigenschap die in

een

ontdekt

namelijk

sterren
serie
aspect

feit

van

drie

van

dat

de

dit
massa

uitstromingg niet geleidelijk gaat maar onregelmatig. De figuur op
dee

buitenkaft

ultraviolett

illustreert

spectrum

het

van de

treffende

verschil

tussen

y Cassiopeiae

(zware) ster

een

(gamma

Cas)) dat geleidelijk massaverlies laat zien en een spectrum van
diezelfdee ster in een periode van verhoogd massaverlies. [Deze
spectraa

zijn

verkregen

met

behulp

van

de

ruimtesatelliet

de

"Internationall Ultraviolet Explorer" (IUE).] In de drie artikelen
wordtt aannemelijk gemaakt dat dit verschijnsel optreedt bij alle
zwaree sterren, ondanks dat van andere individuele sterren slechts
sporadischee waarnemingsgegevens van dit aspect voorhanden zijn.
Dee

genoemde

hypothese

statistischee
"episodisch""
genoemdd

berust

vergelijking.
(in

wordt,

dan
Voor

tegenstelling

is

in het

eerste

ook
dit

tot

voornamelijk

verschijnsel,

periodiek)

artikel

op

een

een
dat

massaverlies

primitief

model

opgesteldd dat, voorzover mogelijk, in de andere artikelen op de
bruikbaarheidd ervan getoetst wordt, waarbij gepoogd is om zo goed
mogelijkk de fysische eigenschappen van het model te onderkennen.
Dee oorzaak
totaall onbekend,

van dit episodisch massaverlies
gezien het

is natuurlijk

feit dat het verschijnsel van het

gewone,, geleidelijke, massaverlies ook nog (steeds) niet begrepen
is.. De hoop is gevestigd dat deze nieuw onderkende eigenschap van

4 4

zwaree sterren zal bijdragen tot
verschijnsell massaverlies.

een beter begrip

van het

Voorr de geschiedschrijving is het interessant om te
vermeldenn dat de zich veranderende spectraallijnen, zoals die
mooii opgepoetst op de buitenkant van dit proefschrift prijken, in
dee ster y Cas voor het eerst "bij toeval" in 1979 door Godelieve
Hammerschlag-Hensbergee zijn gevonden in een spectrum dat (vanwege
instrumentelee moeilijkheden) van een dermate slechte kwaliteit
bleekk te zijn dat het nu als beslist onbruikbaar bestempeld zou
worden.. Ook het doel waarvoor het spectrum was opgenomen was een
geheell andere, nl. de ster y Cas is tevens een Röntgenbron
waarvann uit nieuwsgierigheid een ultraviolet spectra genomen
werd.. Hiermee zijn we in de buurt gekomen het tweede onderwerp:
dee "X-ray pulsars".
"X-rayy pulsars" ofwel Röntgen pulsars zijn Röntgen bronnen
diee een zeer regelmatige intensiteitswisseling vertonen. Men is
err zeker van dat men hier te doen heeft met de rotatie van een
sterkk gemagnetiseerde neutronen ster (doorsnede 20 km, ongeveer
evenn zwaar als de zon, een oppervlakte magneetveld van 10 8 Tesla,
enn een rotatie periode tussen de 0.07 en 835 seconden). Deze
neutronenn ster is lid van een dubbelstersysteem en trekt door
zijnn sterke zwaartekracht materie aan die afkomstig is van zijn
begeleider.. Bij dit proces wordt Röntgen straling opgewekt als
diee materie naar en op de neutronen ster valt.
Inn het review artikel "Spinup and spindown of accreting
neutronn stars" wordt een kritisch overzicht gegeven van wat er
sindss 1972 zoal gezegd en gedacht is over de oorzaken van de soms
regelmatige,, en soms onregelmatige, periodewisselingen die de
Röntgenn pulsars te zien geven. Een review poogt in het algemeen
dee huidige kennis samen te bundelen die over het te bespreken
onderwerpp bestaat. Het nieuwe van dit artikel is ondermeer het
feitt dat een dergelijke samenvatting niet eerder bestond, en het
iss dan ook primair geschreven om te dienen als hoofdstuk in het
boekk "Accretion-driven stellar X-ray sources" dat binnen niet al
tee lange tijd zal verschijnen bij Cambridge University Press
(Engeland)) onder redakteurschap van W.H.G. Lewin en E.P.J. van
denn Heuvel.
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Zoalss vaak gebeurt bij het schrijven van een dergelijk werk,
zijnn er verbindingen gelegd en problemen naar voren gekomen die
tee voren niet waren geformuleerd. Met name wil ik hier noemen de
verklaringg van het nogal afwijkende gedrag van de Röntgenpulsar
Herculess

X-l. Hiervoor zijn veel pogingen gedaan, meestal wel

tott de bevrediging

van de desbetreffende auteur zelf, maar de

m.i.. meest aannemelijke verklaring komt pas goed aan het licht
wanneerr men de diverse gemaakte veronderstellingen precies op een
rijtjee zet.
Tott slot nu iets over de relatie tussen "Massive stars &
X-rayy pulsars".
EenEen aantal Röntgen pulsars heeft als dubbelster begeleider
eenn zware ster (ongeveer 14 zijn er nu bekend). Hoe goed ook de
theoriee ooit in staat zal zijn cm de respons van een draaiende
neutronensterr

op

het

aanbod

van

materie

en

impulsmoment

te

beschrijven,, een verklaring van het gedrag van Röntgen pulsars
zall altijd blijven afhangen van de kennis over het gedrag van de
begeleidendee
ster..

"donor" ster, dus in ons geval dat van een zware

Kennis

interactiee

van

te

beide

begrijpen.

zaken
Dit

is

is

dus

de

onontbeerlijk

leidraad

om

geweest

de

in

dit

voor

de

proefschrift. .
Ondermeerr

is

er

een

dubbelster

model

gemaakt

Röntgendubbelsterr X Perse! die de "langzaamste" pulsar is

(835

secondenn rotatietijd). Gebrek aan waarnemingen verhinderen echter
elkk mogelijke verdere conclusie. Iets dergelijks was er aan de
handd met de vermeende nog langzamere pulsar 4U 1700-37, die met
eenn pulsperiode van 97 minuten een eenzame uitzondering vormde.
Inn het betreffende artikel wordt overtuigend aangetoond dat deze
periodiciteitt

geheel

waarnemingsmethodee

van

te
de

wijten

was

aan

Röntegendetektor

de

aan

specifieke

boord

van

de

satelliet.. Toch blijken andere onderzoekers nog steeds naar een
dergelijkee periodiciteit zoeken. Ook hier vormden de waarnemingen
dee bottle-neck.
Inn

het

artikel

binaries"" wordt de
gedragg

"Mass

loss

and

stellar

vraag gesteld: Wat kan men

winds
leren

in

X-ray

uit het

van de Röntgen dubbelsterren over het massaverlies van

zwaree sterren?

66

Hett zal duidelijk zijn dat de cirkel zich hier s l u i t . Zoals
a l t i j dd het geval i s b i j cirkels, maakt het niet u i t waar men
begintt of waar men eindigt. De bovengenoemde opsomming i s dan ook
a l l e ss behalve chronologisch. De chronologie i s t e vinden u i t de
verschijningsdataa
van de diverse artikelen en wordt t e r
overwegingg aan de lezer overgelaten.
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ABSTRACT T
High-resolutionn ultraviolet spectra of the B 0.5
IVee star y Cas,
obtained with IUE between april
19788 and October 1979 show spectacular changes
inn the profiles of the resonance doublets of
CC IV, N V and Si IV. In addition to the broad asymmetricc low-velocity absorption lines which
seess to be always present, narrow, blue-shifted
absorptionn components, with velocities up to
15000 In s~', are observed at 4 occasions. The
time-dependentt high-velocity features are interpretedd in terms of
(presumed) spherical highdensityy "shells", which travel outwards with a
terminall velocity not very much exceeding 1500
kmm i - 1 . To explain the origin of these shells we
proposee intermittent enhancement of the stellar
windd mass-loss rate (duration T ^ 1 day; enhancementt factor p > 2 ) . It is predicted that the
columnn density of the narrow lines will fade out
att a rate «(time)" 2 i.e. the absorptions will last
nott longer than a few weeks. This model is
referredd to as the UV-shell model. Earlier observationss (by COPERNICUS) suggest that UV shells
probablyy occur in all early-type stars, independent
off spectral class. Therefore, in this respect,
YY Cas might be not unique.
Keywords:: Y C a s »
model,, Be stars

L

" » e variability, UV-shell

1.. INTRODUCTION
Wee collected 10 high-resolution IUE spectra of
YY Cas taken between April 1978 and October^ 1979.
Inn this talk we present a model to explain' the
presencee of time-dependent narrow absorption
featuress which were on four occasions observed in
thee resonance doublets of C IV, N V and Si IV.
Thee presence of these narrow lines was first noted
byy Hammerschlag-Hensberge (1979). This model,
referredd to as the UV-shell model, is able to
predictt the observed timescales for variation, as
welll as (in some extent) the observed line profiless and, if a compact object is associated with
thee star, it may account for the observed hard
X-rayy variability.
2.. THE NARROW, HIGH VELOCITY ABSORPTIONS
Figuree I shows an example of the high-velocity
narroww absorption features in the region near the
resonancee doublets of C IV, N V and Si IV. The
featuress are marked. The fact that for each of the

threee ions both members of the doublets are present
makess that the identification is without any
doubt.. From these and other spectra (not shown)
wee derive the following conclusions:
1.. In each spectrum the high-velocity absorptions
(iff present) in the different ions have the
samee velocity v a .
2.. In the different spectra -vs ranges from 1200
too 1500 km s _ 1 .
3.. The full width at half minimum intensity
(FWHM)) ranges from 30 to 250 km 8~'.
4.. The strengths of the two components of the
doubletss are in accordance with their
oscillatorr strength ratio.
5.. The narrow lines do apparently form in less
thann 7 days and disappear within less than
2{2{ months (both upper limits).
6.. At intermediate velocities (between **> 900 and
12000 km 8~') the absorption is negligible.
Anyy model for explaining the presence of these
featuress should meet the above six boundary
conditions.. The UV-shell model, presented
here,, was made to account for these (apparently)
transientt UV phenomena in Y Cas; it is not
intendedd to account for the well-known variations
inn optical or infrared spectra, nor for the wellstudiedd Be or B-shell characteristics in this star.

3.. THE UV-SHELL MODEL
Evidencee for similar high-velocity narrow absorptionn components in UV spectra or stars other than
YY Cas has been presented by Gathier, Lamers and
Snoww (1980). In their study which includes
COPERNICUSS spectra of 26 early-type stars ranging
inn spectral class from I to V, these authors arrive
att the following conclusions:
1.. In many stars the narrow absorptions are superimposedd on the broad absorption part of the F
Cygnii lines. By separating the contribution
fromm the narrow and broad components they
concludee that the ionization structure in the
windd is the same as in the region where the
narroww lines are formed.
2.. The terminal velocity of the wind v . (if observed)) is always larger than v g .
3.. The narrow absorptions cannot be due to a peak
inn the degree of the ionization (because no
relationn between velocity and ionization
potentiall is observed).
4.. The transient narrow lines occur in probably all

J W H U I WW ^Second Europe» IUE f # « m f . Tlibftym. Germany. 26-28 March 1980<ES,4 SP-157. April 1980), 1*7
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early-typee stars and might be due to transient
"high"" density shells or "puffs".
Wee ascribe the observed phenomena in y Cas in
termss of the formation of transient shells; we
interpretee the observation such that the wind of
YY Cas can be in two phases, as follows:
a.. Quiet wind phase: In all spectra the broad
asymmetricc low-velocity absorptions indicate
masss loss. We determined the mass-loss rate to
bee as H Q Ï ] 0 ~ 8 M Q yr ', by using the 'Atlas s
off theoretical P Cygni profiles" (Castor and
Lamerss 1979). The edge velocity observed in
thee Si IV lines is about 900 km s - 1 . The
terminall wind velocity is not observed and
mightt exceed the edge velocity by a factor of
two. .
b.. Activity phase: The mass-loss rate is enhanced
byy a factor p, where p is defined by
MM • p M Q (p > 1 ) . The mass-loss rate is
regulatedd in the photosphere at the point
wheree the velocity becomes supersonic. The
reasonn why the conditions in this point
changee during such an activity phase remains
unspecified.. The activity phase lasts about
11 day.
Thee velocity of the UV-shell absorption is determinedd by using the velocity versus distance
relation.. The travel time for particles escaping
fromm the stellar photosphere and reaching the
(observed)) velocity of 1500 km s~' is less than
onee day (assuming that the terminal velocity of
thee "dense" part of the wind does not exceed this
valuee too much). The observational consequence is
thatt at intermediate velocities the absorption
cann only be observed during about one day. From
thee observed fequency of the high-velocity
absorptionss (present in 4 out of 10 spectra) we
concludee that every 2 + I weeks the formation of
suchh an UV-shell might occur, which gives a
ratherr small probability to observe these featuress at lower velocities. Hence, one either
expectss to observe the quiet wind, or the quiet
windd plus the shell near its terminal velocity.

4.. THE EXPANSION OF THE UV SHELL
Iff we denote the thickness of the shell by dxs
andd the inner radius by x s one can readily show
thatt the column density of-t.he absorption part
iss proportional to p dx g /x . When the accelerationn terminates the thickness remains constant,
andd the (now constant) expansion velocity will
causee the column density to decrease propor tionall to t~
(assuming that the ionization
fractionss of the ions remain constant). This
relationn enables us to predict a timescale for
disappearancee of the narroww absorptions. A
calculationn shows that the high-velocity features
ass observed at 7 May 1978 (fig. 1) should have
disappearedd beyond detectability after about one
week. .

5.. LINE PROFILE ANALYSIS
Inn the spectrum of 7 May 1978 the high-velocity
absorptionss are extremely narrow (FWHM % 30 km s~')
andd symmetric. This spectrum was selected to
derivee some more details for this particular
UV-shelll phase. By measuring the equivalent
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Fig.. 1. The resonance lines of C IV (top),
NN V and Si IV (bottom) in y Cas, 7 May 1978.
Thee (horizontal) velocity scale has been normalizedd to the principal line of each doublet.
Thee high-velocity absorptions are marked.

widthss of the six doublet lines we obtain a
columnn density for the three ions. A comparison
off the ratios of these column densities with
thosee derived for T Sco (BOV) (Lamers and
Rogersonn 1978) gives the absolute ionization
fractionss and an electron temperature of
22 x io K in the region where the absorptions are
formed.. The result for the shell parameters is:

x ss

40p

Becausee 7 days earlier no narrow components were
observedd we estimate that x s < 125 R,, assuming
aa travel time of 20 stellar radii per day. For
thee enhancement factor p only a rough lower limit
cann be derived. The narrowness of the lines
suggestss that a possible present velocity gradient
mustt be less than 5 km s~' which corresponds to
pp > 2 for a velocity law of the type derived by
Lamerss and Morton (1976). Observations with
higherr time resolution are required to further
delimitt these parameters.

6.. HARD X-RAY EMISSION
Holtt (1979) kindly communicated that y Cas is a
variablee hard X-ray source (HEAO I and 2 observations)) with a 14 keV thermal spectrum, similar to
thatt of the massive X-ray binaries. This might
suggestt a binary nature of y Cas. However, no
furtherr evidence for such a nature exists. From
opticall spectra Cowley et al. (1976) set a limit
off 20 km s
for a radial velocity variation and
weree not able to detect any periodicity in the
rangee from 2?5 to 4000 d . In this respect we
notee that a low-mass compact object orbiting
YY Cas with a long period should be at a distance
largerr than 3000 R Q % 300 R», which would give
aa time delay > 15 days for the effect of the
UV-shelll on the X-ray intensity.
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7.. DISCUSSION AMD CONCLUSIONS
Th«« UV-shell aodel explains in a natural way why
att intermediate velocities (between 900 and 1200
kmm a - 1 ) no abaorption £a found in the resonance
liness of C IV, H V and Si IV. The reason being
thatt in a quiet vind phase the density at velocitiess higher than 900 km s~l ia too low. If
duringg a short time interval (y 1 day) the mass
fluxx from the star is enhanced (sufficiently to
producee an observable absorption) the material
ejectedd in that phase will be accelerated so
fast,, that the absorption will shift from low
velocityy to alanst terminal velocity during
aa short time (t< I day) which Bakes the probability
forr observing this transition very low. The
columnn density of the shell will decay at a rate
«« t
(a few weeks) which explains why a large
fractionn (60X) of spectra does not show the
high-velocityy features. This model differs very
muchh from the pre-postcoronal model of Doasan at
al.. (previous paper) in the sense that in their
modell at intermediate velocities the temperature
iss too high to allow the existence of ionization
stagess such as C IV, N V and Si IV. It is clear
thatt 0V observations with high time resolution
aree required to give a more definite answer as
too which modal decribes the transient phenomena
inn Y Caa.
Wee note however, that this behaviour might not be
uniquee for this ster, since the UV-shell model
mightt apply to other weak-wind early-type stars
ass well.

Wee thank E.P.J, van den Heuvel for a critical
readingg of the manuscript. HH & GH acknowledge
thee partial support from the Netherlands Organisationn for the Advancement of Pure Research.
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UVV OBSERVATIONS OF y Cas: INTERMITTENT MASS-LOSS ENHANCEMENT

H.F.. HENRICHS
Astronomicall Institute, University of Amsterdam
Roetersstraatt 15, 1018 WB Amsterdam.

Introduction n
Twentyy one high resolution IUE observations made over a two year intervall revealed remarkable changes in the profiles of the resonance lines
off C IV, N V and Si IV in the B 0.5 IVe star Y Cas. Narrow (FWHM < 100
kmm s - 1 ) , blue shifted (v < 1500 km s - 1 ) , absorption components of varyingg strenghts are observed in addition to the broad, asymmetric, lowvelocityy absorption lines which seem to be steady.
Ann earlier proposed model to explain this phenomenon (the "UV-shell
model"" by Henrichs et al. 1980, Paper 1) has now been tested and probablyy confirmed by new observations which were taken with high time resolution,, as was suggested in Paper 1.
Wee arrive at the following conclusions:
1)) Intermittent enhancement (factor » 2} of the stellar wind mass-loss
ratee (duration < 1 day) gives rise to a rapidly expanding (thin),
high-densityy shell. A higher density might be correlated with a
lowerr terminal velocity of the shell, which is less than the terminall velocity of the wind.
2)) The decay of the column density of these shell lines is expected to
bee proportional to (time) - 2 (Paper 1 ) . This means that they are observablee only during a few weeks.
3)) The "UV-shell" phases of the star occur very frequently, typically
onn timescales of a week to a month. The strength and/or duration is
variable.. No periodicity has been found in y Cas.
4)) It is suggested that these UV-shell lines are not necessarily associatedd with the Be nature of y Cas, but rather they may be common
propertyy of all early-type stars. This conclusion is based additionallyy on a statistical study of 26 OB stars with Copernicus (Lamers
ett al. 1981) where the majority of this sample shows more or less
similarr UV-shell lines.
5)) A spin-off conclusion of the present work is that in 0B binary X-ray
sourcess the often observed irregular X-ray variability might well be
explainedd by the UV-shell model: intermittent enhancement of the Xrayy flux will be observed if the high-density shell passes through
thee orbit of the compact object. Simultaneous UV and X-ray observationss of Y Cas might reveal its binary nature (see Paper 1 ) .
431 1
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Fig.1.. Spectra with and without
"UV-shell"" lines
AA detailed paper containing
muchh of the observational material
andd the line profile analysis will
appearr elsewhere (Henrichs et al.
1981).. Here we describe only a few
importantt observations leading to
somee of the conclusions mentioned
above. .
Linee profile analysis
Figuree 1 shows the strongest
UV-shelll episode ever recorded
fromm Y Cas (26 may '80) superposed
onn a "quiet" spectrum near the
resonancee lines of C I V , N V and
Sii IV. The horizontal velocity
scalee is relative to the principal
linee of each doublet. Fluxes are
normalizedd to the stellar continuumm (indicated by horizontal lines).
Thee "quiet" spectrum is a mean of
44 spectra which were taken between
differentt UV-shell episodes in
19788 and 1979. A mass-loss rate of
aboutt 1 0 - 8 M 0 y e a r - 1 was derived
fromm this spectrum (Paper 1 ) . Note
thatt the centers of the broad absorptionss are all shifted by -200
VELOCITYY IKI1/S1
kmm s•• 1 indicatingg mass outflow.
Inn fig. 2 a time sequence of Fig.2.. Normalized shell spectra of
thee april 1980 UV-shell episode.
199 days duration is shown. The
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55
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9

11 13 a

Fig.3.. C IV column density decay
andd possible t - 2 behaviour.

scaless are those of fig.t. Here the
spectraa are normalized to the local
underlyingg stellar + line flux. These
UV-shelll spectra are therefore ready
forr direct comparison with theoretical
predictions.. It is clear from fig.2
thatt all three ions do indeed show
equall (sometimes several) shell velocities.. In complicated cases the
identificationn is aided by the presencee of both doublet lines from all
threee ions.
Spectrall line fits (corrected for
thee IUE instrument) were made to derivee the column density according to
profiless of the type
F(v)) = exp(-To exp(-((v-vc)/vt)2))

wheree F is the flux, T 0 the central optical depth of the line, v c the
centrall velocity and v t the "turbulent" width, respectively. If necessary,, more lines were included in the fit.
Thee resultant C IV column densities (not corrected for abundance)
aree displayed in fig.3. The dashed curve is a t - 2 fit through the last
55 datapoints, suggesting that at 25 March we are dealing with not the
samee shell. For the first four datapoints the sum of more components
wass used. Therefore a more appropriate description would be with two
setss of shell lines, which are observed at v^ = -1400 kms -1 and at
vgg • -1300 kms -1 . A two shell fit based on 4 free parameters and 9
pointss (solid line in fig. 3) gives a very good agreement with the observedd behaviour, implying that the second UV-shell episode should have
startedd a few days before 5 April.
Shelll parameters
Fromm the observed column density we may estimate the mass M in a
shelll using M = 4 TT r2, mjj N H . Here r s is the inner radius of the shell,
whichh is estimated from its velocity and the length of time it has been
visible.. We assumed that 10% of Si is in Si IV. This prescription yields
~~ 3.1021* g for shell A and *• 3.1023 g for shell B. If we express the
formationn time x of the shell in days and the mass-loss enhancement by
pp (Paper 1) we obtain xp " 50 and 5 for shell A and B respectively. No
attemptt has yet been made to solve the ionization balance to obtain the
densityy in the shell (giving the thickness and formation time). In any
casee the high values of xp indicate a very strong mass-loss enhancement.
References s
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EPISODICC MASS LOSS IN T CAS AND IN OTHER EARLY-TYPE STARS*
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Astronomicall Institute
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and d
I.. Howarth & P. Barr
Departmentt of Astronomy 6 Astrophysics,
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Summary y
High-resolutionn ultraviolet spectra obtained with the IUE of
thee B 0.5 IVe star -y Cas have revealed conspicuous changes in the
profiless of the resonance doublet lines of C IV, N V and Si IV.
Inn

18

out

componentss

of

the

28

available

spectra,

narrow

absorption

(FWHM < 160 Xm/s) of varying strengths (up to almost

saturatedd profiles) are found at the blueshifted side of the rest
wavelength.. Sometimes the components are multiple. In the range
coveredd by the short wavelength camera on board of IUE no other
ionss show such behavior. The central velocities of the narrow
liness are between -650 and -1500 km/s. Within one spectrum the
velocitiess

of

narrow

lines

in

the

three

ions do

not

differ

significantly.. In the different episodes a larger column density
iss correlated with a lower velocity. For the development of such
narroww high-velocity UV absorptions an upper limit of one week is
derivedd from the data. The decay takes place typically within one
month.. The mean

interval between the different

episodes

might

varyy between a week to a month. No periodicity has been found.

** Based on" observations by the International Ultraviolet
Explorerr collected at the Villafranca Satellite tracking station
off the European Space Agency. Partly based on Data retrieved from
thee ESA-IUE databank.
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Itt

is argued

that

the occurrence of these narrow, high-

velocity,, high-excitation absorption lines is a common phenomenon
inn all early-type stars, irrespective of luminosity class or Be
characteristics.. The main argument originates from a comparison
off both occurrence and properties of the narrow lines in Y Cas
withh those in a sample of 26 OB stars analyzed by Lamers Gathier
&& Snow (1982).
Thiss comparison enables a determination of the (unobserved)
terminall velocity of the stellar wind of y Cas to be made and it
wass found to be at 1700 km/s.
Thee observations presented

here are in agreement with an

earlierr proposed model (Henrichs et al. 1980) for the occurrence
andd properties of the narrow lines. It is suggested that these
liness are formed in a rapidly expanding region of the stellar
windd which has a higher density than the ambient "quiet" wind,
andd which has resulted
duringg

a short time

from an enhanced mass loss of the star

(about one day). Both the observed time-

dependentt behavior of the strength of the narrow absorption lines
andd the observed distribution of the velocities are explained by
thee

model.

Radiation

pressure

is

suggested

as

the

driving

mechanism. .
Thee physical

cause of this episodic mass-loss enhancement

remainss unexplained.

Keyy words
YY Cas - ultraviolet spectra - variability in resonance lines early-typee stars - narrow lines - variable mass loss
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1.. Introduction
(y Cas)

Thee bright star Gamma Cassiopeiae

was the first-

knownn Be star (Secchi, 1867). The star has spectral type BO.5 IVe
(Leshh 1968) and is a rapid rotator (v sin i « 230 km/s, Slettebak
1976).. The star is surrounded by both emission and

reflection

nebulaee (Poeckert & van den Bergh 1982). Its remarkable history
inn the visual region is well documented. Extensive reviews are
givenn by Cowley & Marlborough
Sincee

1968

(Bohlin

(1968) and Cowley et al. (1976).

1970) the

star has

also been

extensively

studiedd in the ultraviolet region by means of space instruments.
AA

recent

description

of

Hammerr schlag-Hensberge

et

the

UV

al.

spectrum

(1980).

A

was

given

summary

of

by
the

groundbasedd observations and earlier UV work is given by Snow et
al.. (1979). Infrared data are reviewed by Scargle et al. (1978).
Neww

interest

in

Y Cas

arose

in

1976 when

the

star

was

discoveredd to be a low luminosity X-ray source (MX0053+604). For
aa review of all available X-ray data back to 1970 the reader is
referredd to Peters (1982). The star appears to be a persistent,
althoughh variable, hard X-ray emitter. A description of the X-ray
spectrumm is given by Peters (1982) and White et al. (1982). In
thee latter paper a comparison of the X-ray properties of y Cas
withh those of the X-ray binary system X Per/3U0352+30 is made.
Becausee of the great similarity between the two X-ray sources,
thee

authors

concluded

separatedd binary

system

that

T Cas

containing

is

a

member

an accreting

of

a

neutron

widely
star,

althoughh no regular X-ray pulsations could be found. A similar
binaryy model for y Cas was also proposed by Marlborough et al.
(1978)..

Radial

velocity

studies

of

y Cas have

set

limits to

possiblee periodicity and amplitude (Cowley et al. 1976), but no
evidencee for binary motion has been found.
Simultaneouss UV and Ha studies are presented by Slettebak &
Snoww (1978). They discovered short-time, simultaneous variability

«Alsoo known as ADS 782, BD+59*144, BS 264, FL 27 Cas, GC 1117,
HDD 5394, HR 264, IRC 460 031, LSI 460 133, MOW 46, MWC 9 and SflO 011482
(Howarthh 1979)
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inn both spectral regions, which was also correlated with an X-ray
flare. .
Detailedd

models

for

y Cas based

on these and many other

observationss have been developed by Marlborough (1977), Poeclcert
&& Marlborough (1977, 1978), Marlborough et al. (1978) and Scargle
ett al. (1978).
Thee

unexpected

presence

of

narrow

highly-displaced

absorptionn components in ultraviolet resonance lines of C IV, N V
andd Si IV was discovered by Hammerschlag-Hensberge
discoveryy

motivated

us

to

study

y Cas

(1979). This

intensively

with

the

Internationall Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE).
Thee present paper gives extensive UV observations over a two
yearr interval obtained with the IUE. We give a detailed analysis
off

the

transient, blue-shifted,

narrow,

absorption

components

encounteredd in most of the available UV spectra. A. short account
off some of the data was given in an earlier report by Henrichs,
Hammerschlag-Hensbergee

& Lamers

(1980) (hereafter paper 1 ) . In

thatt paper a model for the occurrence of these transient features
wass proposed. It was suggested that the analysis of spectra taken
withh high time resolution (~ 1 day) should be able to test the
model.. Since then new observations with a time resolution of two
dayss have been made and a preliminary report of these data has
beenn given by Henrichs (1982) (paper 2 ) .
Wee

interpret

the

variable,, episodic

narrow

lines

as

due

to

a

transient,

(i.e. not periodic) enhanced mass loss from

thee star. These narrow-line features are identified as being a
commonn phenomenon in all early-type stars. The arguments for this
identificationn arise from a comparison of the properties of the
narroww

lines

in

Y Cas and

those in a sample of

26 OB stars

studiedd by Lamers, Gathier & Snow (1982) (hereafter denoted by
LGS).. It is believed that the occurrence of the transient, narrow
absorptionn features is fundamental for the understanding of the
naturee of mass loss in early-type stars. This idea was already
expressedd by Snow (1977).
Thee
analysiss

observational
of

the

data

narrow

are

presented

absorptions

is

in

given

section 2.
in

The

section 3.
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Sectionn 4 summarizes the observed properties of the narrow lines
inn

Y Cas. In section 5 arguments are given why

y Cas

is not.

uniquee as far as the occurrence of the narrow lines is concerned.
Propertiess of the steady stellar wind of y Cas are discussed in
sectionn 6. Models for the narrow lines in early-type stars are
brieflyy reviewed in section 7. In the next section the UV-shell
model,, which was proposed
andd

confronted

early-typee
futuree

in paper 1, is extensively described

with observations, both of

stars. A

research

discussion

and

a

Y Cas and

of the model,

discussion

of

the

of other

suggestions
reported

for

X-ray

variabilityy of Y Cas related to its possible binarity and to the
UV-shelll model are given in the last section.

2.. High-resolution IUE spectra of y Cas
Tablee 1 presents the journal of the collected observations
onn

Y Cas consisting

of

28 high-resolution

ultraviolet

spectra

obtainedd with the short wavelength camera (1150-1900 A on board
thee IUE satellite. A description of the instrument was given by
Boggesss et al. (1978a,b). The spectral resolution is about 0.1 to
0.155 A.

The

wavelength

calibration

was

provided

by

the

observatoryy using onboard platinum lamps which produce reference
spectra.. In addition

interstellar lines with known wavelengths

aree used to match the IUE spectral
calibrationn
wavelengthh
appliedd
44 km/s

image.
scale

for the

The

estimated

image with the wavelength
absolute

accuracy

of

the

is less than 0.20 A. No correction has been
radial

velocity of the

star, which

(Ferlet et al. 1980) corresponding

to about

is about
0.02 A at

15000 A.
Becausee of the expected diversity of the conditions under
whichh the spectra have been made during the two year interval
(suchh as quality of the instrument and reduction method) 21 of
thee spectra were reduced again, starting from the geometrically
andd photometrically corrected image (2nd file). (The remaining 7
spectraa came only at a later time at our disposal.) For images
thatt were proven to have been processed with a wrong Intensity

20 0

Tablee 1. Log of IUE high resolution spectra of y Cas 1978-1980

Imagee
SWPP
1321 1

Date

19788 April 6

1449 9

Mayy 1

1503 1503

Mayy 7

JD
-2440000
3604.922 2

narrow lines?

quality

no o

3 3

3629.604 4

no o

2 2

3636.367 7

yes s

2 2

2294 4

Augg 14

3735.138 8

no o

3 3

2385 5

Augg 24

3744.943 3

no o

1 1

2470 0

Sepp 4

3755.528 8

no o

1 1

2681 1

Sepp 18

3770.056 6

no o

2887 7

Octt 8

3790.247 7

yes s

1 1
3 3

4640 0

19799 March 15

3947.809 9

yes s

5928 8

Jull 24

4079.126 6

yes s

5929 9

Jull 24

4079.144 4

yes s

5959 9

Jull 26

4081.210 0

yes? ?

6249 9

Augg 22

4107.520 0

no o

1 1

6268 8

Augg 23

4109.394 4

no o

1 1

6786 6

Octt 7

4154.036 6

yes s

6902 2

Octt 18

4165.120 0

yes s

6903 3

Octt 18

4165.157 7

yes s

2 2

6904 4

Octt 18

4165.173 3

yes s

2 2

7890 0

19800 Feb 8

1 1

4277.533 3

no o

8554 4

Marchh 25

4323.666 6

yes s

2 2

8666 6

Aprill 5

4334.915 5

yes s

2 2

8685 5

Aprill 7

4336.632 2

yes s

2 2

8707 7

Aprill 9

4338.606 6

yes s

2 2

8724 4

Aprill 11

4340.610 0

yes s

2 2

8743 3

Aprill 13

4342.605 5

yes s

2 2

9129 9

Mayy 26

4385.82 2

yes s

2 2

9130 0

Mayy 26

4385.82 2

yes s

2 2

9897 7

Augg 25

4477.215 5

yes s
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Transferr Function, corrections in the ITF tables were applied.
Thee reduction was carried out at University College London with
thee program provided by J. Giddings (1980). This procedure gives
aa

more

precise

determination of

the

location of the

spectral

orderss than can be expected from the standard reduction method.
Anotherr

big

advantage

is

that

the

obtained

set

of

data

is

homogeneouss with respect to the reduction. Background subtraction
forr

high

dispersion

spectra

remains

the

most

severe

known

inadequacyy of the image processing software, especially at the
shortt wavelength end of the image where the echelle orders are so
closee

together

resultss

in

that

no

unreliable

true background
ripple

can be

correction

located. This

constants

for

some

images.. Especially the edges of each order are affected by these
errors.. In table 1 the agreement in flux of two adjacent orders
inn

the

overlapping

region

is denoted

in

the

last

column: 1

indicatess excellent agreement, 2 denotes acceptable agreement and
spectraa qualified as 3 are not reliable for a detailed analysis.
Uncertaintyy in the zero level will further affect the results of
thee analysis. Because of the close distance of y Cas

(220 pc)

theree are not many saturated interstellar lines which would give
ann indication about the error in the background subtraction. We
estimatee the uncertainty in the zero level as being less than
aboutt 10 %.
Thee

data

wavelengthh

points

grid

with

were
an

finally mapped onto an

interval

of

equidistant

0.15 A. Each

flux point

withinn two adjacent grid points contributed to the flux at either
off the two points with a weighting factor which has a triangular
wavelengthh dependence, being unity at the grid point and zero on
bothh sides beyond the grid spacing.
Inn three selected wavelength intervals, 1170-1270 A, 132014400 A and 1510-1590 A, the spectra were rectified by means of a
polynomee with

4 coefficients. In each wavelength

interval the

polynomee was fitted through all points within 3 to 5 selected
wavelengthh regions of 2 to 20 A wide which were relatively free
fromm

absorptions.

randomm

errors

This

that

method

are

was

chosen because

introduced

by

it

differences

reduces
in

the

individuall exposures. No attempt has been made to optimize the
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locationn of the continuum level, because it is of no importance
inn the analysis of the transient absorption features as we shall
outlinee below.
Fig.. 1 contains 21 spectra that are reduced in this way in
threee wavelength regions selected around the resonance doublets
off C IV, N V and Si IV.
Fromm

this

variationss

in

figure
the

it

is

form

of

immediately
extra

evident

absorptions

that
with

strong
typical

velocitiess between -650 and -1500 1cm/s occur near the resonance
lines.. This variation was for the first time recognised in the
spectrumm of 1979 March 15 by Hammerschlag-Hensberge (1979).

3.. Analysis of the narrow absorption lines
Fig.. 2

illustrates

the

striking

difference

between

a

spectrumm with and without the transient narrow absorption lines.
Theree is some similarity between these narrow lines and interstellarr

lines;

becausee

of

their

the

origin,

extremely

however,

high

must

velocity

and

be

circumstellar

their

transient

nature. .
Fig.. 3a and 3b show a superposition of the six spectra of
thee

time

accordingg

series

from

to velocity

1980 March 25
relative

to

to

April 13,

the principal

arranged

line of

resonancee doublets of the three ions C 3 + , N4"*" and Si

the

. It is

obviouss from this figure that within the time span of 19 days
largee variations occurred simultaneously at the same velocity in
eachh doublet. At some occasions the absorption features consist
off multiple overlapping components. To disentangle the persistent
absorptionn in the stellar spectrum from the transient absorptions
wee applied the following procedure.
Firstt we composed a mean spectrum consisting of four "clean"
spectraa which contain no obvious indication of the narrow highvelocityy lines and which have acceptable quality (SWP 2385, 2470,
62499

and

6268).

These

spectra

were

taken

at

1978

Aug. 24,

Sept.. 4, 1979 Aug. 22 and Aug. 23 respectively. This composition

-20000

-1000

0

1000

2000 0

VELOCITYY (KM/S)
Figuree 2. Example of a spectrum with (image 9129) and without (fig.4)
thee transient narrow absorption lines. The two spectra are superimposed.
Inn each row the velocity scale is relative to the rest wavelength of the
principall doublet line of the ion. The narrow absorption lines are
displacedd by = - 1300 km/s.
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Figuree 3a. Superposition of six spectra obtained between 1980 March 25
andd April 13. In each row the velocity scale is relative to the rest
wavelengthh of the principal doublet line. The undisplaced as well as
displacedd doublet splitting is indicated by horizontal lines.
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Figuree 3b. The same spectra as in fig. 3a are shown separately. In each
panell the velocity scale is relative to the rest wavelength of the
principall doublet line. A time axis is added (units in days, arbitary
startingg at t = 0 at the first spectrum). The location of narrow, highvelocityy absorption lines is indicated by marks. In the first three
spectraa of the time series several narrow components are present. The
columnn density of the narrow lines decreases clearly as a function of
time,, while the central velocity hardly changes.
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wass performed by taking the mean value of the fluxes of the four
rectifiedd

spectra at each wavelength grid point, after having

verifiedd that the interstellar

lines coincided. Three parts of

thee composed mean spectrum over a large wavelength region are
shownn in fig. 4. It should be emphasized, again, that no attempt
hass been made to draw the "best" continuum. The mean noise level
inn this spectrum is estimated to be less than 10% (3a).
Thee next step was to "divide" successively each spectrum by
thiss

mean

verifiedd

spectrum.

that the

This

was

accomplished

interstellar

also

after

lines coincided. The

having

resultant

spectrumm is thus free from the persistent part of the stellar
spectrumm

(including the

interstellar lines) and the

"continuum

level"" does have the value unity at all wavelengths except where
thee transient phenomena occur (this would not have been the case
iff we had

subtracted

the spectra). Because

in the regions in

whichh we are interested the mean spectrum does not have large
fluxx changes across wavelength intervals that are comparable with
aa resolution element, the followed procedure does not suffer from
effectss due to the limited instrumental resolution.
Inn

order

absorptionn

to

lines

derive
in

these

a

column

density

"normalized"

for

the

narrow

spectra we might have

measuredd the equivalent widths. This method fails, however, when
severall overlapping doublets are present
threee

spectra

of

the

time

series).

(notably in the first

Therefore we

derived

the

columnn density of each contributing doublet by a line fitting
method.. It was assumed that each doublet line pair is formed in a
homogeneouss absorbing plane-parallel slab of gas between the star
andd the observer. For a single line this gives the well known
profile: :
(3.1))
wheree

F(v)
F(v)

is

=

exp { -T

the

exp(- {—£)
t t

"normalized"

flux

)}
i.e.

unity

outside

the

absorptionn part, v is the velocity, T Q is the optical depth in
thee center of the line which has a velocity v c , and v t is the
broadeningg

parameter

in

units

of

velocity.

For

a doublet we

assumedd that both components do have the same value for v^. and
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Figuree 4. Rectified parts of a composed mean spectrum of y Cas obtained
byy a combination of 4 spectra without narrow high-velocity lines. No
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spectrumm has served as a reference spectrum for the analysis of the
narroww absorption lines (see text).
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thatt the central optical depths and the Doppler shifted central
velocitiess were related according to the expressions:
TT

(3.2))

-i
22

=

X
/
2

f
ji
r
2

and d
(3.3))

v2=

X__
^ v ,

+

X_- X.
4 ^ c

wheree the indices 1 and 2 apply either to the principal or
secondaryy line, X is the laboratory wavelength, f the oscillator
strength,, and c the velocity of light. There are thus 3 free
parameterss (v^t x 0 and v c ) to be determined for each doublet. In
thee case of multiple, contaminated doublets, more theoretical
profiless of the type in eq. (1) can be combined, yielding a
columnn density for each doublet.
Thee resultant theoretical profile is transformed in three
stagess before a comparison with the spectrum is made. These
stagess consist of: (1) a convolution with the instrumental
profilee which is assumed to have a Gaussian shape with a = 1.7
pixels,, (2) a simulation of the reduction program as described by
Giddingss (1980), and (3) a mapping onto a wavelength grid
accordingg to the method described in the previous section. The
threee parameters are varied until the sum of the squares of the
deviationss between the calculated and observed spectrum is
minimized. .
Thee column density for any of the components follows from
thee relation:
ftft
(3.4))

N

=

1

TV

X f

(1 + vc/c)

0 t

wee /mc

wheree we2/mc has its usual meaning and XQ i s the laboratory
wavelengthh of the principal line.The atomic data were taken from
Lamerss & Morton (1976).
Thee values of the three parameters v. , T Q , and v c and the
columnn densities obtained in this way for each ion in all spectra
withh narrow absorptions are collected in table 2. Fig. 5
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Tablee 2. Narrow linea in y Cas

cc[V
: V
Image evt t To o

v

c c

Si IV
i V

NN V

N N

v

t t

T

OO

v

c

N N

v

t t

v

c c N N notes s

1321 1

--

--

--

1449 9

--

--

--

1503 3 46 6 .55 5-1455 5 .56 6 68 8 .266 -1461
11
±8 8±.20 0 16 6 .066
±11 1±.14 4

.64 4 32 2 .48 8-1504 4.14 4
9 9.09 9
.21 1 15 5 .21 1

2294 4

--

--

--

2385 5

--

--

--

2470 0

--

--

--

2681 1

--

--

--

2887 7144: :.38 8-1425 51.22; ;87 7 .233 -1459
14
9 9 .15 5 19 9 .055
12 2 .03 3

.70 0 57 7 .36 6-1507 7.18 8 1 1
.21 1 14 4 .09 9 10 0.06 6

1.04:
:2 2
9
:.55: -1349
:
:
:.70:: -1379 3.47: 207:
-1344
44.56: 139:
:
:
:
4640 0157: 1.30:
11 .56 6 17 7 .05 5
8 8 .46 6 15 5 .099
f f.12 2
9 9 .11 1
5928 8 88 8 .59 9-1382 21.16 6 76 6 .688 -1418 1.85 5
14 .57 7
28 8 .18 8 18 8 .51 1 17 7 .144

--

3 3

5929 9 85 5 .57 7-1390 01.09 9 82 2 .255 -1419 1.45 5
f .49 9
f f .40 0 19 9 .066
24 4 .14 4

--

3 3

5959 9

--

--

--

6249 9

--

--

--

6268 8

--

--

--

:4 4
5
:.41 1-1395 0.58:
:
6786 6 85 5 .69 9-1399 91.30 0 99: : .61:: -1400 2.15: 135:
13 .62 2 20 0 .10 0 39 9.16 6
21 1 .19 9 15 5 .48 8 20 0 .122
6902 2 93 3 .97 7-1423 32.02 2 62 2 .511 -1409 1.12 2100 0 .36 6-1431 1.33 3
7 .28 8 14 4 .05 5 10 0.07 7
8 8 .36 6 11 1 .099
11 1 .14 4
6903 3 72 2 .84 4-1408 81.35 5 65 5 .466 -1405 1.07 7 92 2 .38 8-1431 1 .32 2
8 8.06 6
7 .24 4 12 2 .05 5
5 5 .18 8 10 0 .077
6 6 .09 9
6904 4 76 6 .99 9-1413 31.68 8 65 5 .544 -1414 1.24 4 89 9 .42 2-1443 3.34 4
9 9.06 6
7 .27 7 12 2 .06 6
4 4 .20 0 10 0 .099
6 6 .09 9
7890 0

--

— —

— —
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Tablee 2. Continued

C C
IV V
Image ev t t T o o v c c

NN V
N N

v

t t

T

O O

v

Si IV
i V
c c

N N

v

t t To o

v

c c N N notes s

8554 4 80 0 .83 3-1350 01.48 8 90 0 .52 2-1325 51.67 7 95 5 .40 0-1380 0.35 5 5 5
±9 9±.08 8 ±15 5±.20 0 10 0 .05 5 25 5 .25 5 12 2 .05 5 10 0.06 6
75 5 .63 3-1214 41.05 5 70 0 .35 5-1180 0 .87 7 70 0 .14 4-1215 5.89 9
f f.09 9
10 0 .06 6 15 5 .18 8 15 5 .04 4 25 5 .21 1 f f .01 1
198 8 .51 1 -650 02.24 4258 8 .31 1 -590 02.84 4150 0 .10 0 -670 0.14 4
16 6 .05 5 40 0 .29 9 20 0 .03 3 15 5 .36 6 50 0 .03 3
f f.06 6
8666 6135 5 .67 7-1328 82.04 4 70 0 .52 2-1366 61.29 9125 5 .31 1-1344 4.36 6 6 6
8 8 .24 4 11 1 .09 9
11 1 .06 6
8 8 .30 0 16 6 .04 4 11 1.06 6
8685 5 46 6 .90 0-1385 5 .93 3 36 6 .45 5-1408 8 .58 8127 7 .32 2-1354 4.37 7 7 7
7 7 .15 5 10 0 .21 1 11 1 .13 3 10 0 .25 5 19 9 .05 5 14 4.08 8
_ _
52 2 .73 3-1295 5 .84 4 46 6 .34 4-1302 2 .55 5
9 9 .12 2 10 0 .20 0 14 4 .09 9 18 8 .23 3
8707 7 52 2 .85 5-1366 6 .98 8 54 4 .65 5-1360 01.24 4 97 7 .21 1-1402 2.19 9
3 3 .15 5 7 7 .09 9
5 5 .09 9
5 5 .24 4 18 8 .04 4 13 3.05 5
8724 4 65 5 .66 6-1379 9 .96 6 58 8 .38 8-1390 0 .78 8
i 9i9 .10 0 6 6 .19 9 8 8 .05 5 5 5 .15 5

_ _

8 8

8743 3 50 0 .73 3-1386 6 .81: :95 5 .33 3-1363 31.12: :
7 7 .14 4 11 1 .04 4
f f .12 2
8 8 .18 8

__ _

9 9

9129 9 69 92.19 9-1328 83.35 5 66 61.06 6-1327 72.51 1 78 81.02 2-1352 2.72 2
3 3 .40 0 7 7 .13 3
4 4 .22 2
5 5 .40 0 6 6 .10 0
4 4.09 9
9130 0 68 82.20 0-1328 83.33 3 49 91.54 4-1319 92.70 0 83 31.02 2-1349 9.78 8
3 3 .40 0 6 6 .28 8
4 4 .23 3
4 4 .59 9 6 6 .10 0
5 5.09 9
:
-1320
0
2
9897 7 62 >2.45:
>3.37:
:59 91.84 4-1304 43.85 5 92 2 .64 4-1316 6.54 4 10 0
5 5 .74 4 9 9 .48 8
7 71.16 6 8 8 .15 5 21 1.14 4
6 6 .48 8
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Tablee 2. Continued

Keyy to table 2

v tt

is the turbulent velocity (v^. » 0.60 FWHM). Units: kra/s.

T 00

is the optical depth at the line center of the principal
linee of the doublet.

v cc

is the velocity of the center of the principal line of the
doublett relative to the laboratory wavelength of the line.
Units:: km/s.

NN

is the column density. Units: 1 0 1 4 cm -2 .

::

indicates uncertain value; see note.

ff

means that this parameter was kept constant during the fit.

±±

All quoted errors are la formal errors.

Notess to table 2
11

C IV line is heavily disturbed.

22

Unusual large ripple error. Values are very uncertain.

33

Spectrum is very noisy, probably due to small slot exposure.

44

N V line is very noisy. Si IV line is disturbed.

55

N V and Si IV regions are affected by ripple errors. Fig. 5
displayss fit.

66

Lines are very broad, suggesting two unresolved lines.

77

Si IV line is broad and probably double.

88

Si IV region is noisy.

99

C IV second line and N V second line are disturbed. Si IV
regionn is noisy.

100

C IV principal line is saturated. Zero level is uncertain,
hencee quoted values are lower limits.
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Figuree 5.
Calculated best-fit profiles (obtained according to the
methodd described in section 3) are drawn by a smooth line superimposed
onn the "normalized" spectrum of 1980 March 25 for the narrow line
spectraa of C IV, N V and Si IV (see text for a description of the
followedd procedure). In this example three narrow components of the
doubletss are present. The positions of the two doublet lines are
indicatedd by arrows and tick marks, respectively, at the bottom of the
figure.. At.the top of each panel the regions are marked where adjacent
echellee orders overlap (indicating a region with possibly larger
uncertaintyy in the relative flux values). In the Si IV spectrum the
componentt with the lowest (negative) velocity was arbitrarily added.
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illustratess

calculated

and

observed

(normalized)

spectra

of

profiless with several components.

4.. Observed properties of the narrow lines in y Cas
Fromm table 2 we derive the following conclusions:
(a)) Out of the 28 spectra of y Cas collected in table 1 we
findd in 18 occasions narrow, high-velocity absorption components
inn the resonance doublets of C IV, N V and very often in Si IV.
Onlyy when the narrow absorptions in C IV and N V are weak they
aree not found in Si IV. In a few spectra two or three components
withh different velocities are present at the same time.
(b)) The central velocity of the narrow components relative to
thee rest frame of the star is usually between -1300 and -1500
km/s.. In one occasion (1980 March 25) a strong component is found
att -650 km/s. The uncertainty in the location of the line center
relativee to the adopted velocity scale is about 5-15 km/s

(la).

Thee

the

absolute

uncertainty

is

affected

by

the

errors

in

absolutee wavelength scale. We estimate the total possible error
toto

be

about

differentt

50 km/s,

ions. Within

when

comparing

the

velocities

in

the

this error range the velocities of the

narroww lines in the three ions do not differ significantly.
(c)) The central depth of the absorptions varies from only a
feww times the noise level to almost saturated (1980 Aug. 25). In
ann optical depth scale the range is from T 0 « 0.15 to 2.5.
(d)) The broadening parameter v t (which is 0.60 times the Full
Widthh at Half Minimum) as derived in the analysis varies between
500 and 100 km/s, with an uncertainty ranging from 5 to 20 km/s.
Usuallyy the C IV components are a little broader than those of
NN V.

The

mean

values

of

v t for these

ions are

about

70 and

600 km/s, respectively. The Si IV lines are systematically broader
andd do have a mean value of v t * 90 km/s. One possible exception
iss found in the weakest set of lines (1978 May 7) where the Si IV
linee seems to have the smallest width.
(e)) There

exists

a

clear

correlation

between

the

measured

columnn density and the central velocity of the narrow lines. For
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Figuree 6. Relation between the measured column density in the different
episodess and the corresponding central velocity of the narrow lines. The
openn circles denote uncertain measurements (notably the values of the
spectrumm of 1979 March 15, see table 2 and fig. 1 ) . The crosses are the
averagee values for the values of the time series in 1980 March-April.
Errorr bars are 1a formal errors (see table 2 ) .
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JD-- 2440000

Figuree 7. Meann column density H^ of the narrow doublet lines in C IV
andd N V ass a function of time for y Cas. No periodicity in the
occurrencee of the narrow lines can be derived from the data
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alll three ions a higher velocity is correlated with a smaller
columnn density (see fig. 6). Por the series in 1980 March-April
wee took the mean value of the six column densities. We emphasize
thatt this relation holds for the individual narrow-line episodes
andd that in the time series the velocity hardly changed.
(f)) The ratio of the ion column densities N(CIV)/N(NV) varies
fromm 0.7 to 1.7 with a mean value of 1.2. The ratio
N(CIV)/N(SiIV)) is between 4 and 6.5 with a mean value of 5.1.
Theree is no correlation of these ratios with the central velocity
off the narrow lines, nor with corresponding ratios of the values
off the broadening parameter.
(g)) The time-scale between two spectra in which narrow lines
aree absent in the former and present in the latter, varies from
sixx days (1978 May) to 46 days. The time-scale for disappearance
iss between 4 weeks (1979 July-August) and 16 weeks. Fig. 7
displayss the mean column density of the narrow lines in the C IV
andd N V doublets as a function of time. No periodicity in the
presencee of the narrow lines can be derived from the available
data.. A possible overall increase of the strength of the narrow
liness in the different episodes is noticed.
(h)) In the six spectra of the time series in 1980 March-April
thee column density is a strongly decreasing function of time (see
fig.. 3b).

5.. Transient narrow absorption lines as a common property of
early-typee stars
Ann obvious but very fundamental conclusion from our study is
thatt the narrow absorption lines are transient phenomena. We
foundd that in 18 out of 28 spectra of y Cas the narrow lines are
definitelyy present. We would therefore classify the occurrence of
thesee lines as a rather common phenomenon in Y Cas. To our
knowledgee y Cas is the only star for which such an extensive
recordd of detailed observations of the narrow lines exists. A
naturall question is whether y Cas is, in this respect,
exceptional.. If not, any model to explain the narrow lines in
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YY Cas must apply to other stars as well. Therefore it is veryimportantt

to

investigate

the

uniqueness

of

y Cas»

before

discussingg possible models. One might argue that y Cas is well
knownn to have a quite remarkable history, at least in the visual
wavelengthh

region, which would make it an exceptional object.

However,, the following arguments strongly favour the opinion that
thee appearance of the narrow UV lines is not only typical for
YY Cas.
(1)) Although
Bee star

in the visual region Y Cas is classified

(because

ultraviolett

of

spectrum

its
is

hydrogen

not

very

emission),

different

from

its

as a

present

that

of

a

"normal"" O or B star. In particular, when rotational broadening
iss taken into account, the strong resonance lines of ions like
C " ,,

N^1" and Si^ + in which the narrow lines are found are very

similarr in both Be and B dwarf stars.
(2)) The

transient

high-excitationn
comparee
narroww

this with
lines

absorption

resonance

in

the

lines are only encountered

variability

spectra

in

lines in the ultraviolet. One should
of

other

and/or occurrence
0

and

B

of

these

stars. The

first

evidencee for rapid (i.e. hourly) variations in the O VI P Cygni
liness was found by York et al. (1977) in c Pup (04 If), X Ori A
(09.55 II) and i Ori (09 III). A systematic search for variable UV
liness in early type stars was carried out with the Copernicus
satellitee by Snow (1977). Significant variability in C III, Si IV
andd N V lines over a time base of 2-4 years was reported for
severall stars with spectral type 04 to Bl with luminosity class I
too V

(Be stars were

not included

in the sample). The author

stressedd the occurrence and variability of the narrow absorption
liness and emphasized the significance of the existence of the the
narroww features for the stellar wind phenomenon in OB stars. A
summaryy

of

UV

variability

in

early

type

stars

is

given

by

Snow(1979).. A survey, concentrated only on the occurrence of the
narroww

lines was presented

by LGS. These authors analyzed

spectraa of 26 OB stars obtained with the Copernicus

UV

satellite

(Snoww & Jenkins, 1977). Narrow absorptions that are very similar
too those observed in Y Cas were found in 17 stars. In this study
onlyy one spectrum of each star was considered. Hew observations
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withh the IUE of several stars in the sample of LGS (viz.
CC Oph (09.5 V),
u Nor (09.7 lab),
c Pup
(04 If),
X Ori A
(088 III((f))), IUE data bank, unpublished) showed significant
differencess in the structure of the narrow lines with respect to
thee profiles analyzed by LGS. Both properties, the occurrence in
otherr early-type stars and the reported variability, is
suggestivee for a common interpretation of this phenomenon.
(3)) Perhaps the strongest argument in favour of the opinion
thatt y Cas is not unique regarding the narrow absorption lines
comess from the statistics. In 18 out of the 28 available spectra
off y Cas these lines are present. This fraction is essentially
thee same as the fraction of stars with narrow lines in the sample
off LGS which is 17 out of 26. Thiss sample included O stars of
spectrall classes 04f to Bl lb except Be. Given the first two
argumentss presented above it is difficult to accept that this is
aa mere coincidence.
(4)) In addition, the average value of the observed column
densitiess for the narrow lines in the N V and Si IV doublets are
forr Y Cas in the same range as found for the OB stars in the
samplee of LGS.
(5)) Moreover, the correlation beween the column density and
velocityy as found for y Cas in the present paper appears alsoo to
bee present in the sample studied by LGS. This correlation is not
mentionedd in that paper but is essentially the same as in y Cas
iff the column densities for the N V, O VT and Si IV lines are
comparedd with the central velocity relative to the terminal
velocityy (if observed) of the wind (see fig. 8).
(6)) Another argument is found in the occurrence and
variabilityy of the narrow lines in other Be stars, although as a
classs this type of stars is not well documented regarding these
lines.. The best example is 59 Cyg (Bl.5 Ve) (Doazan et al 1982).
Forr » Ori (B3 Hie) and 66 Oph (B2 Ve) variable and sometimes
multiplee absorption components are reported by Peters (1982).
Alsoo c Oph (09.5 Ve) exhibits large variability in the narrow
liness (Willis, private communication). There seems to be no
correlationn with the rotational velocity of the star (Peters
1982). .
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Figuree 8.
Relation between the column density and the ratio of the
centrall velocity of the narrow lines to the terminal wind velocity for
thee ions N V, O VI and Si IV in several OB stars (Copernicus spectra).
Thee points are based on values obtained by LGS, where we omitted
uncertainn values (if so indicated by LGS). The sample contains O and B
starss with spectral type in the range of I to V (no Be stars). The O VI
doublett is outside the range of the IUE satellite. The great similarity
betweenn the displayed relation and that in fig. 6 for y Cas, strongly
suggestt that the narrow lines in the sample of LGS do have the same
originn as in y Cas.
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Basedd on these arguments we strongly advocate that the
narrow,, high-velocity, high-excitation lines are transient
phenomena,, characteristic for all early-type stars, irrespective
off spectral class or Be characteristics. We notice that this
pointt of view was already expressed, but not further elaborated
inn the papers 1 and 2.

6** Mass loss and the terminal velocity of the wind in y Cas
Inn Y Cas the persistent part of the resonance lines of C IV,
NN V and Si IV resemble a P Cygni profile type VI (Beals, 1951),
i.e.. asymmetric towards the short wavelength side and without
appreciablee emission. The asymmetry is produced by the outflowing
matter.. We notice that in our spectra the largest absorption
occurss at about -200 km/s in all three ions. This is
significantlyy different from the value of -100 km/s as found in
Copernicuss spectra of y Cas in 1974 (Snow 1982). This might be
indicativee for a gradual increase of the steady mass-loss rate of
thee
star.
In
paper 1 we
derived
a
mass-loss
rate
MM * 1 x lO"" 8 ^/^ for y Cas. This value will be used throughout
thee present paper.
Ann important question is wether the velocity of the narrow
liness in y Cas is below the terminal velocity of the (steady)
stellarr wind, such as has been observed in other early-type
stars.. We find that the blue side of the profiles joins the
continuumm at about 900 km/s. This velocity cannot be considered
ass being the terminal velocity of the stellar wind of y Cas
becausee the persistent P Cygni lines are far from saturated.
Thereforee a first estimate for the terminal wind velocity is
basedd on the empirical relation found by Abbott (1978) according
too which the terminal velocity is about three times the escape
velocityy (corrected for radiation pressure due to electronscattering)) at the surface of the star, which is about 800 km/s,
yieldingg a terminal velocity of v., = 2400 km/s. We adopted 17 M9
forr the mass and 10 R@ for the radius (Poeckert & Marborough
1978).. The actual value of the terminal velocity might not be as
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highh as the estimate given above because the rapid rotation of
thee star (Vgg sin i » 230 km/s (Slettebak 1976) where Vgq is the
rotationall velocity of the star at the equator) tends to lower
thee escape velocity. Moreover Lamers (1981) found that for stars
coolerr than about T _. = 30.000 K the ratio v /v
is smaller
efrr
• esc
thann 3 and depends on the effective temperature. Adopting for
yy Cas T .- = 25.000 K (Poeckert & Marlborough 1978) we find v, *
20000 km/s, which is greater than the highest velocity observed
forr the narrow lines in y Cas.
Anotherr estimate for the terminal velocity of the stellar
windd in y Cas can be made by an application of the relation found
betweenn the column density and the central velocity of the narrow
liness in y Cas (fig. 6) and, on the other hand, the relation
betweenn the column density and the ratio v /v in the 26 OB stars
studiedd by LGS (fig. 8). In y Cas the average values of the N V
andd Si IV column densities in the different episodes are
logg N(NV) « 14.3 and log N(SiIV) * 13.7, where we omitted the
lowestt values because these are below the detection limit in the
LGSS sample. The average central velocity is 1360 km/s. When we
usee the relation displayed in fig. 8 we find vc/v«o = 0.80-0.85
forr the N V doublet and v /v =0.78 for the Si IV doublet. This
cc ••
yieldss v^ * 1700 km/s for the statistically most likely value for
thee terminal velocity of the stellar wind in y Cas. This value
agreess well with the estimate given above and is also greater
thann the greatest value observed for the narrow lines in y Cas.
Wee conclude that the central velocity of the narrow lines is
inn all cases below the terminal velocity of the wind.
7.. Possible models for the origin of transient narrow absorption
lines s
Inn a spectral line indicating mass loss there are in
principlee two different ways to explain an unexpectedly high
columnn density at a specific velocity (relative to the rest frame
off the star) which is lower than the terminal velocity of the
stellarr wind. Either there exists a velocity plateau at that
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particularr velocity in the stellar wind, which increases the path
lengthh of the absorbing ions at the velocity of the plateau, or
theree

exists

a

larger

density

of

ions with

that

particular

velocity. .
Argumentss
intermediatee

against
velocities

a

stationary

{below

the

velocity

terminal

plateau

velocity

of

at
the

stellarr wind) for the explanation of narrow lines are given by
IXSS.. In view of the transient nature of the narrow lines we find
itt even more difficult to explain the strongly time dependent
columnn densities as due to a variable velocity plateau.
AA larger density at some specific velocity might be due to
eitherr

ionization

effects

or to an

enhancement

of

the total

density,, or both. The effect of the ionization structure on the
observedd P Cygni profile is clearly demonstrated by Drechsel &
Rahee

(1982).

In

that

paper P Cygni profiles

including

narrow

liness at high velocity very similar to those observed are easily
obtainedd by choosing a particular ionization structure. Similar
profiless

for

a

density

structure

in the

form

of

a

uniform

expandingg dense shell are calculated by Rottenberg (1952).
AA

specific

temperaturee
relevantt

ionization

intermediatee
whenn

radial

ionization

distribution

stage both

velocities

multiple

that

structure

favours
at

the

produced

occurrence

low and high, but

by
of
not

a
the
at

(Doazan et al. 1980) is very unlikely

components

are

found.

The

absence

of

any

correlationn between the velocity and ionization potential also
arguess against such an explanation. This model of Doazan et al.
(1980)) is also not able to predict or describe any time dependent
behavior. .
Wee now describe how a variable density, due to a variable
mass-losss rate of the star, may explain in a natural way the
observedd characteristics.
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8.. Episodic mass loss
Wee envisage that the star ejects a stellar wind

that

is

steadyy (within a factor of two) most of the time. Close to the
starr

the

velocity of the stellar wind

outwards,, i.e. within a
reachess

its

terminal

increases very rapidly

few stellar radii the velocity almost

velocity

(fig. 9a). This

rapid

rise

of

velocityy is a typical property of theoretically expected velocity
laws,, (e.g. for stellar winds driven by radiation pressure, Lucy
&& Solomon 1970, Castor et al. 1975) as well as for emperieally
determinedd

velocity

laws

{e.g. Barlow & Cohen

1977, Castor &

Laraerss 1979, Hamann 1980). This more or less steady mass loss is
responsiblee for the persistent part of the P Cygni profiles. If
thee

abundance

of

ions

that

produce

the

P Cygni

lines

is

sufficientlyy high, the line profiles will be saturated and the
terminall velocity of the wind v w - is observed at the steep edge
off the absorption part at the short wavelength side. If the lines
aree not saturated

(for instance as in the case of y Cas) the

absorptionn part only extends to üie edge velocity v e < v^,.
a)) The UV-shell model
Inn

paper

1

it

was

suggested

that

during

a

short

time

intervall T (typically on the order of one day) the mass-loss rate
iss strongly increased by a factor p:
(8.1))

Mg^pMQ,

p > 2,

wheree Mg denotes the mass-loss rate during the ejection of the
"shell"" and 1^ is the "steady" mass-loss rate (see fig. 9b for a
schematicc

representation). Both

T and

p

may

differ

in

each

episode.. In paper 1 and 2 this model is referred to as the UVshelll

model

because

the

presence

of

these

"shells"

is

only

noticedd in lines that show mass loss, which are situated in the
UVV region of the spectrum. This model explains basically all the
observedd properties of the narrow lines.

t== x *3

(O O

t== x +12

(d) )

ai i

> >

xx * 5 '

_L_ _
distance e

1000 R,

Figuree 9.
Symbolic representation of the velocity law for the steady
windd and ejected "UV-shells" as a function of time according to the
modell described in the text. Fig. (a) shows a possible velocity law for
thee steady stellar wind. Note that the observed edge velocity v
might
havee a lower value than the terminal velocity of the wind v wa> . Fig. (b)
showss a possible velocity law followed by the ejected shell shortly
afterr its formation. Because the density in the shell is higher than
thatt of the steady wind, the terminal velocity in this new velocity law
iss lower (as can be explained if radiation pressure is adopted as the
drivingg mechanism). The velocity law of the steady wind of fig. (a) is
indicatedd by a dashed line. Figs, (c), (d) and (e) follow the shell
afterr its formation. Notice the short time needed to reach the terminal
velocityy (a few hours). The travel time is about 20 R w per day if we
adoptt a typical value of 17 «. for the mass and 10 R, for the radius of
thee early-type star. Fig. (e) shows the possible ejection of another
shelll (with a different velocity law) while the former shell is still
present. .
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b)) Physical properties of the shell
Thee driving mechanism for the ejected shell is presumably
thee same as for the steady wind (we assume radiation pressure),
butt the terminal velocity of the shell v 8 - might be different
fromm Vy» because of the higher density of the shell with respect
too

the

"quiet" wind

(fig.

9b). How v s -

and

v w „ are

related

dependss on the exact mechanism of the driving force. If the wind
andd the shell are driven by radiation pressure it is expected
thatt v 8 ./v w - * f^/p,. <* p""1 in the extreme case that all driving
liness (which are thought to be located in the unobservable far UV
beloww the Lyman limit) are completely saturated, i.e. that there
aree enough photons from the star to reach any ion that is capable
off absorbing their momentum. In the other extreme case that none
off the driving lines is saturated, it is expected that v a - • vw«o*
Inn the radiation-pressure model the observed relation vBm

* (0.6

-- 0.9) v w w points towards an intermediate case in which some of
thee driving lines are saturated and some are not.
Thee velocity law for the shell will accordingly be different
fromm that of the steady wind (fig. 9b). In the present model the
onlyy

(reasonable) requirement

for the new velocity law is its

typicall rapid rise of velocity close to the star. The exact form
off the velocity law is not relevant but might be inferred from
thee observations. We estimate a typical

flow time tf for the

shelll to be about 20 R*/day where we adopted v&m

* 1500 km/s and

R** • 10 R Q . This asymptotic velocity will be reached within a few
hourss

(fig. 9c and d ) . Bow long such a shell will be visible

dependss on its thickness (which is proportional to the formation
timee T ) and its density (which is proportional to the mass-loss
enhancementt factor p ) .
WhenWhen the formation of a shell starts at time t = 0, ends at
tt » T, and the shell is observed at t »
off

the presumably

spherical

T, the rapid expansion

shell will produce

an

absorption

profilee that resembles in a good approximation that of a planeparallell slab of plasma (eq. 3.1). We notice that the emission
partt

of the profile

is expected

to be

negligible. When

pure

resonancee scattering is adopted as the absorption process, energy
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conservationn demands that the equivalent width of the absorption
equalss that of the emission. The central velocity v c of the
narroww (i.e. v t <<

Vc)

absorption line will be the flow velocity

off the shell. The emission part, however, will extend roughly
fromm -vc to +vc and hence will be hardly noticeable.
Severall processes may contribute to the broadening parameter
v t .. We mention geometric effects due to the curvature of the
shell,, thermal and turbulent broadening, differential rotation
withinn the shell and a velocity, density and/or temperature
gradientt in the shell. Most of these effects may produce an
asymmetricc profile, which deviates from the assumed Gaussian
shapee of the optical depth accross the line. Their relative
importancee might be derived from detailed observations of one
particularr shell episode.
Thee thickness of the shell will increase on a time-scale
whichh is roughly determined by the sound-speed crossing time of
thee shell. At a typical temperature of K r K (indicated by the
presencee of C IV, N V and Si IV lines) the sound speed is about
400 km/s, or 0.5 R*/day for a star with radius of 10 RQ. Because
thee sound-speed crossing time is much shorter than the flow time,
thee shell is stable against dissipation. Hence the lifetime of
thee shell, or how long a shell can be observed, depends on the
time-scalee for the decrease in column density.
Thee formation time T of the shell is short with respect to
thee lifetime of the shell. This allows the existence of multiple
absorptionn components.

c)) Observable properties of a UV-shell
Wee assumed that very soon the shell will have reached its
terminall velocity. A spherically expanding shell will then give
risee to a column density (in units of hydrogen atoms cm-2) of
(8.2))

NH

XX
n.
- —
Ag -i
"fee
"E

p

M
ds
°- -»
4,R V
* S - xs(t)
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wheree X is the number fraction of hydrogen atoms in the shell, mjj
thee mass of a hydrogen atom, Ag is the abundance (by number) of
elementt E relative to hydrogen, ni/ng is the fraction of atoms of
elementt

E

in

ionization

stage

i, and

ds

and

x s (t)

are

the

thicknesss and distance (measured from the stellar center) of the
shell,, respectively, both in units of the radius of the star R*.
Thee thickness of the shell is in first order proportional to
thee formation time T. For simplicity we assume that the thickness
remainss constant during the lifetime of the shell. We also assume
thatt the mass-loss enhancement factor p is constant during the
formation.. When the shell undergoes no further acceleration we
mayy write
n..
< 8 ' 3 ))

*H

"

Tp

~
72
n
EE t

whichh shows that the column density will decrease as t ' provided
thatt the ionization is fixed.
Thee mass in the shell is given by
(8.4))
wheree

Ms

-

4w RÏ X 2 r^

^

for the calculation of NJJ the abundance as well as the

ionizationn

fraction

should

be known. The

distance

x8

can be

estimatedd from the time that the shell has been visible and from
itss velocity. Combination of eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) gives a value
forr the product rp.
Itt would be very important to derive from the observations a
separatee

estimate

for the

formation

time

T and the mass-loss

enhancementt factor p. This would give some handle on the physical
causee

of

the

episodic

mass-loss

in

the

proposed

model.

At

present,, however, we do not know how to obtain these estimates. A
valuee for T might be derived from the thickness of the shell.
Closee to the star the shell will be strongly curved which will
broadenn
containss

the absorption.
a

In principle

contribution

from

the broadening

geometrical

parameter

distortion,

but

separationn of this effect from the additional broadening effects
iss in practice impossible.
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d)) Confrontation with observations
Thee

initially rapid

rise of velocity, which is a general

propertyy of any proposed and/or derived velocity law, explains
whyy most of the narrow lines are observed at or near the terminal
velocityy of the shell. The steeper the velocity law, the smaller
thee

probability

of

observing

the

shell

below

its

terminal

velocity. .
Wee showed in section 8b) that the observed relation between
thee

column density

velocityy

of

in each different episode and the central

narrow

lines

(fig. 6 and 8)

is

in

quantitative

agreementt with a radiation-pressure driven wind model if not all
drivingg lines are saturated. This relation is also expected when
thee column densities are constant, but, as we propose, can also
bee explained by assuming

a oolumn density that

is a

strongly

decreasingg function of time. In that case the relation is found
becausee the column density lasts the longest time at the lower
value. .
Inn Y Cas the time series in 1980 March-April showed indeed
thatt the column density is a strongly decreasing function of time
andd that the central velocity of the narrow lines hardly changes.
Fig.. 3b

shows

this

clearly. A. possible

interpretation of the

decayy of the column density in the form of two different shell
episodess is given in paper 2. We realize that this interpretation
iss not completely unambiguous, because the first spectrum of the
timeseriess does show three components in the C IV and N V lines.
Thee broadest component does have the lowest velocity (-650 tan/s)
whichh may indicate a geometrical distortion effect.
Inn paper 2 we derived the values

rp * 50 and 5 for the

presumedlyy two shells in the time series. Here the formation time
TT of the shell is expressed in days. These values are based on
thee assumption that 10% of Si is in Si IV. If this fraction is
higher,, the values for Tp are correspondingly to be increased. If
thee formation time is much longer than a day, (for instance a
weekk

or

longer),

we

would

have

expected

much

more

narrow
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absorptionn features at Lower velocities than we have observed in
YY Cas.
Thee conclusion is that a high value of tp means that the
mass-losss enhancement factor p must be very high, at least much,
higherr than the known mass-loss variations by a factor of two as
reportedd by Snow et al. (1980).

9.. Discussion
Observationall tests for the proposed UV-shell model should
havee to come

from UV spectra taken with high time

resolution

(~~ 1/2 hour) during the presumed

formation of a shell. As the

originn

loss

of

this

enhanced

mass

is

not

understood,

no

predictionn can be given when such an episode will occur. From
fig.. 7 we infer a mean interval between the episodes of about a
monthh for y Cas.
LGSS

also

considered

the

possibility

that

the

narrow

componentss observed in their sample of stars are due to variable
masss loss. They concluded from the study of column densities that
thiss explanation is unlikely because it would imply either
a)) a very frequent ejection of shells (about once per day), or
b)) optically very thick shells ejected during phases When the
mass-losss rate was at least a factor of 10 higher than normal.
Theyy

rejected,

observationall

however,

constraint

this
that

hypothesis

mass-loss

because

variations by

of

the

only

a

factorr of two have been reported in Ho (Snow et al. 1980). We
notice,,

however,

that

the

probability

to

observe

in

Ha

the

enhancedd mass-loss rate during the formation of a shell is quite
low,, because the event will

last very short

(typically a few

hours).. Soon after its ejection the shell will not be observable
inn Ha, even when a temperature as low as 10

K in the shell is

assumedd (Olson, private communication), the main reason being its
loww density.
Itt is interesting

to mention that simultaneous UV and Ha

variabilityy has been reported by Slettebak & Snow (1978). These
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authorss described a sudden and significant increase and decrease
(withinn 100 minutes) of Ha simultaneously with a significant flux
changee {interpreted as emission) near the centers of the Si IV
doublett lines (1977 Jan. 26/27). Peters (1982) reported that with
thee X-ray detector on board of the Copernicus satellite an
unusuallyy large X-ray outburst was detected 3.5 hours earlier.
Thee same X-ray burst was also observed with Ariel V (McHardy &
Pyee 1981 and McHardy, 1981).
Iff Y Cas is indeed member of a wide binary containing a
neutronn star, as has been suggested by Marlborough et al. (1978)
andd White et al (1982), this opens the intriguing possibility of
testingg the UV-shell model as well as establishing the orbital
separation.. Strongly enhanced X-ray emission should follow the
ejectionn of a shell, delayed by the (observable) travel time of
thee shell. In this respect it is significant that at least two
strongg X-ray outbursts have reported from Y Cas (McHardy 1981).
Thee observed X-ray variability in sources identified with OB
starss might, in this way, also be explained by the UV-shell
model. .
Wee may estimate how much the episodic mass ejection
contributess to the overall mass loss from the star. If we suppose
aa mean ejection rate of one UV-snell every month with each a mean
valuee of ip - 30 we obtain as a result that the episodic mass
losss is comparable to the steady mass loss and hence that the
totall mass-loss rate from the star will probably not be
significantlyy affected.
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Sectionn 1^
INTRODUCTIONN AND OVERVIEW

Aboutt
periodicc

20 galactic

variations

X-ray sources are known

in X-ray

to show

strictly

intensity with periods ranging

from

aboutt 0.069 to 835 seconds. These objects are called "X-ray pulsars"
(seee

Rappaport

&

Joss

(1982) for a more precise description

of

objectss belonging to this class). The pulse periods of the majority
off these

20 sources were measured many times, and it has become

clearr that in several aspects they behave differently from what is
observedd in the case of radio pulsars, whereas both kinds of objects
aree accepted to be rotating, magnetized neutron stars.
Thee pulse period is in both cases identified with the rotation
periodd of the star (although the precise mechanisms for producing Xrayy pulses as well as radio pulses are still not well understood).
Majorr differences are: (a) For radio pulsars the observed range of
periodss is 0.033 to about 5 seconds, i.e. there are no "long period"
radioo

pulsars,

and

(b) All radio pulsars

are

spinning

down

on

timee scales (defined as P/P) greater than 10 3 years. In the case of
X-rayy pulsars five sources are continuously spinning up, while the
otherss

show hardly

any

change

in period, or display an

erratic

behaviorr of rapidly spindown and spinup.
Thee explanation for this different behaviour is obviously found
inn a difference in the nature of these two classes of objects. The
vastt majority - over 99% - of the radio pulsars are single objects
andd radiate away their rotational energy and angular momentum in the
formm

of

magnetic

dipole

radiation

and

relativistic

particles,

whereass X-ray pulsars are members of interacting binary systems in
whichh matter with angular momentum

flows from the companion star

towardss the rotating neutron star. The response of this rotation
ratee to the supplied mass and angular momentum leads to a change in
thee rotation period. The analysis of this interaction is the subject
off this article. The goal in this study of period changes of X-ray
pulsarss is to understand:
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1.. the cause of the observed spinup and spindown behavior, and
2.. the origin of the observed range in pulse periods.
Helpfull
phenomenaa

information might

that are

correlated

come

from the study of observable

with pulse-period

changes,

such as

X-rayy luminosity, variations in X-ray absorption, etc. and from the
studyy of binary evolution.
Thee

outline

of

this

article

considerations.. In section
brieflyy

reviewed.

theoryy

are

In

and

guided

by

the

above

2 the relevant observational

section

introduced

is

3 characteristic
a

comparison

is

data are

parameters
made

given
of

between

the
the

calculatedd accretion torque and the torque as can be derived from
thee available data. Attempts to explain the observed range of X-ray
pulsee periods are reviewed in section 4.
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Tablee 2.1 The binaryy X-ray pulsars

X-rayy Source Pulse' ' Orbital l Companionn star
spectral type
period d period d namee
name e

AA 0538-66
SMCC X-1
Herr X-1
4UU 0115+63
Cenn X-3
4UU 1627-67
LMCC X-4
2SS 1417-62
OAOO 1653-40
AA 0535+26
GXX 1+4
4 00 1230-61
GXX 304-1
4UU 0900-40
4UU 1145-61
1E1145.1-6141
AA 1118-61
4UU 1538-52
GXX 301-2
4UU 0352+30

00 - Be
0f069 9 16 d 7 7
B0 lab
3.89 9 Skk 160
0.714 4
A - F
1.70 0 HZZ Her
1.24 4
B0e
24.3 3 Johnss
3.61 1
2.09 9 Krzeminskii 06.5 IIIe
4.84 4
4imin n
Acer.disk k
7.68 8
08 III-Ve
13.5 5
1 d 41 1 Sk/Phh
17.6 6
38.2 2
104 4
>18 8 HDD 245770 Be
M66 giant
122 2

191
272
283
292
1297
405
529
696
835

1
2
3
2
7
5
9
6
5

B2 V ne
MMVV
B0.5 lb
8.96 6 HDD 77581
>45 5 HDD 102567 B0-1 Ve
~~ B1 I
>22 5
Henn 3-640 09.5 III-Ve
B0 lb
3.73 3 Cowleyy
B1.5 la
41.4 4 WRAA 977
09.5 III-Ve
580? ? XX Per

Disk? ?
x x
(10 37 erg/s) )

-P/P P
(yrs) )

L

>800 tr
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<33 tr
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D D
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33 at 10kpc

35 5
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<22 tr

50 0

4 4
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0.2 2

+ +
+ +
+ +

0.15 5
0.025 5

+ +
+ +

0.3 3
tr r
0.4 4
0.1 1

> >

4x10~ 4

4

33 2.1:
Notess to tabli
Columnn 1 & 4: Thee nomenclature is arbitrary. Many sources are known
underr different names. For instance 40 0900-40 - Vela X-1
andd GX 301-2 = 4U 1223-62. (See Bradt et al. 1979 and van
Paradijss 1982).
Columnn 5

: AA ± sign means that P/P may have either sign and/or over
thee last decade no regular trend is apparent.
N oo value is listed when only one pulse period
determinationn exists.

Columnn 6

: Meann X-ray luminosities are quoted (Bradt et al. 1979).
Thesee values are in most cases uncertain at least a factor
off two due to uncertainties in the distance to the source
and/orr time variability.
AA transient source is denoted by tr.
Noo value is listed when the distance to the source is
unknown. .

Columnn 7

: Directt (optical) evidence for the existence of a disk is
denoted dbyy D .

D D
D D
D D
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Sectionn 2_
OBSERVEDD CHARACTERISTICS OF X-RAY PULSARS

Tablee 2.1 lists characteristic properties of the 20 presently
Knownn X-ray pulsars. We nay summarizee the data as follows.
1.. The pulse periods range from 0.069 to 835 seconds.
2.. Three objects are transient X-ray sources.
3.. Optical counterparts are known for 16 sources. In 13 cases
(includingg the transients) the companion is a massive star with
earlyy spectral type (0, B or Be). Two sources (Her X-l and
4UU 1626-67) do have a low-mass companion star. One source (GX 1+4)
iss identified with a M6 giant.
4.. More than two pulse-period determinations during the last 10
yearss are available for 13 pulsars, out of which only 5 show a more
orr less steady spinup behavior (SMC X-l, Her X-l, Cen X-3,
4UU 1626-67 and GX 1+4). See fig. 2.1 (after Rappaport & Joss 1982)
forr pulse-period histories of many of the sources.
5.. Direct evidence for the presence of a disk exists for five
systems.. Out of these five, four belong to the class of sources
whichh
are
steadily
spinning
up, suggesting a one-to-one
correspondencee between the members of the two classes. Exceptions
aree LMC X-4 and GX 1+4. We notice, however, that in LMC X-4 a disk
iss found (Chevalier et al. 1981, van der Klis et al. 1982) but that
onlyy one pulse-period measurement of this source is known (Kelley et
al.. 1981). On the other hand GX 1+4 does steadily spin up but there
existss almost no information about its optical counterpart.
6.. All pulsating X-ray sources in which direct evidence for a
diskk is found do have a short pulse period.
7.. An empirical
XX Per/4U 0352+30 is
off 1.5 x 10 6 years
associationn of which

timescale for the lifetime of the binary system
derived by Guetter (1977), who gives the value
as an upper limit for the age of the Per OB 2
X Per is likely to be a member.
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Fig.2.1.. (Adapted from Rappaport 1982) Pulse period histories for 8
X-rayy pulsars. In cases of a more or less regular trend a dashed line is
fittedd to the data points.
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Sectionn

3_

ACCRETIONN TORQUES ON A NEUTRON STAR IN A BINARY SYSTEM

3.11 Introduction
Considerr a neutron star in a binary system with the following
configuration..

Plasma

flows

from

the

companion

star

towards

the

neutronn star. The neutron star rotates and has a magnetic field. The
magneticc

field

contextt

a

is

so strong that a magnetosphere

magnetosphere

surroundingg

the

star

is

within

defined
which

determiness the motion of the plasma

as
the

the

exists. In our

region

stellar

of

space

magnetic

field

(see section 3.7 for a more

precisee account of the concept of magnetosphere). The distance to
whichh the magnetosphere extends from the stellar surface depends on
thee mechanical pressure

(or stress in other form) exerted by the

ambientt plasma. Inside the magnetosphere plasma ultimately corotates
withh the magnetic field which is thought to be rigidly anchored in
thee

star.

magnetospheree

There
and

must
the

be

outside

a

transition
region.

In

region
this

between

transition

the

region

torquess will arise which are transmitted to the neutron star by the.
magneticc field, leading to a change in the rotation period. The net
torquee

is a

function of the supplied mass and angular

momentum.

First,, we consider the mass-accretion rate onto the neutron star. We
distinguishh capture from a stellar wind from the companion star and
capturee in the case of Roche-lobe overflow. Second, we discuss the
capturee of angular momentum with respect to the neutron star and
formulatee criteria for the formation of a disk. Then we define a
magnetosphericc radius in order to calculate the torque. Finally we
confrontt the outlined theory with the observational data on X-ray
pulsarss and discuss proposed refined models.
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3.22

The mass-accretion rate as inferred from the X-ray luminosity

Iff accretion takes place with a rate M onto a neutron star with
masss M x and radius R the resulting steady state release of
gravitationn potential energy ("accretion luminosity") will be:
(3.2.1))

L
acee

• GM M/R
x

wheree G i s the gravitational constant, or
(3.2.2))

L37

=

1.33 M 1 7 m R~X

wheree
we
used
the
notation )
L 3 7 = L^cc/(1037 erg/s),
M 1 77 - M/(1017 g/s) * M/(1.6 x 10 - 9 MQ/yr), Rg = R/(106 cm) and
mm = Mx/M^.
Mostt of this energy release appears as photons in the X-ray
regionn (0.1-30 keV). In order to derive M from the observed mean
X-rayy luminosity 1^, one should know a bolometric correction (i.e.
thee difference between L x and Lacc' which is largely determined by
thee transfer processes of the outcoming X-ray radiation through the
accretingg matter.

3.33

The mass-accretion rate in a stellar wind

Thee majority of the observed X-ray pulsars do have companions
off early spectral type. Such stars are known to be more massive than
aboutt 15 Kg and to lose mass in the form of a stellar wind. Suppose
thatt the primary star with mass M_ loses mass at a rate M_. What
fractionn of M_ will be captured by the neutron star?
AA neutron star with mass M x moving with velocity v
through a
mediumm with soundspeed c will gravitationally capture matter from a
roughlyy cylindrical volume with radius r & given by (e.g. Hoyle &
Lyttletonn 1939, Bondi & Hoyle 1944, Davidson & Ostriker 1973):

.ss notation will be used throughout this article.
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2GM M
'
VV , + c
rell
s
whichh is called the accretion radius or gravitational capture
radius.. [For details of the flow within the accretion radius in the
casee of accretion from a homogeneous medium the reader is referred
too Hunt (1971) and Hunt (1979). Accretion from an inhomogeneous
medium,, which is likely the case, is considered by Davies & Pringle
(1980)) (see also section 3.5). We notice, however, that a precise
andd realistic hydrodynamic description of the flow still does not
exists. .
(3.3.1))

ra=

Inn our applications we will neglect the c ^ term in eq. (3.3.1)
becausee in most cases c g /v rel << 1 (X-ray beating may, however,
). The relative velocity is given
causee c to be comparable to v
by y
v2rel

(3.3.2))

= v2 r b

+

vw

wheree vorl3 i s the orbital velocity and vw is the velocity of the
windd at the orbital radius. The orbital velocity follows from
Kepler'ss third law:
*

(3.3.3))

sty--

y

Noticee that the accretion radius is usually smaller than the orbital
radiuss a:
1
2
aa
(3.3.4))
—
=
~ « 1.
aa
1 + pp
M /Mx
1 + (vvr/vorb
.r
Forr the typical values M x = M@ and v re ^ = 1000 km/s we have r a «
0.44 R@.
r

Thee accretion rate onto the neutron star will be
(3.3.5))

M = i r\ p v r e l

wheree p is the mass density of the stellar wind near the accretion
radius.. The density can be estimated using the continuity equation
(assumingg spherically symmetric and steady mass loss):
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( 3 . 3 . 6 ))

4ir a 2 p v .
ww

M =

Combinationn o f t h e s e e q u a t i o n s g i v e s

( 3 . 3 . 7 ))

—
ftft
PP
PP

=

(1 + M /M ) 2
P x'
p

finally:

(-2rb)
v
w

.
[1 + a (v Jv
)2]"
L
orb' w J

Wee included for completeness the correction factor o which intends
too take into account the effect of rotation on the relative velocity
andd Which is unity for a non-rotating primary star. In case of a
rotatingg primary with radius Rp and a stationary stellar wind that
conservess its angular momentum we have a = [l - \ (Rp/a)2 2 , where X
denotess the ratio of the angular velocities of the rotating primary
andd the orbital motion of the neutron star, respectively.
Wee emphasize that the assumption of spherical symmetry is
cruciall in the derivation of eq. (3.3.7). Especially when the binary
systemm contains a (rapidly rotating) Be star the condition of
sphericall symmetry is not expected to be fulfilled.
Wee notice here that in the case of X-ray binaries with known
distance,, orbital radius and masses the value of v can be solved
fromm eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.3.7) by elimination of M. This has been
donee by Conti (1978) and updated by Henrichs (1980).
Wee conclude this section by mentioning that when a massive star
evolves,, its mass loss rate M^ increases and its wind velocity v w
decreasess as a function of time, while the other parameters in
eq.. (3.3.7) are approximately constant. Hence, before Roche-lobe
overfloww takes over, the mass-accretion rate will evolve like:
(3.3.8))

M(t)

« M (t) v"4(t)
pp
w

whichh is a strongly increasing function of time.
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3.44

The mass-accretion rate during Roche-lobe overflow
Roch-lobee

overflow

will

occur

when

during

the

evolutionary

expansionn of the companion star its radius (incuding the atmosphere)
exceedss

the

critical

Roche

radius,

defined

by

the

critical

equipotentiall surface surrounding the stars. In such case the massaccretionn rate is determined by the expansion rate and structure of
thee

companion

calculationss
overfloww

star.

of

under

For

the

a

detailed

precise

various

and

mass-transfer

circumstances

the

critical

review

rate

Roche-lobe

by

reader

is

of

referred

to

Savonijee (1982).

3.55

Angular momentum capture from a stellar wind
Inn the case of capture of stellar wind matter one calculates

thee net angular momentum with respect to the neutron star of all
particless

entering

the

cylinder-like

volume

with

radius

r_

(eq.. 3.3.1) and one assumes that all angular momentum is accreted.
Thee basic approach is given by Davidson & Ostriker (1973) (see also
Illarionovv

&

Sunyaev

1975, and Shapiro

& Lightman

1976) and

is

refinedd and extended by Wang (1981), while an important criticism is
foundd in Davies & Pringle (1980).
AA

non-orbiting

sphericallyy

neutron

symmetric

star

in

a

stellar wind will
\tvorb b

capturee no angular momentum at all. For
ann

orbiting

neutron

star

the

non-zero

resultt can be explained as follows. The
targett

\vr.l l

face for incoming wind particles

iss perpendicular to the relative velocity
vectorr of the neutron star according to
eqq (3.3.2)

and

makes

thus

a

non-zero

Fig.3.1..

anglee with the orbital velocity vector,

thatt

(fig.. 3.1). This

stellarr

means

that

if

there

A

neutron

accretes
wind

may

from

star
a

capture

existss a density gradient in the stellar

angularr momentum, depending

windd accross the accretion cross section,

onn

thee

accrosss the target face ra.

target

face will

capture

different

existing

gradients
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amountss of particles at the far-side and at the nearby-side and, in
analogy,,

if

there

exists

a

velocity

gradient,

the

particle-

velocitiess at the far- and the nearby-side will differ. Of course,
azimuthall density and/or velocity gradients may also contribute to
thee asymmetry.
Takingg
assumedlyy

into account only the radial density gradient in the
spherical

steady

expansion

of

the

stellar

wind

(eq.

3.3.6),, Shapiro & Lightman (1976) obtain for the captured specific
angularr momentum with respect to the neutron star:

< 3 - 5 - 1 ''

* " laorbra"

wheree ftort, is the orbital angular velocity and n = 1. Expressions
forr the numerical factor n in cases where radial and/or azimuthal
densityy and velocity gradient exist are given by Wang (1981). This
authorr showed that such gradients may lead to large deviations from
nn = 1 or even to a change of sign. Rotation of the companion star in
thee same sense as the orbital motion requires an additional factor a
inn the right-hand side of eq. (3.5.1), the same factor as was used
inn eq. (3.3.7).
Actuallyy
specificc

eq. (3.5.1)

angular

momentum

gives

an

that

is

estimate
captured

of
in

the
the

amount

of

accretion

cylinder.. What fraction of this amount is transferred to the neutron
starr is still an unanswered question. Davies & Pringle (1980) showed
that,, to first order approximation in ra/a, the net accreted angular
momentumm should be zero in order to achieve any accretion at all,
irrespectivee of the existence of a density and/or velocity gradient
acerosss

the

target

face of the accretion

cylinder. This

result

followss from the assumptions made by these authors that
a)) The accreting star is point like. This is equivalent to the
conditionn that the magnetospheric radius is much smaller than the
accretionn radius (see section 3.7), which is usually fulfilled.
b)) The

accretion

line

(where

the

downstream

particle-orbits

intersect)) joins the point mass.
c)) No dissipation occurs as particles stream along the accretion
linee into the point mass.
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Whetherr

these

assumptions

are

justified

is

still

open

question,, but anyhow it is important that Davies & Pringle
andd Wang

to

(1980)

(1981) at least showed that deviations from the expected

angularr momentum capture according to eq. (3.5.1) with n = 1 might
be,,

in

fact, very large. That deviations

from n = 1 indeed

must

occurr is supported by observations of the presumably wind-powered
sourcess

such

4UU 0900-40
temporarilyy
occasionall

as

A 0535+26,

(* Vela X-l)
spindown

GX 301-2

(Nagase

episodes

et

(= 4U 1223-62)

al.

alternate

and

1981, Nagase
spinup

notably

1981) where

episodes. Such

an

spin-reversal would be impossible with eq. (3.5.1) and

nn ™ 1.
Inn conclusion, the presently existing description of accretion
off angular momentum is far from complete and can only be improved if
progresss is made in both (1) a proper treatment of the flow inside
thee

accretion

properties,,

cylinder,

in

and

particular

(2)

the

knowledge

of

(time-dependent)

stellar

velocity

wind
and/or

densityy gradients.
3.66

Angular momentum capture during Roche-lobe overflow
AA usual assumption in the case of Roche-lobe overflow is that

alll matter from the companion star leaves the critical lobe near the
innerr

Lagrangian

point

Lj_. The

specific

angular

momentum

with

respectt to the orbiting neutron star will then be (Petterson, 1978):
(3.6.1))

t

=

! ) o r b (a - r L ) (a - X rt>

wheree r^ is the location of the inner Lagrangian point and X is,
again,, the ratio of the angular velocities of the rotational motion
off the companion and of the orbital motion of the neutron star,
respectively..

(We notice

onlyy be calculated

that,

strictly, the Roche potential

can

if A = 1.) We see that this gives a specific

angularr momentum which is roughly a factor (a/ra)

higher than in

thee case of accretion from a wind (eq. 3.5.1). In section 3.8 it is
showedd

that

if

the

companion

star

overflows

its

Roche

lobe, a

Kepleriann disk will likely form around the neutron star. The amount
off accreted angular momentum is then determined by the location of
thee inner edge of the disk.
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3.77

The magnetospheric radius
Althoughh

there

exist

conceptual

differences

in

the

various

definitionss for the radius of the magnetosphere (sometimes referred
too as Alfvén radius), for the sake of arguments it is sufficient to
definee a magnetospheric radius r m in a rather simplified way (as has
beenn used by numerous authors). In our context r m is located such
thatt

the

motion

of

the

plasma

within

rm

is determined

by

the

magneticc field of the neutron star. We notice that in other contexts
(notablyy in the

field of geo- and planetary magnetospheres) this

radiuss confines the region in which the magnetic field is completely
screenedd by currents. For an excellent review on existent theories
off magnetospheres around compact objects, the reader is referred to
Vasyliunass 1979) (see also Lattib 1981) in which a critical discussion
iss

given

of

the

magnetosphericc

concept

boundary,

of magnetosphere,
magnetospheric

the

models

location
and

of

plasma

the

flows

insidee magnetospheres, both for spherical and disk accretion.
Wee consider radial infall of plasma with velocity

v

4 n (r) and

densityy p(r) onto a neutron star with mass M x , radius R, dipole
magneticc field with strength B Q at the stellar surface and magnetic
momentt u =
thee

B 0 R^« Balance of magnetic pressure and ram pressure of

infalling

material

at

the

magnetospheric

boundary

requires

(Davidsonn & Ostriker 1973, Lamb, Pethick & Pines 1973):
(3.7.1))

wheree

5gl£i

gaussian

=

p{r)

units

B(r)) =ii r~ . The

v

are

ambient

2f{r)
used.

For

density

is

a

dipole

related

to

field
the

we

have

(assumedly

steady)) mass accretion rate N by
(3.7.?))

M

=

4* p(r) v ±n (r) r 2 .

Wee write the infall velocity as a fraction z (< 1) of the free-fall
velocity: :
(3.7.3))

v. (r)
inn

=

c v--(r)
ff

=

c (2GM / r ) 1 / 2
x
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Solvingg for r = r m yields:

(3.7.4))

rm - (1 C > 2/7 f»

U ^ ) " 1 ' 7 A"2/7.

Becausee of the weak power dependence of C we will use throughout
thiss article • - 1. An order of magnitude estimate of the
valuee mr m is given by the expression
(3.7.5))

rm

=

(2.7 x 10 8 on) w ^ 7 m~ l / 7 M ^ / 7

r

=

i* «
,«8
% V 7 1/7 -2/7 -2/7
(2.9 x 10 cm) y — m
Rfi
L37

or r
,,, n *s
(3.7.6))

wheree we substituted UJQ = u/lO^O gauss cm-'. The latter expression
iss only valid if all matter is accreted and converted into
observablee X-rays. We notice that the typical value for r is a few
hundredd times larger than the radius of a neutron star.
Thee
limiting assumptions
underlying
the derivation of
expressionn (3.7.5) are: (1) spherical infall, (2) infall velocity
equalss free-fall velocity and outgoing velocity neclected, (3)
thermall pressure of the infailing gas negligible with respect to the
ramm pressure, and (4) plasma pressure inside the magnetosphere
negligiblee with respect to the magnetic pressure (Lamb & Pethick
1974).. Assumptions (1) and (2) imply that r m << r a .
Inn the case of disk accretion the magnetospheric radius is
obtainedd by replacing the pressure balance expressed in eq. (3.7.1)
byy a balance between the pressure gradient against the gravitational
forcee density in the direction normal to the plane of the disk
(Pringlee & Rees 1972). The steep radial dependence of the magnetic
pressure,, however, causes that the magnetospheric radius in the case
off disk accretion does not differ very much from the estimate for r m
ass given above. Therefore we will use expression (3.7.5) and notice
thatt for a given neutron star - with given mass and magnetic moment
-- the magnetospheric radius is determined only by the mass-accretion
rate. .
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3.88 The formation of a disk around a neutron star
Thee radius r K at which a fluid element with specific angular
momentumm I would go into a circular Keplerian orbit around a neutron
starr with mass ^ i s given by:
(3.8.1))

r

=

KK

A 2 /GM

.

x

AA disk is expected to form if r K is larger than the raagnetospheric
radius. .
Inn the case of a steady stellar wind we obtain with the aid of
eqs.. (3.5.1) and (3.3.1) for the condition of disk formation
(Shapiroo & Lightman 1976):
(3.8.2))

r„ =
KK

Solvingg for v
(3.8.3))

vrel

orb

x

> r .
8
m
'' rel
yields the criterium (Wang, 1981):
fl

< (340 W . ) n l / 4 u-3l/14

m11'28 A } ' 2 8 P ^

4

wheree P 1Q denotes the orbital period in units of 10 days.
Inn spite of the big uncertainty in the parameter n the
conclusionn is that a disk is not likely to form because in wide
systemss the stellar wind velocity will exceed the escape velocity at
thee primary's surface (> 600 km/s) and in close systems the orbital
velocityy will exceed the value 340 km/s). A direct measurement of
thee wind velocity at the orbital radius is available in the system
HDD 77581 /4U 0900-40 (= Vela X-l, P o r b = 9.6 days) where the value
v ww <* 850 km/s is obtained (Dupree et al. 1980, see also Henrichs
1980).. We stress, however, that the above given conclusion only
holds-- for a steady stellar wind. In contrast, it is well known that
stellarr winds of massive stars are strongly variable phenomena (see
Snoww (1979) for a review) and hence it is quite conceivable that
temporarilyy a disk can be formed. At present, however, the available
observationss of stellar winds do certainly not permit a numerical
estimatee of the parameters entering eq. (3.8.3).
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Whenn

Roche-lobe

overflow

occurs,

eq. (3.6.1)

together

with

Kepler'ss third Law yields the criterium:
(3.8.4))

rR

Wheree rt,'

=

the

a (1 + M p /M x ) (1 - r L / a ) 2 {1 - X r L / a ) 2

rm

location of the inner Lagrangian point, is only a

functionn of the ratio Mp/Mx
1976)..

>

(see for instance Pratt & Strittmatter

Again, strictly the Roche potential can only be calculated

whenn the primary star corotates with the orbit, i.e. A = 1. In that
casee

for mass

ratios Mp/Mx

-

1/5

and Mp/Mjj « 40

(likely to be

extremee values) the condition for disk formation becomes r m 1 a/4
andd r m £ a/20, respectively. In view of the usually very small value
off the magnetospheric radius (a few thousand Ian) this criterium is
usuallyy satisfied and a disk is expected to form.

3.99

Accretion torques
Considerr

(whichh

a

should

rotating

include

neutron

star with

moment

of

inertia

I

the contribution of its magnetosphere) and

angularr velocity a. Its response to accretion of matter at rate M
withh

specific angular momentum

I

is governed by

conservation

of

angularr momentum for the system (Lamb, Pethick & Pines, 1973):

(3.9.1))

ft

(I

°}

"

M J - o

wheree a represents the non-material torque including torques arising
fromm magnetic and/or viscous forces and torques arising from matter
thatt

leaves

timescalee

the

system.

Rewriting

of

T for the change of angular

this

equation

yields

the

frequency of the rotating

neutronn star:
MM

o 2)

wheree

i

-

S. ,

A and

a

are

respectively..

To

M t - I 0 - a

the

components

understand

the

of

I and

different

a parallel

contributions

to
to

a,
the

right-handd side of eq. (3.9.2) we consider first the case of purely
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sphericall accretion (Where % is equal to zero) and in the absence of
non-materiall torques. Then eq. (3.9.2) reduces toft/ft= -i/l Where
II = M(dl/dM) has to be calculated from the internal structure of the
neutronn

star

(see

for

instance Canuto

1977, and Lamb

1977).

It

appearss that the timescale in this idealized case is in general very
long,,

i.e.

109

-

yrs

for

a

typical

neutron

star

model,

as

constructedd by Pandharipande et al. (1976) and the highest observed
accretionn
changee

rates. This

its

is

structure

in

the timescale
response

for the neutron

to an

increase

star

of mass,

to

and,

becausee

for neutron stars a larger mass corresponds to a smaller

radius,,

this

timescale

is negative

Which

means

spindown, or

an

increasee of the rotation period. In view of the very long timescale
involvedd we will ignore the i/l term throughout this chapter.
Considerr now accretion from a disk Where I * 0 and ignore again
thee non-material torques. We obtain for the torque:
(3.9.3))

Whichh

NQ

E

provides

strongestt

M I

I ft =

apparently

possible

torque

under

these

(and

thus

idealized
the

conditions

shortest

the

timescale),

resultingg in a spinup or spindown depending on the relative sense of
rotationn of the star and the disk.
Itt is very instructive to calculate the value of ft under these
approximationss and compare the result with the observational data.
(Inn the next section we shall relax some of these restrictions) For
simplicityy it is assumed that matter Which arrives at the inner edge
off the disk has a Keplerian azimuthal velocity v^. This assumption
basicallyy

means

that

completelyy

screened

interactionn

between

the magnetic
from
the

the

field of the neutron

(Keplerian)

disk and

disk

the magnetic

and

field

star is

hence

no

exists. In

addition,, the fundamental assumption is made that accretion indeed
takess place

(in later

sections we

relax these assumptions). The

specificc angular momentum of the accreting matter will then be:
(3.9.4))

l

=

r v.(r )
mm t m

= (GM r ) l / 2
x m

Whichh together with eq. (3.7.5) yields the torque:
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(3.9.5))

NQ

2 - 9 / 1 4 u2/l

=

M6/7 .

(2GMx)W

Hence,, for a given neutron star fi is proportional to M 6 ' 7 :
(3.9.6))

Q

-

k M6/7

Wheree k is a constant for that neutron star. We notice that in this
idealizedd description the value of ft is apparently independent of a,
thee rotation rate of the neutron star. According to eq. (3.2.1) M
cann be estimated from the observed X-ray flux, if the distance to
thee source is known. If we explicitly assume that M is a constant,
thee time scale on which the stellar rotation changes is:

(3.9.7,,
wheree

t

- I . - £ - U.4 x 10* yr, i„ tf> j * **» ^

P is the rotational period

in seconds

and

l 4 5 = I/(10 45 g

cmm ), which is a likely scaling value (see for instance the review
paperr by Canuto & Bowers 1981). It thus becomes possible to test the
proportionalityy

in

eq. (3.9.6)

(and

hence

the

validity

of

the

simplificationss made) for different sources by making a comparison
betweenn the observed value for a against the observed L x . If all
neutronn stars would have the same mass, the same moment of inertia
andd the same magnetic moment, and if the maximum observed values for
aa are

indeed

to Vr'

found to be proportional

,

we would have a

strongg indication that, for instance, non-material torques play no
rolee

for

momentumm

these
of

thresholdd

the

and,

inflowing

apparently,

matter

is

the

equal

or

specific
above

angular

given

the

value for moving in a Keplerian orbit, and in addition

thatt the disk
producess

sources

l

rotates

parallel

to

in the
a).

same direction

Conversely,

and

as the star
at

least of

(which
similar

importance,, the proportionality factor k contains the mass, moment
off inertia and magnetic moment of the central object and hence the
observationallyy

deduced

numerical

value

of

k

would

provide

an

indicationn about the nature of the object (viz. a neutron star or a
whitee dwarf).

^
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Pringlee

& Rees

(1972) were

the

first

to notice

that

for

Cenn X-3 the observed parameters were in agreement with those of a
neutronn

star. Lamb

validityy

of

the

et al.

(1973) examined

approximations

timescaless

observed

agreement""

with

in

the

Her X-l

timescale

made,
and

closely

and

Cen X-3

predicted

the domain of

concluded
are

for

a

in

that

the

"excellent

neutron

star

(eq.. 3.9.7) and that, apparently, the orbital motion is in the same
sensee as the stellar rotation. Rappaport & Joss

(1977) and Mason

(1977)) published a diagram in Which the collected data of many other
sourcess have been plotted

(see fig. 3.2). For the majority of the

pulsarss the agreement between the predicted and observed relation is
quitee good. All these authors stressed that this agreement strongly
confirmedd the supposition that the compact object in these systems
iss a neutron star, rather than a white dwarf.

-- I

o

i
2
loq(P-C6/7) )

3

4

Fig.3.2.. (Adapted from Rappaport & Joss 1977) According to a simple
accretion-torquee model the time-scale for the change in rotation period
(unitss yr -1 ) is proportional to P L°<£' (see eq. 3.9.7). A best fit
throughh the data points (where Her X-1 and the two limits were excluded)
iss indicated by the solid line. The derived proportionality factor
agreess with the value as expected for neutron stars, whereas this factor
iss expected to be much lower for white dwarfs (dashed line). This
agreementt gives very strong evidence in favour of the interpretation
thatt X-ray pulsars are neutron stars, rather than white dwarfs.
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Wee

point

out here

that

the coordinates
6

in

fig. 3.5a

(from

7

Rappaportt & Joss 1977) are -P/P against P L / . The choice of these
coordinatess is, of course, convenient for comparing time scales, but
suggestss a dependence of the timescale on the rotation period P,
Whichh is, as we have seen, not the case. Further, we show in section
3.10cc

that

the

observed

value

of

-P/P

is

not

necessarily

a

characteristicc time scale of the system. We shall also see that an
otherr

combination

applicationss
purposee

of

more
a

of

the

parameters

useful. We

diagram

like

P,

P

and

emphasize, however,
fig. 3.2

(namely

L

is

in

that

the

some

the basic

discrimination

betweenn neutron stars and white dwarfs) remains valid.
Itt is instructive to notice that, in this prescription, for a
givenn neutron star a line parrallel to the (best-fit) solid line in
fig.. 3.2 gives in fact an upper limit to the predicted timescale for
thatt neutron star (i.e. the shortest time scale).
Thatt

some

Herr X-l, are

of

the

situated

well-studied

X-ray

pulsars,

far below the expected

especially

line and that

some

sourcess (those with P <, 0) find no place at all in the diagram shows
obviouslyy the simplicity of the outlined model.
Beforee we discuss more refined models we consider briefly the
assumptionn that accretion indeed takes place. A necessary condition
forr accretion is that the matter can cool (Arons & Lea 1976, Eisner
&& Lamb 1977; see also the review by Vasyliunas 1979). The details of
thee accretion process are, however, still subject to study.
Lett us suppose that accretion continues to take place and hence
(inn the simple picture described above) the neutron star continues
too spin up. What will be the ultimate rotation period? An often
quotedd condition for a quenching of the mass accretion is that this
willl

happen

when

(Keplerian)) angular

the

neutron

velocity

of

star

rotates

the plasma

so
that

fast

that

arrives

at

the
the

magnetosphericc boundary, just corotates with the neutron star (e.g.
Pringlee & Rees 1972, Davidson & Ostriker 1973, Lamb et al. 1973,
Illarionovv & Sunyaev 1975, Wickramasinghe & Whelan 1975, Schreier
1977,, Savonije 1978). For that plasma the centrifugal forces just
balancee the local gravity. The distance at which this balance is
satisfied,, is given by the «rotation radius r ^ :
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(3.9.8))

rcQ

-

<GMx/fl2)l/3

or r
(3.9.9))

r
=
co o

(1.5 x 108 cm) m l / 3 P 2 / 3

whichh plays an essential role in more refined disk models. Assuming
thatt the matter cools fast enough, the condition for accretion
becomess r m < r^. The so-called "equilibrium period" P
i s derived
fromm the condition r m = r ^
(3.9.10))

Peq

=

(2.7 sec) y ^ 7 m" 2/? R " 3 / 7 L£/7

.

Wee stress, however, that the existence of this "equilibrium" is a
directt consequence of the restrictions used in the derivation and
applicationn of eq. (3.9.3) and hence the numerical value of P ^ is
onlyy a rough estimate. We shall see in section 3.10 that an
equilibriumm period (in the sense that P = 0) may depend on many
otherr parameters.

3.100 Refined models
Thee sometimes large differences between the observed changes in
rotationn period and those expected on the basis of a simple-minded
accretion-torquee model as described in the foregoing section, may be
explainedd in three ways (or a combination thereof): (1) non-material
torquess are present, (2) the mass-accretion rate is not constant
duringg the timespan of the observations, or cannot correctly be
calculatedd from the X-ray flux. (3) Accretion takes place from a
stellarr wind, rather than front a disk.
First,, we shall review results concerning subject (1). Second,
wee shall present in the light of these results a critical discussion
off subject (2). Finally we focus on subject (3).
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a)) Magnetic coupling with a disk
Wee review a series of papers by Ghosh, Lamb et al. (1977, 1978,
1979a,, 1979b) in which the authors have developed a disk model that
includess magnetic and viscous effects. In these papers, as well as
thesee of Vasyliunas (1979) and Lamb (1979) a useful and critical
discussionn of previous disk models is given, to which the reader is
referredd for further details.
Lett us start from the simple model of the foregoing section. We
assumedd an infinitely thin transition layer between the disk and the
magnetospheree where all of the angular momentum transfer takes
place,, such that a strong spinup torque is expected, resulting from
thee excess of specific angular momentum of the accreting matter with
respectt to the neutron star. In reality, however, this transition
regionn must have a finite extension where the velocity drops from a
Kepleriann to the corotation velocity well inside the magnetosphere.
Thiss layer is called the boundary layer and has a width 6.
Furthermore,, the magnetic field lines will in the case of a disk not
completelyy be screened from the disk and hence certainly extend
beyondd the magnetospheric radius (as in the sense of our definition)
andd will thread the matter in the disk in the so-called outer
transitionn layer of thickness d which extends to a radial distance
r ss = rm + 6 + d (see fig. 3.3 after Ghosh & Lamb).
Figuree 3.4 depicts a corresponding diagram for analyzing the
magneticc coupling in this outer transition zone of the disk. In this
diagramm the azimuthal velocity v + in a plane through the stellar
centerr and perpendicular to the rotation axis of the star is
displayedd as a function of the distance r measured from the center
off the neutron star. In this diagram the location of the fluid
elementss in the (undisturbed) Keplerian disk flow is given by
(3.10.1))

v. =
99

( G M ) 1 / 2 r"l/2 .
x

Thee location of the corotation radius is also indicated. We assume
thatt r c o > rm. The flow inside thé radius r is symbolically
representedd by a straight line (we do not consider the flow inside
thee magnetosphere, see the review papers mentioned above and Ghosh
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.MAGNETOSPHERIC C
FLOW W
BOUNDARYY
LAYER R

Fig.3.3..

(Adapted

from

Ghosh

ZONE

& Lamb

1979b)

Schematic

picture

of

a

possiblee configuration of an accretion disk around a magnetic neutron
star.. In this picture the magnetic field is not completely screened by
currentss in the magnetospheric boundary and hence the field lines may
threadd

the

disk.

This

leads

to

an

additional

contribution

to

the

accretionn torque (see text and fig. 3.4).

coupling
n
ma gn
a eticc

iftfl l
iff vV

yiiA ABB
f\f\

i i

~
ii

Fig.3.4.. A diagram showing the azimuthal velocity of the accretion flow
inn the plane of the disk corresponding to fig. 3.3. The symbol fl denotes
thee quantity arctan Ü with SI the rotational frequency of the neutron
star.. For simplicity the flow inside the magnetospheric radius is drawn
ass a straigth line. Because plasma in region A rotates faster than the
star,, its magnetic coupling with the star will give rise to a positive
contributionn to the total torque. Correspondingly, region B will give a
negativee contribution. The star will rotate at an equilibrium period if
thee two contributions cancel.
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ett al. 1977 for this particular model). This straight line makes by
definitionn an angle arctan Q (8 being the angular velocity of the
neutronn star) with the r-axis. This angle is symbolically denoted by
fl.fl. The magnetic
representedd

by

field

lines threading

the wavy

the disk are

line. Ghosh & Lamb have

symbolically

shown that the

boundaryy layer is thin (fi << r m ) and that on a poloidal flux surface
extendingg vertically through the disk at r Q (= r m + 5) the torque
causedd by the matter crossing this layer dominates completely over
thee magnetic and viscous stresses. Therefore the resulting torque is
too a very good approximation the same as we calculated before in the
casee without magnetic

field

(eq. 3.9.5). Although

throughout

the

diskk the viscosity determines the mass transport inwards by means of
transportt
totall

of

angular momentum

torque

appears

to

be

outwards,

its contribution

unimportant

throughout

the

to the
whole

transitionn layer 6 + d. The authors showed further that in the outer
transitionn

region an important phenomenon may occur, which is an

essentiall property of any magnetically coupled disk model.
Considerr the matter in the disk inside the corotation radius
T Q QQ

(region A

magnetospheree
forwards,,

in fig. 3.4). This matter
and

the

resulting

threading

in an

field

additional

rotates
lines

faster than the
will

contribution

to

be
the

dragged
spinup

torque.. Thus if the region d of the disk does not extend beyond r C Q /
ass would be the case in very slow rotators, (i.e. r m << r ^ )
totall

spinup

matterr

torque

stress

sufficientlyy

will

alone.

be greater than the torque

If,

"fast" rotator

on

the

other

hand,

such that the field

the

the

exerted
star

is

by
a

lines thread the

diskk also outside r ^ , in this outer region (region B in fig.3.4.) a
magneticc

spindown contribution to the torque is expected. So the

threadingg of the magnetic field may either increase or reduce the
spinupp (spindown) torques, depending on the relative values of r co ,
r mm and rsThee question,

of course,

is whether

there exists a

certain

fastnesss such that the negative contribution caused by the matter in
regionn B just cancels the positive torque
matterr

in

region

A.

If

this

would

be

(spinup) exerted by the
the

case,

perhaps

an

equilibriumm could be established such that accretion continues, the
neutronn star will emit X-rays, but no spinup or spindown will occur.
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Ghoshh et al. (1979) have constructed a numerical model of a
disk,, basically consisting of a Shakura-Sunyaev disk (see the review
paperss of Petterson 1982, and Verbunt, 1982) in which the magnetic
couplingg terms are included. The torque calculated in this model is
mostt

conveniently

parameter""

expressed

as

a

function

of

the

"fastness

(Eisner & Lamb 1977), which is defined as the ratio of

thee angular velocity of the star and the Keplerian angular velocity
att r m :
>3/2 2

(3.10.2) )
KK
whichh implies ms

m

<< 1 for the present model. The torque is written

ass (compare eq. 3.9.3):
(3.10.3) )

nn n(o )
II n = N 00
s

wheree n(<i>s) is a dimensionless function.
Theirr numerical calculations show that in the case of a very
sloww

rotator

calculatedd
3.9.5))

(see

((os = 0) the torque

torque
fig.

N Q as

produced

3.5, horizontal

is ~ 1.4 times the previously
by matter
line).

stresses

alone

In addition, a

(eq.

critical

fastnesss <J) indeed exists, at which a rotating neutron star will
undergoo no spinup or spindown while accretion continues. In their
modell the value of UJC is about 0.35, corresponding to r m = 0.5 r c o

Fig.3.5.. The dimensionless torque n(<u ) as
aa function of the fastness parameter ui is
n(üJ5) )

-sloww rotator limit
onlyy material stress

8 8

comparedd for accretion-torque models with
andd without magnetic coupling between the
starr and the disk. When magnetic coupling
iss taken into account the numbers have to
followw from a numerical solution of the
equationss describing the disk. In the model
off Ghosh & Lamb (1979b) the torque becomes
zeroo at a certain critical fastness ID . At
c c
thiss critical value the contributions of
thee torque in the regions A and B of
fig.. 3.4 just cancel.
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(seee eq. 3.10.2).

For <o > w

the torque is negative, which means

spindown.. The change in period in this particular model is given by:
(3.10.4) )
-PP = (5.9 x 10" 5 sec yr" 1 ) u3Q2/1

wheree the

m " 3 / 7 R 6 6 / 7 I ^ - 1 n(u»s) P 2

(numerically obtained) value of 0.63

rm

L^7

(eq. 3.7.5) is

substitutedd for the magnetospheric radius.
Inn analogy with eq. (3.9.6) we may write:
(3.10.5))

ft

=

k n(ü) ) M 6 ^ 7
s s

wheree k is the same proportionality factor as used before.
Wee see that in contrast to the case of eq. (3.9.6), now ft does
dependd on the rotation period of the star, a comparison between the
dataa and

the predictions

from this

theory necessarily demands a

diagramm different from the -P/P vs. P L 6 '

diagram used before (fig*

3.2).. Remembering that
= ft (GM ) " 1 / 2 r 3 / 2 - P _ 1 M ~ 3 / 7 - ( P L 3 / 7 ) _ 1
ss
x
m

(3.10.6))

M

andd that ft = -2IT P/P2 we obtain
-P - n(PL 3 / 7 ) • ( P L 3 / 7 ) 2

(3.10.7))

whichh shows that in most general terms P is only a function of the
equivalentt

fastness

parameter

P L3/7.

Since

the

derivation

is

completelyy general (the function n may in principle have any form)
itt

appears

diagramm

that

the

most

natural

spin-history-against-luminosity

is that in which -P is plotted as a function of P L 3 ' 7

(Ghoshh & Lamb, 1979b) as depicted in fig. 3.6.
Inn this way of plotting
accordingg

to

the

fastness

(the

the data
faster,

the points are arranged
the more

to the

left).

Assumingg for n(üi ) the function of fig. 3.5, a collection of X-ray
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MM = I.3M,

4UU 0352+30

?-22

4UU 0900-40"
SMCC X

-4 4
0.3 3
/0.488

4.5

gJ^Herr X-l

-6 6

100 0

n
II
iog |0 (PLL

Fig»3.6..

(Adapted

from Ghosh

& Lamb

splnupp rate and the quantity P L J ?

)

1979b) The relation between

the

as expected when magnetic coupling

betweenn the star and the disk is taken into account, is compared with
thee observational data (units of P are s y r " 1 ) . The curves are labeled
withh the value of the magnetic moment in units of 1 0 3 0 G cm3,

w hi c h

is

aa free parameter in the model. As compared to fig. 3.2 (which is based
onn a model without magnetic coupling) the agreement for the fast rotator
Herr X-1

is

much

interpretation. .

better.

See, however,

section

3.10.b

for

another
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pulsarss with the same mass and moment of inertia should be located
(inn fig. 3.6) on a (solid) line of which the location is determined
byy

the

value

of

the

magnetic

moment

of

the

neutron

star.

In

principle,, from the many parameters entering eq. (3.10.4) the mass
off the neutron star might be inferred from the orbital motion (e.g.
Rappaportt & Joss 1982) while values for the radius and moments of
inertiaa

has

mainly

to

follow

from

theoretical

predictions.

It

appearss that the magnetic moment is the most uncertain parameter
which,, therefore, can be used as an adjustable free parameter in the
model.. The improvement in the agreement between the predicted and
observedd relation with respect to the simple accretion-torque model
off the foregoing section is, of course, only relevant for sufficient
fastt

rotators

explainedd

by

paragraphh

for

and
the
an

notably
Ghosh

&

the

spinup

rate

Lamb

model.

(See, however,

alternative

explanation

in

of

Her X-l

terms

of

can

be

the

next

the

same

model.)) Other applications of this model are described in section
4.3. .
Inn the Ghosh & Lamb model the equilibrium period P
PP

= 0)is given by the relation o> = m

(defined by

=0.35 which yields with

eq.. (3.10.5):
(3.10.8))

Pe

Thiss relation

=

(3.9 sec) u 3 ( ) 6 / 7 m " 2 / 7 R 6 " 3 / 7 L 3 7 ~ 3 / 7

suggests

(see table 3.1)

that within the

range of

reasonablee values for the magnetic moment Her X-l, SMC X-l, Cen X-3
andd possibly 4U 1627-67 might be spinning close to their equilibrium
periods. .
Howw fast will an X-ray pulsar evolve towards this equilibrium
pulsee period? This is the subject of the next section.

b)) Spinup timescales due to changes in the mass accretion rate
Iff all torques on the neutron star just cancel one another we
willl not observe changes in the rotation period, i.e. P = 0. In the
previouss section we described that this situation can occur for a
constantt non-zero mass-accretion

rate in any magnetically coupled

diskk model, in particular in the disk model of Ghosh & Lamb.
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Whenn the accretion rate is variable, two timescales are of
importancee for the resulting period changes (Henrichs 1982). The
firstt is T , which is the timescale on which the angular frequency
evolvess towards the equilibrium frequency n e if the mass-accretion
ratee is constant. Second, when the binary system evolves, the massaccretionn rate will be always an increasing function of time with a
characteristicc timescale:
(3.10.9))

T
= M/M
ev v

whichh we shall call the evolutionary timescale.
Iff M(t) is a continuous function of time we expect that if
fll
e v "the long term change in rotation period will reflect the
changee in the mass-accretion rate, and we expect to observe xev* 0 n
thee other hand, if T^ >> xev we expect that P reflects the timescale
requiredd for the neutron star to adjust its rotation rate to the
actuall value of the mass-accretion rate, and we expect to observe
TJJ.. If Tfl = r ev we still expect to observe T , but the rotation
ratee may not be equal to the equilibrium value. The value of T
followss from the theory of accretion torques, whereas T
must
followw from detailed binary evolution calculations in the case of
Roche-lobee overflow (Savonije 1978 & 1979), or from stellar
evolutionn with variable mass loss in the case of a stellar wind (van
derr Linden and Henrichs, 1982). (An independent check on the
calculatedd value of T ev is that the calculated X-ray lifetime of
X-rayy binary systems (= 6 iev, see Savonije 1982) has to be in
agreementt with the observed number of X-ray sources).
T

<< T

Lett us estimate T- in the Ghosh & Lamb model. For a constant
mass-accretionn rate u>a is proportional to ft and with the aid of the
linearr approximation for the (dimensionless) torque
(3.10.10))

n(w ) » -4 u + 1.4
ss
s

whichh is a reasonable approximation in the domain 0 < w8 < OQ (see
fig.. 3.5). We may write:
(3.10.11))
a = a n + b
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wheree a and b are constants. Solving for £i(t) we obtain:

n(t) = a - (o - a) ,-t//
e t/T nu

(3.10.12))

ee

e

o

wheree n Q is the angular velocity at t = 0, and tQ = - a" = !1 /b or,
numerically,: :
(3.10.13))

Tfl

-

(3 x 10 3 yr)

u

^ / 7 m 5 / 7 R~ 3 / 7 I 4 5 L ^ / 7

.

Thee observable timescale for pulse-period changes becomes
ö(t))
(3.10.14))

T .
° b ss

-

T
=

B(t)

=
ne/Ji(t)

- 1

whichh indeed approaches infinity for t •*• •, (since fl(t) + Q e ) and
withh Qe independent of JÏQ* Notice that in this case the observed
timescalee is in general very different from the timescale TQ which
characterizess the duration of the spinup or spindown phase towards
ann equilibrium period.
Onn the other hand, if the mass-accretion rate increases on a
timescalee t ev >> Tfl and the star rotates at its equilibrium value we
willl observe according to eq. (3.10.8):

(3.10.15))

T ,
o b ss

öö (t)
= -S
fl
(t)
e e

=

M
4z
—
3
M

=

3

1 eTv w

wheree we notice that this relation holds for any equilibrium spin
ratee provided that Jle « M 3 ' . Savonije (1978) also arrived at this
equationn but started from the assumption r m = r co , or, equivalently,
w aa = 1 at ft - fle (cf eq. 3.9.10).
Considerr now as an example Her X-l where Roche-lobe overflow is
thee mass-transfer mechanism. We have P 0 bs
100

=

!*24 sec and T O D 8 » 3 x

yr. In the model of Ghosh & Lamb the magnetic moment is a free

parameterr that can be adjusted such that P e * 1.19 s e c , and TQ *
1.22 x 10 4 yr (for a neutron star of 1.3 ^

and radius and moment of

inertiaa as calculated by Pandharipande et al. 1976). Hence, for the
abovee

given expressions

of

tot)s these values can only match eq.

(3.10.4)) for a source with a constant M that is spinning up towards
itss equilibrium value, if it has almost reached equilibrium. On the
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otherr hand the calculation of Savonije (1979, improving on earlier
resultss obtained in 1978) gives x
= 1 x 10 yr Which would
is explicitly due to the
perfectlyy match eq. (3.10.15), if x
predictedd increase of M. Which of these two possibilities is right?
Noticee that in both applications we have used the same model of
Ghoshh and Lamb. Because in the case of Her X-l we indeed have the
situationn xn << T ev , the conclusion must be that Her X-l is probably
spinningg at its equilibrium value (as predicted by a disk model
includingg magnetic coupling) but that its observed long-term change
inn period is governed by the evolution of the companion star. We
noticee that the observed quasi-oscillations around the mean trend
(fig.. 2.1) suggests "some" equilibrium value. As a consequence of
thiss conclusion there would be no ground for plotting the observed
valuee of P for Her X-l against P L 3 ' 7 in fig. 3.2 or 3.6 because
simplyy the observed rate is no longer related to the mechanisms for
whichh such diagrams were constructed. We should keep in mind,
however,, that it may be possible that, for some reason, M varies, as
aa fluctuation, on a timescale much shorter than XQ, while x$j is
stilll small compared to the characteristic timescale x ev of the
long-termm trend. Of course, we cannot exclude this rather ad hoc
hypothesiss but observations of P(t) and L^t) over a time interval
longg enough to cover such a fluctuation should enable us to
discriminatee between the two described modes.
Tablee 3 gives for all known pulsars (i.e. six, including
Herr X-l) that are steadily spinning up the observed properties
togetherr with the calculated value for TQ from Ghosh and Lamb's
modell (assuming v = 10 3 0 G cm 3 ), the observed value for -(3/7)
P/PP = T e v and the calculated value T ev as follows from binary
evolutionn (Savonije 1979), in so far as known. We see from the table
thatt only Her X-l is a "relaxed" system (i.e. P »Pe, T << x
and
TT b . * (7/3) t ev , mainly because of its slow evolutionary timescalee .

Tablee 3.1

Source e

Timescales of X-ray pulsars with "steady" spinup

PP

SMCC X-1

L

0f71 1

Herr X-1

50 0
11

1.2 2

Cenn X-3

37 7

55

4.8 8

^bs**
-P/P P

77
33 T e v
(yrs) )

ev v
(yrs) )

1.7x103yr r

7x103 3

3 X 1 0 33

3.0x10

55

3.4x10

33

4UU 1627-67 7 . 7 7

33 a t 10 kpc 5 . 0 x 1 0 3 3

GXX 1+4

44

122 2

50 0

T

T

nn

p

ee

(yrs) )

6x102 2

0?72 2

2x10

55

3x1033

3.9 9

2x10* *

8x10

33

33

1.9 9

-——

--

2x1033

2.4 4

2x1033

2.1 1

4x10

55

——

2x10

Motess to table 3.1

Columnss 1,2 S 3

Values taken from table 2.1

Columnn

5

Values based on Savonije (1978, 1979, and 1982)

Columnn

6 & 7

Values from eqs. (3.10.13) and (3.10.8) with
U 3 00 = m - Rg - I 4 5 - 1

Captionn to table 3.1

Usingg the model of Ghosh & Lamb (1979) we conclude from the table
thatt Her X-1 Is probably a "relaxed" system (Henrichs 1982) because
(1)) Its rotation period P is approximately equal to the equilibrium
periodd P e (eq. 3*10.8), where we arbritarily used m • R6 • 145 • W30™

1

'

(2)) the expected timescale to reach such an equilibrium (eq. 3*10.13) is
muchh smaller than the evolutionary time-scale which also produces a
spinupp (eq. 3.10.13), or T

<< T e v , and

(3)) the observed timescale x

b

is in perfect agreement with the time-

scalee predicted by evolutionary calculations (eq. 3.10.15), or
T

obss

M

t 7 / 3 ) Tev*

cann be drawn.

For

tne otner

soirees in the table no such conclusion
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c)) Accretion from a stellar wind
Inn the case of a stellar wind the specific angular momentum of
thee fluid elements of the plasma that arrives at the magnetospheric
boundaryy is usually not above the threshold value to form a disk
(sectionn 3.8). The accreted angular momentum cannot be calculated,
butt should be smaller than in the case of disk accretion and may
havee either sign, depending on the unknown and probably timedependentt local wind velocity and/or density gradients. These
gradientss may even be a function of the (time-dependent) X-ray
intensityy of the source (see for instance McGregor & Vitello 1979),
whichh might or might not be a major complication. In any case, it is
thiss kind of complexity that prevents a detailed description of the
spinupp and spindown behaviour as observed in wind-fed sources. Winds
off early-type stars are known to vary irregularly on almost any
time-scalee in the range from minutes to years and it is that type of
variationss that is probably reflected in the observed anomalous
changess of the rotation period of wind-fed X-ray pulsars. Good
exampless are HD 77851/4U900-40 (Nagase et al. 1981) and
Wrayy 977/GX 301-2 where we see sometimes spinup and sometimes
spindown. .
Itt is important to point out that the maximum possible accreted
angularr momentum from a wind is comparable with that in the case of
aa disk. Therefore the maximum observed value for P (positive or
negative)) may be compared with the disk-fed sources in diagrams like
thosee in fig. 3.3. and 3.6. This is the reason why sources like
4UU 0115+63, A 0535+36, GX 301-2 and 4U 0900-40 can usually be
includedd in these diagrams.
Inn transient X-ray sources (like A 0535+36 and 4U 0115+63) the
situationn is in so far different that only during outburst the
spinningg neutron star is observable and is expected to adjust its
rotationn rate on a time scale given by eq. (3.10.4) with u « 0, or,
aproximately,, by eq. (3.9.7). When little or no X-ray emission (i.e.
littlee accretion) occurs, the star presumably spins down (see
sectionn 4).
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3.111 Short term P-L„ correlations
Inn many disk-fed X-ray sources episodes of temporary spindown
occur,, (see fig. 2.1). We have seen that in a model of accretion
fromm a Keplerian disk without magnetic coupling such a sequence of
spinupp and spindown can occur only if the disk alternates its sense
off rotation. It is likely that such a reversal will be accompanied
byy considerable changes in the accretion rate. On the other hand, in
thee case of a magnetically

coupled disk, spindown only indicates

thatt the rotation period is close to its equilibrium value and the
accretionn

rate

has

a

predictable

dependence

on

the

spinup

or

spindownn rate. Simultaneous measurements of P and L x are clearly of
extremee importance to test the different accretion torque models.
Itt is important to notice that in fact the theory predicts a
relationn between Q and M. Usually fl can be measured directly, but M
mustt be inferred from the X-ray luminosity, (eq. 3.2.1). This might
bee a problem because during a strong increase of M it is possible
thatt absorption in the accreting matter may inhibit the X-rays to
escapee from the neutron star. In such a situation an increase of M
mightt be correlated with a decrease in L x , and a change in P would
stilll correspond to a change in M but no longer to a change in 1^.
Discriminationn between a "smothered" and a "clean" X-ray source
iss possible in the case of eclipsing sources which show "turn-on"
behaviorr (Her X-l, Cen X-3, and SMC X-l). If during the turn-on the
eclipsee duration

is much

longer than during the "on" state, the

sourcee was probably smothered during the "off" state and cleaned up
duringg

the

Cenn X-3
1977,,

turn-on

phase.

This behavior

has

been

observed

for

(Giacconi 1974, Schreier et al. 1976, Fabbiano & Schreier

Bonnet-Bidaud

and van der Klis

1979) and

SMC X-l

(Bonnet-

Bidaudd & van der Klis 1981). In the case of Cen X-3 changes in the
X-ray** spectrum were

also

reported. The

(few) presently

existing

simultaneouss P-Lx measurements for these fast rotators are however
nott

sufficiently

conclusive

to

discriminate

between

different

accretionn models. See for instance van der Klis et al. (1980) and
referencess therein for Cen X-3. For Her X-l no published data on
correlatedd P-Lx measurements are available.
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Thee best example of a "clean" source is GX 1+4 for which a
detailedd comparison between P and 1^ is made by Doty, Hoffman &
Lewinn (1981). The source is steadily spinning up, is far from its
equilibriumm (or a slow rotator,wa << 1 see table 3.1), and thus the
accretionn torque is similar in disk models with and without magnetic
coupling.. [Although there exists no direct observational evidence
forr a disk in this system we infer from the observed pulse period
historyy (-p/p * 50 yr) that this probably low-mass system is a diskfedd source powered by (beginning) Roche-lobe overflow.] Hence, we
expectt in both types of models:
= Z -5.

(3.11.1))
SS

L

x

or r
(3.11.211

PP
P
, L
—
= — + — —
2PP
x

Forr GX 1+4 the fluctuations in L x a n d P ass observed over a 9-month
periodd appear to agree well with this predicted relation,
qualitativelyy as well as quantitatively. For both the spinup and
spindownn episode the observed change in L x which accompanied the
changee in P, corresponds within a factor of 1.2 with that given by
eq.. (3.11.2). (This quantitative agreement is not mentioned
explicitlyy by Doty et al., but can be derived from the data
presentedd by these authors.) This agreement is an additional strong
confirmationn for the theory of spinup and spindown for slow
rotators. .
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3.122 Summary & concluding remarks
Withh the presently available theory on accretion torques the
observedd

spinup

and

spindown

behavior

of

X-ray

pulsars

can

be

qualitativelyy understood in cases where an accretion disk is present
aroundd the magnetic neutron star i.e. in X-ray binary systems with
Roche-lobee overflow and, in systems powered by a stellar wind in
whichh temporarily a disk is formed. Disk-models including magnetic
effectss

contain,

however,

many

simplifications

(such

as

zero-

obliquityy of the rotation axis, stationary acretion flow, immediate
responsee of the neutron star to the magnetic torque, see eg. Lamb et
al.. 1978, etc.) of which the relative importance, and uncertainties,
deservee further study. Model-tests have to come from simultaneous P
andd L x measurements which should include spectral information.
Inn wind-fed sources the situation is much less clear. This is
mainlyy

due

to

lack

of

knowledge

of

stellar

wind

properties

of

massivee stars, such as deviation from spherical symmetry and masslosss

fluctuations,

and

lack

of

description

of

the

accretion

of

angularr momentum from a stellar wind within the accretion cylinder.
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Sectionn 4_
THEE ROTATIONAL HISTORY OF A NEUTRON STAR IN A BINARY SYSTEM

4.11

Introduction

Thee subject of this section is: how can we understand the
observedd range of X-ray periods.
Thee initial period of a single, newborn star is of the order of
0.011 second. This has been estimated from, ages and spindown rates
off the two youngest-known radio pulsars (the Crab and the Vela
pulsar,, see e.g. Manchester & Taylor 1977). About one half of the
presentlyy known X-ray pulsars has a period of more than 100 seconds.
Iff we assume that the initial rotation period of a neutron star in a
binaryy is comparable with that of a single one, this would imply
thatt before X-ray phase, strong braking torques must have been
actingg on these stars.
Alll optical counterparts of slow X-ray pulsars (P > 100 sec)
aree stars of early type (the only exception is GX 1+4). Therefore
mostt attention has been given to a system in which a neutron star
spinss down in the wind of its massive companion.
Beforee the discovery of slow X-ray pulsars (in 1975) Illarionov
&& Sunyaev (1975) proposed that the newborn neutron star in a massive
binaryy system behaves like a normal (single) radio pulsar and
accordinglyy spins down by the standard radio pulsar mechanism until
thee ambient stellar wind material overcomes the pulsar wind pressure
andd inhibits further functioning as a radio pulsar. Subsequently a
"propeller"" mechanism operates, by which the accreting plasma is
thrownn out untill the rotation has slowed down enough to make real
accretionn onto the stellar surface possible. In this theory only
X-rayy pulsars with periods of only less than 10 sec are expected
becausee the time-scale for producingg a slow pulsar is much longer
thann the expected life time of a massive star. Consequently, the
neutronn star will be swallowed by the companion star long before it
cann have been slowed down to periods of hundreds of seconds.
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Inn order to solve the "long period problem" Lea (1976) proposed
thatt tidal forces in a binary system would be able to synchronize
thee stellar rotation of the pre-supernova companion with the orbital
period,, within the lifetime of the system. The implosion of the core
mightt then produce a slowly rotating neutron star. This would for a
greatt deal remove the difficulty of producing long-period rotators.
Savonijee

&

van

synchronizationn

den

Heuvel

(1977),

however,

reconsidered

tidal

including the effects of radiative damping in the

outermostt layers of the pre-supernova helium star and concluded that
nono presently known tidal dissipation mechanism is able to produce a
torquee

strong

enough

to slow down the star before the
M

explosion.. Thus, the "long period problem

supernova

remained to be solved.

Sincee then many authors have proposed mechanisms for producing
strongg torques in the boundary layer between the magnetosphere and
thee stellar wind material, with the main aim to achieve a spindown
time-scalee within the mainsequence time of a massive companion star.
Anotherr point of view to explain the existence of slow X-ray
pulsarss is given by Eisner, Ghosh & Lamb

(1980). They argue that

spindownn to long periods has not necessarily to occur in a stellar
wind,, but instead may take place after the onset of accretion. They
advocatee that very soon a disk is formed (as is described in section
3.10a),,

in which the neutron star spins faster than the critical

fastnesss u c
thee

star

(see fig. 3.5). In that model accretion continues and

spins

rapidly

down

on

a

timescale

as

given

(3.10.13).. obviously an additional

essential requirement

interpretationn

of

transferr

is

the

occurrence

a

rate. This is indeed observed

strongly

by

eq.

for this

variable

mass

in the Be/X-ray binaries,

mostt of which are transients. At least one of them (A 0535+26, Li et
al.. 1979) has shown rapid spindown between two bright X-ray phases.
Furtherr observations of such a behaviour would be in strong favour
off this model in the case of transient sources.
Heree

we

sketch

the

basic

picture

as

it

emerges

from

the

differentt papers. We give a short account of some of the specific
proposedd spindown models

(in particular that of Davies & Pringle,

1981)) and outline the underlying physical assumptions. We emphasize
heree that the theory to explain the presently observed X-ray pulse-
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periodd distribution is still far from being settled.

4.22

The early spin history
Whyy a newborn radio pulsar in a binary system has never been

foundd is explained by Illarionov & Sunyaev (1975). The large optical
depthh

of

the

stellar wind

detectionn of pulsars

for

free-free

absorption hinders

in the radio wavelength

region where

the

radio

pulsarr searches are carried out. The young pulsar emits initially a
veryy

strong

relativistic

wind

mixed

with

high-energy,

magnetic

dipolee radiation. Possibly the radio-gamma binary source LS 61°303
iss presently in such a phase (Maraschi & Treves 1981). The pulsar
windd blows a cavity in the stellar wind and no material can accrete.
Becausee the source of the pulsar emission is rotational energy the
neutronn star slows down and the size of the cavity decreases.
Underr which condition the radio pulsar is finally switched off
(andd hence the cavity structure is lost) is then decisive for the
rotationn period at which the neutron star starts to interact with
thee surrounding material. Davies & Pringle (1981) argued that the
mostt

commonly

used

condition

for radio pulsar

cease

(Svartzmann

1971,, Ostriker et al. 1970, Lamb et al. 1973, strong wind case of
Illarionovv

& Sunyaev

1975, Kundt 1976, Maraschi

& Treves

1979),

namelyy that the cavity radius becomes smaller than the accretion
radiuss (eq. 3.3.1), is not self-consistent because in such a picture
thee outward energy flow outside the cavity is not taken into account
(seee section 4.4). Pulsar emission might be quenched when the cavity
radiuss

(determinded by pressure balance) becomes smaller than the

radiuss of the light cylinder (see eq. 3.9.2):
rtc

(4.2.1))
whichh

plays

switch-offf

an

=

c/8

essential

role

in any radio pulsar model. Other

conditons, however, are conceivable. Before we give a

moree detailed account of this process, we describe in short the next
stagess of the rotational history.
Whenn the radio pulsar phase ends, the conditions for accretion
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downn to the surface of the neutron star (and hence X-ray emission)
aree not expected to be immediately satisfied (see section 4.4) and
thee neutron star spins down further without being observable. If
thiss

so-called

sleeping

phase

(van

den

Heuvel

1977)

takes

a

relativelyy long time (i.e. for not too massive stars, Mp < 20 M Q , in
widee systems), spindown to long periods is feasible, otherwise the
newbornn X-ray pulsar starts with a relatively short period (massive
starss Mp > 20 M@, in narrow systems). Subsequent spinup by accretion
torquess

will

determine

the

ultimate

distribution

of

X-ray

pulse

periods.. In the case of transient X-ray sources intermittent periods
off spinup during X-ray emission will interrupt the sleeping phase
duringg which the star spins down. This behavior has been observed in
AA

0535+26,

(Li et al. 1979) and

in 4U 0115+63

(Ricketts et al.

1981).. The suggested mechanism that the pulsar spins rapidly down
afterr the onset of accretion

(Eisner et al. 1980) may operate as

well. .
Beforee we discuss the proposed relevant timescales and rotation
periods,, we discuss some fundamental starting points.

4.33

The loss of energy and angular momentum
Iff

a

neutron

star

spins down on account of

its rotational

energy,, the corresponding loss of angular momentum, N, is dictated
byy the rotation frequency £1:
(4.3.1))

|

=

[ | t (\

I fl2)]/l u

=

n

wheree L denotes the loss of rotation energy and we neglected the
contributionn

from I in the last equality

(cf section 3.9). This

requirementt opens in principle two different ways to calculate the
characteristicc timescale of the spindown proces.
Thee first and most frequently encountered approach is that

one

calculatess the torque N at the magnetospheric boundary (e.g. Kundt
1976,, Holloway et al. 1978, Wang 1979). Essentially one evaluates
NN = M v c

r m by

particless

that

specifying the characteristic
are

flung

away with

rate M

velocity v c of the

(identified with

the
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accretionn rate) at the magnetospheric radius r m (eq. 3.7.5), which
may,, however, be modified. Afterwards it should be verified that the
energyy given to the escaping particles is of order N 8 = L (This
conditionn is not satisfied by the model of Kundt (1976)). If this is
nott the case one has to invoke additional heat or radiation losses
too ensure the energy balance according to eq. (4.3.1). The timescale
iss finally found from the equation

(4.3.2))

T

=

Q/fi

=

I fi/N .

Thee difficulty in this "particle approach" is that one has to
accountt for the detailed interaction of the particles with the (too)
rapidlyy

rotating

magnetosphere.

Afluid

approximation

is

more

appropriate.. One might argue that the maximum velocity that can be
givenn to the outflowing matter is the velocity of the magnetospheric
boundary..

Several

reasons why

this

pointedd out by Illarionov & Sunyaev
Daviess et al.

is not necessarily

true were

(1975) and further stressed by

(1979). These authors argue that the charateristic

velocityy v c should be comparable to the sound speed in the external
mediumm

because

matterr

that

accelerationn
velocityy

a

substantial

carries
of

much

all

matter

greater

the

supersonic hydrodynamic
energy

is

improbable.

in the magnetospehric
than the

local

outflow

of

Furthermore,

boundary

up

to

Alfvén velocity, which

a
is

comparablee to the local sound speed, is also problematic. Finally
thee outflowing high-velocity particles are not allowed to interact
withh the incoming stream, which makes it difficult to imagine how
suchh a configuration could arise.
AA

useful

classification

of

the

different

outcomes

of

the

variouss proposed models is given by Davies et al. (1979) and Wang
(1979)) has reviewed the physical assumptions made by the different
authors.. The shortest timescale produced in this type of models is
10 55 - 10 6 years, comfortably within the evolutionary timescale of a
massivee

companion

star,

but

the

relevance

of

this

result

is

apparentlyy subject to serious doubt.
AA

second

and

completely

different treatment of the

spindown

problemm has been put forward by Davies et al. (1979). This approach
iss

concerned

with

the

energy

transfer, taking

into

account

the
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surroundingss of the rotating neutron star. The energy is generated
withh rate L at the interaction radius r^

Which is not necessarily

equall to the previously value of r m . The location of r£ (and hence
thee value of L) is rather determined by the requirement that the
structuree of the external medium is such that the outward energy
transportt can be properly accomodated. The timescale follows from

(4.3.3))

T

I Q2/L

=

AA dynamical description of the behaviour of the plasma at rj is thus
avoided. .
Thiss approach has been consistently applied by Davies & Pringle
(1981)) to all possible phases of spindown which occur between the
birthh of a rapidly rotating neutron star and the final long period
state. .

4.44

Spindown in the case of no accretion
Wee summarize the model proposed by Davies and Pringle
Whenn no accretion occurs and the neutron star spins down, the

liberatedd

(rotational)

energy

is

deposited

stellarr wind matter. This will affect

the

in

the

surrounding

flow up to a certain

distance.. Therefore, the authors envisage the neutron
embeddedd

in

a

quasi-static

atmosphere

which

is

star to be

assumed

to

be

sphericallyy symmetric. The energy is transferred to the atmosphere
att the inner radius r^. In the radio-pulsar phase the energy input
iss provided by a radio-pulsar mechanism e.g. vacuum magnetic dipole
radiation.. In subsequent phases the energy flux is assumed to be
generatedd by means of turbulence at a rate:

(4.4.00
wheree

L( r i )
vt(r^)

is

= 4 * r\
the

. 1/2 v ^ )

turbulent

velocity

p^)
at

r£

and

p(r^) is the

density.. The form of this equation is based on mixing-length theory
arguments..

Because

the

rotating

non-axisymmetric

magnetosphere

shockss the gas roughly once per revolution, the turbulent velocity
v t (r^)) is identified with r^ft, i.e. the rotational velocity of the
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magnetospheree at r^, except vrtien r^O exceeds the local sound speed
C g d ^ ))

in which case, as has been argued in the previous section,

v tt = c s is used.
Iff

the

radiativee

fundamental

losses

in

the

assumption

is

atmosphere,

made

the

that

only

there

means

are

of

no

energy

transportt outwards is convection and the energy transfer equation
becomes: :
(4.4.2))

L

( r i ) = L(r) = constant = L

Wheree L is the quantity that is desired for the calculation of the
timescalee of the proces

(see eq. 4.3.3). The energy and angular

momentumm are convected upwards and are lost from the system at the
outerr boundary of the atmosphere. The outer boundary is defined as
thee

radius beyond which the density and pressure of the external

mediumm are unaffected by the presence of the neutron star.
Thee location of the inner radius r^,

which enters eq. (4.4.1),

iss found, as usual, from pressure balance arguments. This requires
knowledgee of the pressure p(r) throughout the atmosphere. Now, the
structuree

of any

static atmosphere

in which the gas pressure is

thermall is characterized by the ratio of the sound speed c s (r) and
thee

free

fall

velocity

Vff(r)

according

to

the

equation

of

hydrostaticc equilibrium:

<*•«•««

H i £ - - Ï <¥>2
s s

Wheree Y is the usual ratio of specific heats and c^ = y p/p« Because
v f f(r)) is fixed by gravity, the atmospheric structure is essentially
determinedd by the parameter c s (r). The outer boundary conditions,
whichh are provided by the stellar wind properties of the massive
companionn star, together with eqs. (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) finally fix
p(r)) (and hence the value for r^) and p(r^).
Accordingg to Davies & Pringle there are four distinct spindown
phases,, each of which is characterized by a different combination of
v t (r^)) and Cgfr^) with respect to Vff(r^). The four cases are:
casee a: the radio pulsar-phase with c s >> v^f
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casee b: the very rapid rotator with rbfl « c a >> v f f
casee c: the supersonic rotator with rc$l >> c s » v f f
casee d: the subsonic rotator with r^fl << c s * v f f
Wheree r b , r c and r^ denote r^ in each case. Oily in case d the inner
radiuss r* is given by the previously defined roagnetospheric radius
r mm

(section 3.8). It turns out that the neutron star spins down

throughh the different phases in alphabetical order. For convenience
wee

summarize

obtainedd

in table 4.1

expressions

for each of the four cases the thus

for the luminosity,

the rotation period at

whichh the transition to a next stage occurs, and the corresponding
timescale.. The transition from phase a to b has been described in
sectionn 4.2. The transition to case c occurs when the rotation rate
becomess too slow to support the top-heavy atmosphere (characterized
byy p » constant and p * r 4 ) , and the atmosphere has to change its
structuree drastically. Case d is attained once the centrifugal force
att the magnetospheric boundary can be overcome

(or r m < r ^ ) but

stilll no accretion can take place. We notice from table 4.1 that,
forr a given neutron star, the transition periods are determined by
thee particular value of u2/M, which is not accurately known.
Inn this model the maximum period

is reached when

accretion

starts.. As has been stressed by Davies & Pringle, accretion can only
occurr if the material can cool
1977),,

because

the atmosphere

(Arons & Lea 1976, Eisner & Lamb
collapses

as soon as the cooling

exceedss the rotational energy input. This might occur in case c or
casee d, depending on the accretion rate and the cooling mechanism.
Thee

total

spindown

time

t8a

is

given

by

the

sum of the

successivee timescales and will be close to the maximum value of T^
(ii - a, b, c, d ) . If the massive primary star evolves away from the
mainn sequence in a time shorter than tg^, not all spindown phases
mightt be reached and, correspondingly, a shorter maximum period is
reached. .
Wee conclude by noting some limitations in the applicability of
thee model of Davies & Pringle. The validity of the existence of such
ann atmosphere is of course crucial. For instance the outer boundary
mustt well fit inside the dimensions of the binary system. This may
especiallyy not be true in narrow systems that are in the beginning
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off the radio pulsar phase. Typical parameters for a 20 M Q zero age
main-sequencee primary star are Mp - 1 x 10 M<j/yr (Lamers 1981) and
v ww » 3000 km/s (Abbott 1978). Por a binary period of 10 days and a
neutronn star mass of 1 M Q we find M * 1 x 10 12 g/s (eq. 3.3.7) and
thee radius of the outer boundary of the atmosphere will exceed the
binaryy separation (~ 50 R@) if the pulse periods is shorter than
PP = 0.15 sec. Another obvious requirement is that the outer radius
off the atmosphere should be larger than the inner radius. In the
casess c and d this is equivalent with the condition that rm < ra.
Forr wide systems (P > 10 days) where M < < 10^2 g/s this might not be
fulfilledd and a neutron star in such a system might resemble the
Earth'' s magnetosphere in the solar wind. What happens in such
systemss is still an open question.

4.55

Summary & concluding remarks

Wee close this chapter with a summary of the weakest points in
thee theory as given in this sections.
Thee assumption that all neutron stars are born with a short
rotationn period (P < 0.1 sec) may not be established. Under which
conditionss the subsequent radiopulsar phase (if it exists) ends, is
nott well understood. Further spindown caused by the surroundng
materiall that is not able to accrete should take place on a
reasonablyy short timescale (~ 106 yrs), but which mechanism operates
iss still a strong matter of discussion. The conditions which
determinee the onset of accretion down to the surface of the neutron
deservee more study.
Thee transient pulsating X-ray sources provide probably the most
usefull test for models of the spindown process in the latest stage.
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Summary.. A model for the X-ray source 3U0352 + 30 discoveryy of the regular X-ray pulsations, such a model
connectedd with the 6lh mag O 9.5 V pe star X Per is seemss at present highly unlikely.
proposed.. It is suggested that a ~» 1.5 M0 neutron star
Whitee et al. (1975, 1976) deduced from the data
pulsatingg with a 13T9 period is moving in 22?4 around fromm the Copernicus and Ariel V satellites that the
aa relatively normal O 9.5 V star (M~2OM 0 ) in an X-rayy source is pulsating with a 137931 period, which
inclined,, slightly eccentric orbit {a^\\2R0\
i<53°; practicallyy excludes a black hole model and indicates
«« = 0.1) giving rise to a 22*4 modulation in the X-ray thereforee a model in which the secondary is a white
flux,flux, produced by capture of stellar wind material fromdwarff or a neutron star. This period of 13T9 was also
thee main star, which slightly underfills its critical lobe seenn in the Hen A 4686 line of X Per by Liller (1975)
att periastron. The apsidal motion of the elliptic orbit andd therefore definitely confirmed the identification
mayy explain the 58 ld period observed in the wavelength off X Per with the X-ray source.
shiftss of the higher Balmer absorption lines. The system
Whitee et al. (1976) also found strong evidence for
mightt be very close to tidal instability. Predictions for aa 22M modulation in the mean X-ray intensity and
thee X-ray as well as the optical behaviour on the basis suggestedd a number of possible models. Neither of these
off the model are given.
models,, however, could account for all the observed
periodicitiess simultaneously. Notably, the 58 ld peKeywords:: galactic X-ray sources — accretion —
riodicityy
seems a stumbling block to models involving
binaries s
whitee dwarfs or neutron stars.
Garavogliaa and Treves (1976) proposed an accreting
whitee dwarf around which in an adiabatic shock the
X-rayss are produced, assuming the 22*4 period as
1.. Introduction
orbital,, but discarding the 5814 period.
Thee purpose of this paper is first of all to investigate
Thee identification of the X-ray source 3U0352 + 30
withh the bright peculiar star X Persei seems to be well whetherr the system can be explained in a "classical"
establishedd (Hawkins et al., 1975; Liller, 1975; Mason way,, i.e. an accreting neutron star moving around the
primaryy star which produces a stellar wind It turns out
ett al., 1976 and references quoted therein).
d
Hutchingss et al. (1974, 1975) studied X Per in the thatt the 1379, 22M and 58 l periodicities easily fit in
d
opticall region and found a 58 l periodicity in the central suchh a model as a pulse, orbital and apsidal motion
wavelengthh of the broad H-Balmer absorption lines period,, respectively, with the main extra condition
withh an amplitude of some 60km/s. However, the beingg that the orbit is slightly eccentric. Secondly we
otherr absorption or emission tines in the spectrum did investigatee the stability of the system proposed and
nott show such a large amplitude (if any). Assuming discusss some aspects of its evolution. Finally we give
thatt the origin of these shifts is due to orbital motion somee predictions about the X-ray as well as the optical
causedd by a second, unseen, companion one derives from behaviourr of the system starting from this model.
thee high mass function (/(M)=17M 0 ) an usually
highh mass (at leastt ~- 30 M 0 ) for that companion which 2.. Main Optical and X-ray Data
thereforee might be a black hole. The origin of the
continuouss X-ray flux was, however, hardly explained Firstt of all let us summarize the main observational
(seee Section 6). Especially in view of the subsequent data. .
Thee optical spectra show a O 9.5 V star with a
SendSend offprint requests to: H. F. Henrichs
largee variability in the emission features, mainly at
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Ha,, Hft Hy, Hei AA6678, 5875, 5015. Many other
liness and also the veiling of the spectrum behave very
irregularlyy in intensity with no clear mutual correlation.
Forr details the reader is referred to the works of Wackerlingg (1972), Cowley et al. (1972), Moffat et al. (1973),
Cramptonn and Hutchings (1972) and Hutchings et al.
(1975). .
Thee projected equatorial rotational velocity derived
fromm Fe /. 4272 and Mg / 4481 lines is ve sin i~ 150 km/s
(Treanor,, 1960) which is consistent with measurements
off He i, He n, N in and Si iv lines made by Hutchings et al.
(1975),, which give i^sini' values of less than 200 km/s.
Thee Balmer absorption lines, however, indicate i?,sini
i:400km/ss (Brucato and Kristian, 1972; Hutchings
ett al., 1975). The broad Balmer absorption lines H9,
100 and 11 show cf. Hutchings et al. (1975) evidence for
aa 58l d periodicity in their shift with an amplitude of
approximatelyy 60 km/s. However, such a periodicity
couldd not be detected with certainty from the behaviour
off other spectral lines (see also discussion in Section 6c).
Notably,, it is very puzzling that neither the He, N or Si
absorptionn lines show this periodicity, whereas these
liness are expected to be formed in deeper layers i.e.
too be more closely connected with the star itself.
Thee mean X-ray luminosity (Giacconi et al., 1972)
LLxx = 5 10 33 erg/s and two periodicities in the intensity
variationss are detected. White et al. (1976) found a
13™99 period with an amplitude of ~40%, while the data
alsoo show a periodicity of 22*4 with a 20% intensity
variation.. (Some evidence seemed to indicate that the
latterr period might be 11*2 instead of 22h4, with an
irregularr amplitude, but it seems unlikely that this
representss the fundamental period.) Note that no
eclipsess have been observed.
3.. Estimation of Parameters
andd Expected X-ray Behaviour
Wee shall assume throughout this paper that the 13T9
X-rayy pulses originate from the spin period of a magnetic
neutronn star.
Wee assume that 22h4 is the orbital period. Reasonablee values for the masses of the O 9.5 V primary
andd the neutron star are M J t = 2 0 M o and Mx = 1.5 M 0
respectively.. Kepler's law then leads to a value of
a=a= 11.2 RQ for the semi-major axis of the relative orbit.
Wee assume that the orbit lies in the equatorial plane
off the rotating primary for which we adopt the typical
main-sequencee radius of an O 9.5 star (Underhill, 1966,
p.. 143) of around 6 RQ. An important additional
assumptionn is that the orbit is elliptic with a small
eccentricityy of for instance 0.1.
Thee fact that there are no eclipses at periastron
providess an upper limit for the inclination of the
orbitall plane:
i~~i~~ a r c c o s ( R p / o ( l - e ) ) - 5 3 0
(1)
wheree R is the radius of the primary.

Thee projected equatorial velocity of rotation is
thereforee expected to be
iVV sin J' < 320 km/s

(2)

(assumingg vt-a400km/s, see below) in agreement with
thee observed value.
Lett us now calculate the expected X-ray luminosity
andd variability. We suppose that mass loss from the
primaryy takes place in the form of a stellar wind, which
iss reasonable as long as the radius of the primary is
lesss than the critical Roche lobe radius. In the case of a
synchronous,, circular orbit we obtain RK„ctkt = 0.598a
== 6.68 R0.
Wee are dealing, however, with an elliptical orbit
wheree no Roche lobe radius is defined. If we approximate
thee critical radius in that case by R,^**—0.598 a(l -e)
??6.011 R0 at periastron, we conclude that no critical
lobee overflow will occur as long as Rp<6.0l Re.
Synchronism—thee rotational angular velocity of the
primaryy wp is equal to 2n/P, where P is the orbital
period—iss not probable in the case of an elliptical
orbit.. Swings (1936) concluded from observations of the
broadeningg of spectral lines for stars in close pairs that
o)o)pp is usually close to the orbital angular velocity of
thee secondary at periastron, i.e.

l+e2n l+e2n

(3) )
''
\~e P
whichh yields the value for ve used in (2). These two
approximationss imply that at periastron the radius of
thee primary is close to its critical radius, while at other
orbitall phases the latter will be larger. Thus we adopt
thatt stellar wind is the principal mechanism for mass
transferr for the proposed model. For simplicity we
considerr a radial outflow of the wind with velocity
vvww(R),(R), R being the distance from the stellar center.
Stellarr wind matter will be captured by the neutron
starr with an accretion rate S„ which can be calculated
withh the formulae given by Davidson and Ostriker
(1973).. A mean X-ray luminosity of £ , ^ 5 10 33 erg/s
demandss Sa^3 1 0 " ' 3 MQ/year.
Onn the other hand Sa can be expressed as (cf. Lamers
ett al, 1976):
Sfl=M

'{(l+«Xl-A/ a 2 ) 22 + arta)(

(4)

wheree Mp is the total mass loss rate from the primary
inn the same units as Sa; q = MJMp; ct=r/Rp, r being
thee distance from the neutron star to the center of the
primary;; X is the ratio of the rotational period of the
primaryy to the orbital period. The function q>(a) is
relatedd to the wind velocity as follows:
<p{%)<p{%) = HvJVtJ2
wheree u„ ( denotes the escape velocity from the stellar
surface. .
Att this point we can proceed in two different
ways.. Firstly we may estimate the mass loss, calculate
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Tablee 2. Calculated mass loss rate and expected X-ray variation as
aa function of stellar wind parameters for the system parameters from
tablee 1

Tablee I. Adopted
parameters s
p p == 22>4
== 2 0 M o
M, M,
M, ==
,
1.5 Af0
a a == U.2 R0
e e == 0.1
i i << 53
*, ,== 6R0
r. . =4000 km/s
LLx x== 5 10" erg/s

LLmmJL, JL,

ƒƒ »,
(km/s) )

(M 0 /yr) )
2.410' 1 0 0
2.88 1 0 "

1130 0
2260 0

<p(a)) in Equation (4) and compare the obtained wind
velocityy with theoretical models. Alternatively we may
estimatee the function <p(a.) and compare the required
masss loss rate calculated from Equation (4) with observedd rates for early-type stars. We are inclined to
preferr the second manner, because there is more informationn available on wind profiles in general than
theree is on the mass loss rate of X Per. Let us therefore
continuee in the second way mentioned.
Wee consider two different wind velocity profiles.
Accordingg to Castor et al. (1975) q>(a) is described by:
^c(a)) = 2 / 2 ( l - l / a )

(6) )

where e
(7) )

ƒƒ =

"muu being the terminal wind velocity.
AA quite different profile has been derived by Barlow
andd Cohen (1976)
<p^a)<p^a) = 2f1a

Barloww profile

Castorr profile

-(l/a) 1 / 2 ) 2 / 3 10" 2 , l / « ) O 7 .

(8) )

Nearr the stellar surface a Castor profile is much steeper
thann a Barlow profile. For instance at one stellar radius
fromm the surface the wind velocity reaches 70% and
15%% of its terminal value, respectively.
Thee next step is to obtain an estimation for ƒ, since
theree is no observed value available. From the compilationn made by Lamers et al. (1976) we note f ^2.6 for
TT Sco (B0V) and f^ 1.9 for C Oph (O 9.5 V), while Snow
andd Marlborough (1976) derived / ~ 0.7-1 for a number
off early Be stars. Therefore we consider two different
values,, f— 1 and f =2, which seem representative, rather
thann fix this important quantity.
Noww we are ready to apply formula (4) in order to
calculatee the mass loss rate from the primary and to
comparee the resulting Mp (required for producing the
observedd X-ray luminosity) with observations. Table 2
containss results for the adopted parameters which are
collectedd in Table 1. Table 2 also gives the ratio of the
expectedd X-ray luminosity at apastron (Lmin) to that
att periastron
(L^.
Wee now return to the observational material.
Snoww and Marlborough (1976) estimated the mass loss

50% %
44% %

1.410" "
3.00 1 0 " "

79% %
52% %

ratee for one of the most active Be stars, 59Cygni
(BB 1.5 Ve 2nn), as 1 0 " I 0 - 1 0 " ' M©/year. Rogerson and
Lamerss (1975) derived a stellar wind mass loss rate
off 10" 8 M 0 /year for the BOV star T Sco. For a Castor
windd velocity profile the expected mass loss rate quoted
fromm Table 1 seems therefore not unreasonable. Also
thee expected X-ray variation might well represent the
observedd one. However, a Barlow profile cannot be
excluded. .
4.. ApsidaJ Motion
Thee system described above will exhibit a rotation of
thee line of apsides due to the mutual tidal and rotational
distortionss of the two stars. The period of apsidal motion
cann be calculated according to the well known formula
(Sterne,, 1939):
"orbb _

i

'"'

Mi MiI5fI5f22(e)-(e)-

o>Jo>J

(1-e2)2

(9) )

wheree we omitted the term involving (RJa)5 and terms
off higher order which in this case together contribute
lesss than 2%. The apsidal motion constant kp has been
calculatedd at kp = 0.017 for a 20 M 0 ZAMS model with
compositionn X=0.70 and Z=0.03 (Sutantyo, 1974).
However,, in all cases (Martynov, 1973) the observed
valuess of kp are up to 50% smaller than the theoretical
ones.. For this reason we calculated the apsidal motion
period,, using kp=0.010 and /cp=0.017.
Insertingg the parameters from Table 1 (yielding
/ 2 =1.07)) we obtain Ptps = 430-735 days respectively.
Thiss is practically independent of the values of the
variouss other parameters; for instance, a change of
MMxx by
% hardly affects these results. The observed
periodicityy of 58 l d of the broad Balmer absorption
liness fits remarkably well within the calculated range
off apsidal periods.
Conversely,, adopting the 58 l d as the apsidal period,
onee may proceed with Equation (9) to derive the
radiuss of the primary. Results for various combinations
off kp and e are given in Table 3. This table shows that
forr &,S0.015 and for any reasonable value of e the
stellarr radius, which is required for producing a 58 l d
apsidall period, is well within the critical Roche lobe
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Tablee 3. Radius of the primary in solar units as a function of eccentricityy e and apsidal motion constant k^ calculated under the
assumptionn that /*,„. = 58 l d
ee

*, ,

0.05 5

0.10 0

0.15 5

0.010 0
0.015 5
0.020 0

6.47 7
5.97 7
5.63 3

6.29 9
5.80 0
5.48 8

6.08 8
5.61 1
5.29 9

Tablee 4. Rai, as a function of the masses of the components. The values
betweenn brackets denote J?Kocht evaluated at periastron, assuming
ee = 0.1. If Rr should exceed Rcrl, the secondary will spiral down onto
thee primary. If Rr should exceed R tocl „ the system will undergo a
neww stage of mass transfer. For comparison the zero-age radius of
thee primary is also given. All radii are in solar units
MJMQ MJMQ

11

tt

MJMMJMQ Q
radiuss at periastron. This agrees remarkably well
withh the radius of a main sequence O 9.5 star, which
iss about 5.9 RG (cf. Underhill, 1966). We notice that
iff we adopt Mp = 15 MQ or 25 Af0 the figures in Table 3
reducee or increase, respectively, by about 12%. On the
otherr hand, at the same evolutionary stage the radius
off stars of such masses are expected to differ in the same
orderr of magnitude. As the critical Roche lobe radius
wil!! also be smaller or larger, respectively, by the same
amount,, all above conclusions will remain valid.
Suggestionss why the apsidal motion might be
reflectedd in periodic shifts of the Balmer lines are
discussedd in Section 6.
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extinguished).. The combinations with q=l/l5
and
1.5/155 are found to be stable in both ways. From other
considerationss given in this paper we are inclined to
5.. Stability and Evolutionary Aspects
favourr a system with M p = 20Af o and M x =1.5Af 0 ;
Inn a binary system the condition for tidal stability thiss system is probably marginally stable against the
againstt spiralling down of the secondary is determined
twoo mechanisms.
byy the ratio of the orbital angular momentum Horb
Concerningg the formation of a system of the type
too the rational angular momentum of the primary Hrot. describedd here: although the 22*4 seems very short for a
Thiss ratio should be higher than 3 (e.g. Alexander, 1973).
postt supernova binary, a configuration of this type can
Strictlyy this stability criterion is only valid for a synchro- probablyy have been formed in the same way as the other
nouss circular orbit, but from the estimated rotation
massivee X-ray binaries (cf. van den Heuvel, 1976),
parameterss of X Per it seems that one is not far from
especiallyy if one allows for possible slight asymmetries
thesee conditions. Demanding H orb /H rol > 3 we can solve
inn the supernova mass ejection, and takes the subsequent
with
forr Rp. Stability then requires Rp<R„ip
tidall evolution into account. These two points will
bee further elaborated in a separate paper, but we
brieflyy consider here some aspects of the tidal evolution
(W)
aa
\3rj(Mx + Mp)j
off the system.
wheree r% is the radius of gyration of the primary. In
Inn order to change the eccentricity by order unity
orderr to examine the influence of the two masses and
aa time scale of t c j r c ~ 4 1018<*;>_1 yr is required, where
gyrationn radius of the primary on the value of R„it r\r\ is the mean dynamic viscosity in units of g c m ' ' s" 1
wee constructed Table 4, which gives Rcril for various (Alexander,, 1973; Press et al., 1975), which is somewhat
combinationss of these quantities.
largerr than the time scale to change the angular velocity
tupp by order unity, which is T synch ~l 10 18 <tj> _1 yr.
Thee corresponding value of /? Roihe calculated at
periastronn and the zero-age radius of the primary
Iff we assume that the origin of the viscosity is shear
aree also given.
turbulencee induced by the non-synchronous rotation
l3
Inn the lower left corner of the table one finds the ass described by Press et al. (1975), we obtain > ~ 4 10
s
tidallyy unstable group with mass ratios q —1/20, 1/25, gg cm ~ * s "* which gives r circ a 10 yr and T,yBCh =* 2 10*yr1.5/255 and probably 2/25, which means that the neutron Thiss implies that the supernova explosion must have
takenn place within the last few hundred thousand
starr will spiral down onto the primary on a time scale
years.. A supernova remant of this age could easily
off ~ 104 year (de Greve et al., 1975). On the other
handd the requirement of stability against critical Roche havee escaped attention since the distance to X Per
iss only ~350pc; comparison with the Gum nebula
lobee overflow at periastron excludes all systems with
(distancee — 460 pc) which has a radius of 70 pc (produced
M x ; > 2 M 00 (otherwise the X-ray source will soon be
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byy the Vela supernova about 10* yr ago) shows that directedd towards the observer. Thus, in this particular
inn a few times 10s yr, a supernova remnant will have phasee of the apsidal period, the effects of variable
longg since passed the solar system and will probably tidall distortion will cause the observed radial velocity
off the primary, averaged over the 22^4 cycle, to be
havee been diluted beyond detectability.
Applicationn of the theory developed by Alexander negative.. Obviously, if the apsidal line has turned over
ett al. (1976) in order to calculate the effects of atmo- 180°° (290 days later) the resulting effect will cause the
sphericc drag on the orbital elements shows such effects meann observed radial velocity to be positive (averaged
overr the 22*4 orbital cycle). Thus we expect 22*4 radial
too be unimportant on this time scale.
Finallyy we consider some aspects of the 13T9 pulse velocityy variations to be superimposed on the 581"
period.. A neutron star is believed to be bom with a high variations. .
Inn principle this asymmetric rotational broadening
spinn rate (Kundt, 1976a).
AA torque exerted by the stellar wind of the companion effectt is expected to be present in all spectral lines which
impingingg on the magnetosphere of the neutron star aree stronger in the bulge than in the undistorted part.
willl spin down the latter on a time scale of - 10M0* Thiss may partially explain why it is observed most
yearss (Kundt, 1976b). Accretion of infalling plasma inn the hydrogen lines, as these are formed in the outerwithh angular momentum might later spin up the neutron mostt layers of the star, and moreover—do indeed
star.. Calculation of the ratio of the spindown to the increasee in strength with decreasing effective temperaspinupp torque shows that in the proposed model for ture.. The lines of He (and of other ions) are formed in
thee X Per system this ratio is at present of order 10 for a deeperr layers and are therefore expected to be less
Castorr profile and of order 10"' for a Barlow profile. affected.. It is, however, difficult to give a quantitative
Givingg the former a small favour we expect a (slow) estimationn of all these effects. This is due to the uncerspindown.. It is interesting to note that over two and taintyy in the parameters involved and also to large
aa half years the pulse period has remained constant to at scalee gas motions which are present in and around the
leastt 1Ï4 (White et al, 1976), from which we derive system,, which can easily distort the absorption line
to partially
fillingin by emission (as observed
\P~\P~ll{dP/dt)\£\0~{dP/dt)\£\0~33/year./year. This givesprofiless
a lowerduelimit
on
thee time scale for spinup or spindown of 103 yr, which inn the lower Balmer lines). The explanation suggested
heree might also account for the very large irregular
iss not in contradiction with the theory.
variabilityy in radial velocities of X Per (Cowley et al,
1972),, as these rotationally induced "radial velocity"
variationss are expected to be present over only about
6.. Discanten
onee third of the 22h4 period.
a)a) Apsidal Motion
Furthermoree the pulsation time of a O 9.5 V star
h
Wee give here a very simplified picture by which the iss around 4 . Consequently, the tidally forced pulsations
off
the
star
due to the variable orbital motion of its
apsidall motion could be reflected in the shift of the H
companionn may cause irregular beats, which may
absorptionn lines.
Forr that purpose we need the assumption that at explainn the irregular optical behaviour of X Per. A
periastronn phase the deformation from spherical sym- simplee double-wave ellipsoidal light curve is therefore
metryy of the primary is largest, while at other orbital nott to be expected.
phasess the deformation is much smaller. This as- b)b) Alternatives for the 58 ld Periodicity
sumptionn is supported by the fact that the critical
Rochee radius, as approximated in Section 3, will be Wee first consider the possibility that the secondary
neutron star, orbiting around the primary
6.011 R© at periastron and 7.35 RQ at apastron, compared iss a pulsating
d
withh R , = 6 / t 0 (assuming parameters from Table 1). inn 58 l . In that case the large velocity amplitude of
[Iff there is a small phase lag between the "tidal bulge" thee hydrogen lines cannot be induced by the mass of the
andd the secondary the reasoning will not change very secondary,, but possibly by mass-streaming effects in
much.]] If the contribution to the absorption line thee system (cf. Milgrom, 1976). Calculation (cf. Section 3)
profiless from the bulge (which will be cooler) is greater showss that the observed X-ray luminosity then requires
5
thann that from the opposite part of the star, then the aa _6spherical mass loss rate of the order of 10" to
centerr of the line profile will be shifted in wavelength 10 Afo/yearr for/ = l and ƒ = 2, respectively. Such
towardss the direction which corresponds to the motion aa large mass loss rate seems difficult to understand for a
off the distorted part. This part is always co-moving with main-sequencee O 9.55 star. Also, the strange spectral
thee secondary. Suppose that at periastron the secondary changess of X Per is then difficult to explain because
movess towards the observer. At apastron the secondary duee to the large distances there will be no close interwilll then be travelling away from the observer and, actionn between the two stars—contrary to what is
becausee now the primary is much less distorted, the expectedd in the model presented here.
centerr of the absorption profile will correspond simply
Anotherr explanation of the 58 ld period could be
too the true orbital velocity of the primary, which is also givenn by assuming a precession of the primary star
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withh respect to the plane of the orbit (with P = 22*4)
off the pulsating neutron star. In this case, however,
onee would have expected a period of the order of
onee month (cf. Roberts, 1974), unless the internal
structuree of the primary is very special.
AA third possibility is the presence of a third, unseen,
companionn moving in a 58 ld orbit around the binary
sketchedd above. This can, of course, not be definitely
excludedd but seems highly unlikely as—due to its large
masss and undetectable luminosity—this third star
shouldd also be a compact star in that case.
Stilll other alternatives are investigated by Milgrom
(1976). .
c)c) The Balmer Emission Lines
Thee preliminary result (Hutchings et al., 1974) that the
violett emission peak of the Balmer lines would also
showw this periodicity of 58 ld (in anti-phase to that
observedd in the absorption lines) is not confirmed by
thee data published later by Hutchings et al. (1975).
AA search in these data for circular orbits with periods
betweenn 100 and 700 days yielded a few statistically
significantt solutions (Takens, private communication).
Thee highest significance was found for the highest
period,, which is about 368d. This period can be consideredd as a numerical quirk, since it bears no relation
too the period of 58 ld from the Balmer absorption lines.
Thesee lines are incompatible with any period below
510111 (which deviates by 3<x from 58 ld).
d)d) Predictions
i)) X-rays
Thee proposed model predicts a 22M periodic phase
shiftt in the arrival times of the 13T931 X-ray pulses. The
meann maximum delay is calculated at 1*56 sin i, which
givess in a 6h observation run about 30* delay around
apastronn phase as an upperlimit, using the constraint
onn i derived in Section 3. In the near future this will
bee within the capabilities of the X-ray instrumentation.
Ann accurate analysis will provide a useful test for the
modell presented, in particular concerning the inclination,, eccentricity and apsidal motion.
ii)) Optical — X-ray Variability
Thee ratio of X-ray to opticalfluxis about 10"2 (Margon
ett al., 1976). In the adopted geometry ~ 1/15 of the total
X-rayy flux is incident on the main star. Under the
assumptionn that the efficiency of the physical process
responsiblee for X-ray to optical reprocessing is 60%
(Milgrom,, private communication) we estimate that
(thee observed) X-ray fluctuations of a factor two on
shortt time scales (minutes) should give rise to optical
variationss of about 0.0004 mag. Such variations are

comparablee in magnitude with the observational upper
limitt of 0.0004 mag for O'W pulsations in the Stromgren
uu filter (Robinson and Africano, 1975).
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ABSTRACT T
Thee identification of a 97 minute modulation in the X-ray and optical intensities of 4U 170037/HDD 153919 with an intrinsic periodicity of the source is subject, at present, to important uncertainties.. By computer simulation we show the dominance of a spurious modulation with a
similarr period in a Fourier analysis of a smooth signal of M W variability (simulating the mean
X-rayy curve), viewed through the 94.5 and 101 minute and the "telemetry dropout" SAS 3 windows.
Ann analysis of a full night of new optical observations of HD 153919 around binary phase 0.5 also
failss to show any such modulation.
SubjectSubject headings: stars: binaries — stars: early-type — stars: eclipsing binaries — stars: neutron —
stars:: Of-type — X-rays: binaries
I.. INTRODUCTION

Matilsky,, La Sala, and Jessen (1978, hereafter MLJ)
havee recently reported a possible 97 minute periodicity
inn the binary X-ray source 4Ü 1700-37. Following
theirr report, Krussewski (1978) examined optical data
fromm HD 153919, taken 200 days earlier by van
Paradijs,, Hammerschlag-Hensberge, and Zuiderwijk
(1978),, and claims to have found a similar periodicity
inn the 0.44^0.59 binary phase range; moreover, he
makess a tentative identification of a similar periodicity
inn data of van Genderen and Uiterwaal (1976), taken
4000 days prior to the van Paradijs et al. data.
AA discovery of an X-ray pulsar with such long
periodicity,, in particular if the period is also shown
observationallyy to be slowly varying, will have a
significantt impact on current theoretical models for
suchh systems. The purpose of this Letter is to point
outt uncertainties in both these X-ray and optical
analysess which, in our view, render them, in their
presentt form, inconclusive, and to encourage further
observationss of this source. We show, by numerical
simulation,, that in spite of the fact that the 97 minute
periodd does not appear in X-ray counts from the
referencee tube of SAS 3 (which shows only the 94.5
andd 101 minute satellite periods), it can still be due
merelyy to satellite artifacts, when combined with the
«Sff variability of the 4U 1700-37 data. We also
analyzee further optical data of HD 153919 around
binaryy phase 0.5, which were taken continuously in
thee course of one "windowless" observation night, and
findfind no evidence for periodicity in them.
n.. fOURDXR ANALYSIS PROBLEM

Thee process of recovering periodicities from a given
signal,, by means of a time Fourier analysis, is not

devoidd of problems, especially when the data are
brokenn in time into several trains. The case in question
inn this Letter is one important example for the rise of
suchh a problem. Here, sets of "windows" in the X-ray
dataa have Fourier frequencies which are separated by
aa frequency gap so small that it can be easily "bridged"
byy the range of frequencies of the signal. As a result,
thee signal smears out the window frequencies, while a
"new,"" intermediate, frequency emerges. That new
frequency,, even though its appearance is due to the
particularr frequency content of the true signal, neverthelesss is not part of this frequency content at all.
Too be more specific, consider two window functions,
W\(t)W\(t) and W%(t), which are periodic in time / with
respectivee periods 7\ and 7**, and which take on the
valuee 1 during a time interval U m IHT,{IH < 1; * ™
1,2)) in each cycle, and the value 0 elsewhere. In
Fourierr series, if we put, for simplicity, / « 0 at the
middlee of two of the Wi(t) - 1 intervals, we have
WW,, - 2m^ri/2 + 2*UH
LL

mft

cos

(2rf/iy)

++ •*»* co, (2,,/ro+ . . . ] .

(l)

Thuss WiWt has frequency power in the fundamentals
(2r/7\)) and (2r/7Y) of respective strengths proportionall to (sin xin/s-wi)1 and (sin TW^*»)*Next,, limit the data to some finite interval — \T% <
'' < \Tlt where T,»2\».
This is mathematically
accomplishedd by multiplying WW, with a Wt, which
hass the value of unity in the 7, interval and vanishes
outsidee of it,

** Permanent address.
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\V\V33 has a Fourier spectrum of width Aw ~ (2r/T3).
Thee Fourier spectrum of WiWtWi, which is the
convolutionn of that of WJVt and that of Wt, will
consistt of a group of "spikes" of the form

m .. THE X-RAY DATA

MLJJ Fourier analyzed 1977 March 27 to 1977
Marchh 31 (T3 ~ 3?8) data from the horizontal tube
(HT)) of SAS 3, which was pointing toward 4U 170037.. Their analysis "yielded a normalized PDS amplisinn \T3(a — w')
tudee of 7200 at a period of 96.8 minutes," while data
iF 3 (ww - w') '
fromm the inclined tube (IT), pointing to the backgroundd 6° away, "yield maximum normalized PDS
centeredd around each of the frequencies
amplitudess of 63 and 49 at 101 and 94 minutes." The
latterr two periodicities are the synodic (South Atlantic
,, _ 2 T « I
2irn?
Anomaly)) and sidereal (eclipse) periods of the satellite
=
andd hence represent T2 and 7V
"" IT -~fT
Thee quoted evidence for the 97 minute period being
off equation (1). Whenever Ti « T2, there will be in the
intrinsicc to the X-ray output of 4U 1700—37 and not
(2ir/Ti)(2ir/Ti) region two peaks, of width ~(iir/Ti), cenbeingg an artifact of the satellite orbital motion is, that
teredd around (2T/7"I) and
(2T/T2).
iff it were so, "one would expect this [the 97 minute
Withh W\WtWi as a window function, consider a
period]] to show up as a modulation in the IT data.
signall F(l) of spectral width Aw„ e.g.,
Nonee is observed." We now describe, after the previous
section,, how the 96.8 minute period might not be
(t(t ~ <o)8'
intrinsicc to 4U 1700-37 at all.
exp p
AA rough idea of what F{t) may look like can be
obtainedd from Figure 1 of MLJ: The data train has a
off which the Fourier spectrum is a Gaussian around
characteristicc width of ~0?6 (between orbits nos. 523
ww = 0, with half-width jAw, = o--1. The Fourier
andd 535); hence F(w), its Fourier amplitude, must
spectrumm of W{W2W3F is the convolution of these of
havee a width of ~(2x/0.6)d _1 . This is larger than the
WiWtWtWiWtWt and F; hence each of the peaks around
frequencyy difference [of (2ir/l)d -1 ] between the 94 and
(2ir/Ti)(2ir/Ti) is now further broadened by Aw,. If
1011 minute periods. The important outcome of that is
that,, in the Fourier transform of F(t)W(l) [where W{t)
2x17-, ,
iss the total window function, WiW^IfjfJM, the 94 and
Aw,, >
101101 minute maxima mil be replaced by a single wide
7\r2 2
peakpeak somewhere between them—possibly the 96.8 minute
thee resultant Fourier curve could noww have a new periodd of MLJ. That peak will appear to be rather
peak;; hence the data will have a "new"" frequency,
welll defined, because only one period in the range of
locatedd between (2ir/Ti) and (2T/T2). This illustrates
thee peak, to within +1.7 minutes, will survive the
ourr basic argument.
~3 d 88 frequency grid.
Inn the following numerical simulations we introduce
Onee specific illustrative example of the way in
yett another window, Wt, to imitate "telemetry dropwhichh an intermediate period of 96.8 minutes appears
outs"" in the X-ray data. W, consists of three gaps and
iss shown in Figures 1-7. In Figures 1-6, we have
hass power at low (~2;r day -1 ) frequencies; these
drawnn simulated curves which correspond respectively
combinee with the main peak to introduce some side
too MLJ's Figures 1-6 (but note that, for simplicity,
peakss of lower power.
wee have not included in Fig. 4 an additional 94.5

days s
F

5 L 1 - ~ T h ee s i m u l a t e d niodfied "signal" F(t)W(t). Figs. 1 through 6 are to be compared with same figure of MLJ. The vertical scales
aree different; in order to compare our "count" differences from the "zero" level of ~ 10 counts/mf with the MLF differences from that
samee zero value, one should multiply our differences by — 0.4.
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minutee effect to simulate the SAS 3 atmospheric
effects,, i.e., the attenuation of X-rays through, the
atmosphere,, just after emergence from Earth occultation;; and that we also added to this figure a folding
moduloo 101 minutes). In addition, we give two Fourier
powerr spectra, of F(t)W(t) and of W(t) (Fig. 7).
Inn the computer Fourier data analysis, we naturally
usee only the discrete set of frequencies w» = (2r/Tt)n.
Iff 5(w) is the Fourier transform of WiWiWtWf as a
functionn of angular frequency w, then it is essentially
"discretized"" by replacing S(w») with an average of
5(u)) over an « interval of
around w.. This
t)
hass the effect of amplifying and narrowing some peaks
inn 5(«), and also causes an indeterminacy of
inn their location.
Wee have used as an input a single Gaussian curve
withh a half-width of 0*3, which simulates the original,
nonobscured,, signal of MLJ's Figure 1 (note, however,
thatt we "stretched" the peak above the "zero" level,
off 600 counts/64 mf, by a factor ~2.5 over MLJ), and
iss centered at the 2dl point of that figure (Fig. 1). We
alsoo used a 94.5 minute window function with 60%
viewingg time (Fig. 4) and a 101 minute window f unction
withh 90% viewing time (a value roughly consistent
withh Fig. 4 of MLJ and the reported total average
viewingg time of ~ 5 0 minutes per satellite orbit).
Inn addition, we put in three "telemetry dropout"
windows,, corresponding to the intervals 0?98-ld25,
d
l 9-2 d 25,, and 3*02-3d23 of MLJ's Figure 1. These
windowss produce a Fourier grid of roughly 2x day - 1
spacing;; hence, by convolution with the (2»/94.5
minute)) peak, enhance the (smaller) window peak near
(2r/1011 minute) over its value in (1) and so shift the
"new"" period more toward the 101 minutes than
expectedd on the basis of the 94.5 and 101 minute
windowss alone. These "telemetry dropout" windows
aree also the source of the secondary peaks around 92
andd 105 minutes, as mentioned in MLJ and in the
previouss section.
Thee actual total simulated stretch of "data" used
wass 3*76, consisting of 10,816 points. In view of the
largee similarity between our curves and those given by
MLJ,, we conclude that, on the basis of the latter alone,
thee reported 96.8 minute periodicity cannot be distinguishedd from an artifact of the satellite motion.
IV.. THE OPTICAL DATA

Becausee the data of van Paradijs et al. of the 0.440.599 binary phase range are quite "broken" (into five
nights,, containing an average of less than two 97
minutee intervals each), we expected difficulties in its
analysiss as well. Furthermore, upon reexamining the
originall van Paradijs et al. data and the proposed 97
minutee pulse, at binary phase region 0.44-0.59, of

Kruszewski,, we find that the pulse amplitude, of
~~0.022 mag, is biased by a small number of less reliable
pointss in die data used.
Too overcome these problems, we have now analyzed
neww measurements of HD 153919, taken in the Walravenn system on the night of 1978 June 29-30. These
measurementss were taken continuously between TJT
22hi9»21'' and UT 31h37°>28' at the Leiden Observatory
att Hartebeespoortdam, South Africa, at binary phase
regionn around 0.5 of the source. We find an upper
limitt of 0.01 mag to a peak-to-peak possible variation
inn V and, within observational error, no evidence for
anyy periodicity.
v.. DISCUSSION

Inn order to avoid a spurious 97 minute periodicity in
4UU 1700—37 with data from SAS J (and perhaps also
inn order to avoid it in other observations of this satellite),, it seems that one must select a data set with no
appreciablee variability on a time scale < 1 day. In
particular,, the data train itself should extend over 1 day
(notee that if the time extension « 1 day, the spurious
intermediatee peak conveniently becomes very wide,
butt then only very few segments of a possible real
periodd occur in the data set for the period to be resolved).. It seems that, due to telemetry windows and
intrinsicc source variability, no such partial data train
existss in MLJ Figure 1. Alternatively, a random
selectionn of a few short segments (as in MLJ Fig. 6)
hass the effect of introducing yet other windows, with
similarr time scales, hence similar problems (see our
Fig.. 6).
Naturally,, it would be best if either the Tt or Tt
periodd could have been avoided, or, at least, if no
telemetryy dropouts which amplify the 101 minute peak
occurred.. Only then could a new check on the existence
off such an intrinsic period be made, using a carefully
selectedd data train. It seems, at any rate, that one
needss more observations. In view of the importance of
findingfinding some period in 4U 1700-37/HD 153919, we
hopee such observations will soon be under way.
Wee thank A. M. van Genderen for making the
opticall observations at the Leiden Observatory. We
aree grateful to E. P. J. van den Heuvel and R. J.
Takenss for helpful and pleasant discussions. J. S.
thankss Professor van den Heuvel and the Astronomical
Institutee in Amsterdam for their warm hospitality
whilee this work was carried out. H. F. H. acknowledges
financiall support from the Netherlands Organization
forr the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO). Partial
supportt by the US-Israel Binational Science Foundationn (BSF) is gratefully acknowledged.
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MASSS LOSS AND STELLAR WIND IN MASSIVE X^RAY BINARIES
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1.. INTRODUCTION
AA number of massive stars of early type is found in X-ray binary
systems.. The catalog of Bradt et al. (1979) contains 21 sources opticallyy identified with massive stars ranging in spectral type from 06 to B5
outt of which 13 are (nearly) unevolved stars and 8 are supergiants.
Singlee stars of this type generally show moderate to strong stellar
winds.. The X-rays in these binaries originate from accretion onto a
compactt companion (we restrict the discussion to this type of X-rays).
Wee consider the compact star as a probe traveling through the
stellarr wind. This probe enables us to derive useful information about
thee mass outflow of massive stars.
Afterr presenting the basic data we derive an upper limit to mass
losss rates of unevolved early type stars by studying X-ray pulsars.
Nextt we consider theoretical predictions concerning the influence of
X-rayss on the stellar wind and compare these with the observations.
Finally,, using new data from IUE, we draw some conclusions about mass
losss rates and velocity laws as derived from X-ray binaries.

2.. BASIC DATA (based on Bradt et al., 1979)
Wee divide the massive primaries into Roche lobe filling and non-Roche
lobee filling ones. Table 1 lists only systems with known orbital and/or
X-rayy pulse period.
Inn the first catagory there is no trace of periodicity in the
lightcurves,, the orbital periods are very long (> 20 days) and the companionn stars are deep inside their Roche lobes. The accreted material
cann only come from the stellar wind of the primary.
Thee second catagory shows double wave ellipsoidal lightcurves which
aree typical for a tidally distorted star (cf. Bahcall, 1979). Therefore
.thesee stars are close to filling their Roche lobes. The mass transfer
takess place in the form of either Roche lobe overflow or stellar wind,
orr in a combination of the two.
541 1
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TABLEE 1
Non-roche elobee filling massive primaries s
Binary y Pulse e
Sp.. type
Source e Opt.. star
period d period d
™v vlogg Lx———LLx — /oLp „.
t t
0N5+63tr r 1 1
BVe e
15.6 6
24?3 3
3?6 6
37.5 5 2 2
0352+30 0 XX Per
09.5(111 -V)e
1
e 6 6
34 4
0.0004 4 580? ? 835 5
0535+26 6 HDE245770 0 09.7lle--BOVe e 9.1 1 37.3 3 0.08 8
>20 0
104 4
1118-61tr r
Be e
12.1 1
2 2
405 5
1145-61 1 Hen715 5
BlVne e
9.0 0 36.8 8 0.2 2
297? ?
1223-62 2 WRA977 7
Blla a
10.8 8 37.0 0 0.003 3 22.6? ? 699 9
1258-61 1 MMV V
B0-B5V V
14.7 7 36.3 3 0.3 3
>20 0
272 2
Rochee lobe fillingg primaries
SMCC X-l
0900-40 0
Cenn X-3
1538-52 2
1700-37 7
Cygg X-l
LMCC X-4

Skii 60
B01 1
13.3 3 38.8 8
HD77581 1 B0.5Ib b
6.9 9 36.0 0
Krz's s
0.6.511--III I 13.3 3 37.6 6
12 2
B0I I
14.5 5 36.6 6
HD153919 9 06.5f f
6.6 6 36.5 5
HDE226868 8 09.7lab b
8.9 9 37.3 3
Ph-Sk k
08III-V V
14.0 0 38.7 7

1.2 2
3?9
0.003 0.0039.0
2.1
0.05 5
3.7
0.01 1
0.0005 5 3.4
0.02 2
5.6
1 1
1.4

9
3?6 6
0 283 3
1
4.8 8
7 529 9
4
6
4

3.. SLOW PULSARS, Be STARS AND MASS LOSS
Thee first group in table 1 is characterized by practically unevolved
stars,, long binary periods and long X-ray pulse periods. This strong
correlationn yields an order of magnitude estimate for the mass loss rate
off these type of stars (van den Heuvel, 1977).
Thee rotation rate of an accreting neutron star is thought to be
closee to its "equilibrium" value (Davidson & Ostriker, 1973). That means
thatt all the torques (exerted on the neutron star by the surrounding
matterr via the magnetic field lines) more or less cancel. Without going
intoo the physical details (see e.g. Lamb, 1977) the result for the
equilibriumm spin period of a strong magnetized neutron star embedded in
thee stellar wind of the companion is (Wickramasinghe & Whelan, 1975;
vann den Heuvel, 1977) :
-3/7 7
12/7 /pp
p/7
orbb 1
31 1
(1) )
eq q
10- 99 MQ/yr
10000 km/s
20d d
Heree we omitted a factor of order unity containing the mass, radius and
surfacee magnetic field of the neutron star, and the mass of the B star
forr which we used 1 M Q , 10 km, 10 12 G and 20 M Q respectively. M denotes
thee mass loss rate of the B star, v w the wind velocity and P orb w the
orbitall period.
Itt is from this expression that we can obtain independent informationn on the mass loss rates of unevolved massive stars.
Vann den Heuvel assumed that the slow X-ray pulsars balance their
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periodd not far from the equilibrium value. In fact the equilibrium
periodd will be shorter, as we know that all pulsars are spinning up. In
additionn he assumed that the wind velocity is roughly three times the
escapee velocity (Abbott, 1978). Then for reasonable orbital periods we
cann calculate from (1) that, in order to maintain P * 300 sec, the mass
losss rate must be less than I0~9 M^/yr.
Thiss is in excellent agreement with recent mass loss determinations
off Be and early type main sequence stars which are of order \ « 10"
Mg/yrr for 59 Cyg, X Per, y Cas, T Sco and u Col (Snow 4 Marlborough,
1976;; Hammerschlag-Hensberge et al., 1979a; Lamers 4 Rogerson, 1978;
Olson,, 1979).
4.. THE INFLUENCE OF X-RAYS ON THE STELLAR WIND
Noww we turn to the second group of table 1. The existence of winds in
earlyy type stars is inferred from the presence of P-Cygni shaped ultraviolett resonance lines of ions like C IV and N V. Radiation pressure in
thesee lines is thought to be the acceleration mechanism of the wind
(Lucyy 4 Solomon, 1970; Castor et al., 1975).
Moree than five years ago McCray (1975) predicted that an X-ray
sourcee in a stellar wind may further ionize the relevant ions. This
shouldd be observable as a marked orbital phase dependence of the P Cygni
liness of these ions. This prediction has been refined and extended by
McCrayy 4 Hatchett (1975) and Hatchett 4 McCray (1977).
AA secondary effect will be distortion of the velocity profile.
Detailedd modeling of the interaction of the X-rays with the wind however,
iss required before any conclusion can be drawn.
AA first attempt to observe the ionization effect with Coperreieua in
HD153919/1700-377 was unsuccessful. Recent IUE observations with high
resolutionn of the same source showed strongly saturated P Cygni profiles
off the C IV and Si IV resonance doublets (Dupree et al., 1978). Additionall spectra with a good phase coverage are shown in figure 1 (HammerschlagHensbergee et al., 1979b). Short wavelength edge velocities of 2600 km/s
aree measured. Again, no phase effect is observed.
Onn the other hand in the system HDE226868/Cyg X-l a clear phase
dependencee in the strength of C IV and Si IV lines was observed. Unfortunatelyy only low resolution spectra are available and no conclusive
measurementss of the detailed line profiles is possible (Dupree et al.,
1978;; Treves et al., 1979).
Quitee exciting, however, are the IUE observations of the source
HD77581/0900-400 taken with high resolution, as reported by Dupree et al.
(1979).. Figure 2 shows the crucial spectral regions. Near phase 0.0
(X-rayy eclipse) we see a nearly undisturbed P Cygni profile, the emissionn part being somewhat reduced because the wind on' the far side of the
starr (responsible for emission) is ionized by the X-ray source. The
Sii IV and C IV profiles are similar to those seen by IUE in K Cas, a
supergiantt with spectral type similar to HD77581. Near phase 0.5, however,, the (blue) terminal absorption velocity is dramatically reduced
too 900 km/s compared with 1700 km/s at phase 0.0. Detailed calculations
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Figuree 1. IUE spectra of Si IV and C IV resonance profiles in HD153919
showw no obvious changes at different phases of the binary period.
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Figuree 2. IUE spectra of Si IV and C IV resonance profiles in HD77581
reveall remarkable changes at different phases of the binary period.
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presentedd by Dupree et al. confirm convincingly the prediction by McCray
andd coworkers.
Thee reason why this effect is not observed in HD153919/1700-37
mightt be the following. The much earlier spectral type of this star
(06.5f)) and the much higher density in its wind causes C IV and Si IV
too be much more abundant than in the wind of HD77581 (BO.5 l b ) , as is
indicatedd by the complete saturation of these lines in HD153919. This
makess that the removal of some fraction of the C IV and Si IV ions from
thee wind due to X-ray photon-ionization has a negligible effect in the
casee of HD153919 and renders the predicted phase dependence unobservable.
Transitionss from excited levels that are formed over a narrow range in
velocityy might be more responsive to the effects of the X-ray source.

5.. MASS LOSS RATES AND VELOCITY LAW
Wee return to the question: what can we learn about the stellar wind
propertiess themselves. From studies of Lamers et al. (1976), Petterson
(1978)) and particularly Conti (1978) it became clear that in the systems
SMCC X-l and Cen X-3 the main mass transfer mechanism must be Roche lobe
overflow,, a result also achieved by Savonije (1978) on different
grounds.. In the systems 0900-40, 1700-37 and Cyg X-l the stellar wind
mightt be the main mass transfer mode.
Inn almost all investigations on X-ray binaries one proceeds in
calculatingg the X-ray intensity from a guessed or measured mass loss
ratee and wind velocity. However, Conti (1978) inverted the problem and
solvedd for the wind velocity, using the standard wind accretion theory
withh X-ray and optical data on orbital elements and luminosity as input
parameterss in additionn to partly observed, partly estimated mass loss
ratess and, guessed, highly uncertain values for the terminal wind
velocity. .
Nowadayss much more reliable mass loss rates and wind velocities
aree available (table 2) derived from high resolution UV spectra. Thereforee it seems worthwile to repeat Conti's investigations with the newly
obtainedd data. The relevant expression is given by Conti (1978, eq.8);

TABLEE 2

Mww % / y r )
term m
LL max (L„)
XX

HD1539199 (ref)

HD7758II

55 x 10 -6 (1,2)

11 x JO"6 (1,4)

1.44 x l(T6

26000

(3)

17000

(4)

20000

7.00 x 102

(5)

5.88 * 102

(5)

2.77 x io3

(ref)

HDE2268688 (ref)
(1)

(Conti)
(5)

0

Ref.:: (I) Hutchings, 1976; Hutchings, 1979 revision. (2) HammerschlagHensberge,, 1979b. (3) Dupree et al., 1978. (4) Dupree et al.,
1979.. (5) Bradt et al., 1979.
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== 8.5

km/s s

(2) )

wheree M denotes the mass of the compact object, a is the orbital sepa-..*L1 ^L the X-ray luminosity (all in solar units) and M
ration,,
w thee mass
losss rate in solar masses per year.
Figuree 3 shows a plot analogue to that of Conti. All input parameterr are taken from his paper except the terminal velocity v
and ft
forr which the new determinations were used; an uncertainty o f ™ factor
off two was adopted in the latter. For the X-ray luminosity two values
weree used: on the one hand a 'mean' value as adopted by Conti, and on
thee other hand a value obtained by scaling the luminosity as listed by
Bradtt et al. (1979) to Conti's adopted distances. Bradt's catalog gives
maximumm luminosities and therefore yields a kind of lower limit to the
derivedd wind velocities.
Velocityy curves for different predicted and observationally derived
velocityy laws are indicated in the figure.
Thee adopted uncertainties are certainly underestimated since only
forr L x and ft the two extreme values were used and the other parameters
weree assumed to be fixed.
Ourr chairman will be pleased that the velocity law which he derived
(fromm c Pup, Lamers & Morton, 1977) is covered by all three stars. A
steepp velocity law seems to be favoured. However, the results are
probablyy not accurate enough to discriminate between the different velocityy laws. Recent calculations by MacGregor and Vitello (1979) showed
thatt the wind velocity between the star and the X-ray source might increasee because of ionization effects. If this result can be appliedTo
thiss system always a too steep velocity law will be derived. The small
ellipsee in figure 3 represents the direct observed value by Dupree et
al.. (1979). The agreement is encouraging and gives us confidence in the
applicabilityy of Conti's method.
1.00 -

> >
0.5 5

1-55

2.0

2.5

a/R

Figuree 3. Comparison of different stellar wind profiles with
derivedd values from X-ray emission (see Conti, 1978).
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waarbij

en tot

Na

Triniteite

en Sterrenkunde

gevolgd

1972,

werd gelopen,

Haarlem.
het

november

natuurkunde,

op 24 september

te
aan

drie

Zeema

doktora
jaar

Tijdens

veel

plezier

schreef
en werkte

zijn
een

een

aantal

mee aan

de

Sterrenkunde".

1975 verbonden

als

van Amsterdam,

wetenschappelijk
waarvan

de

eerste

medewerker aan de
drie

jaar

in

Z.W.O.
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